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Abstract

Web services provide platform independent distributed communication by build-
ing all the related standards to XML. The interface description language (WSDL), the
communication protocol (SOAP), and the middleware extensions of SOAP, called WS-*
protocols, are all based on XML. Composite web services can be created by using busi-
ness processes described in BPEL, which is also based on XML. The major benefit of
using XML is platform independence. However, the software vendors implementing
these standards provide different configuration methods for the WS-* protocols, and
matching these configurations with each other can be tedious. In addition, XML inter-
face descriptions are not user friendly and it is hard to provide versioning for them.
Moreover, XML messages have a large communication overhead compared to binary
protocols, such as RMI and CORBA. The process engines developed by the software
vendors are capable of executing BPEL processes, however, for long running processes
it may be required to be able to migrate running instances of these processes between
process engines to avoid vendor lock-in. These are the most common challenges in
web service development.

This dissertation gives a solution to all of these challenges. The contributions of
this dissertation to the state of the art of web services can be grouped into three main
parts. The first part covers the development productivity of web services. In this part a
platform independent domain specific modeling framework for web services is intro-
duced. The framework is capable of generating interoperable source codes and config-
uration files for the most important SOA products, and it increases the development
productivity and portability of web service applications. The second part gives a so-
lution to the business process instance migration task. Although this solution requires
some restrictions on the process description, the solution works with all process en-
gines. The third part provides a performance model for predicting the communication
overhead of web service calls still at design time. This is very useful if the services are
required to meet strict QoS properties.
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Összefoglaló

A webszolgáltatások platformfüggetlen elosztott kommunikációt biztosítanak azál-
tal, hogy minden kapcsolódó szabvány XML-re épül. Az interfészleíró nyelv (WSDL),
a kommunikációs protokoll (SOAP), valamint ennek kiegészítései (WS-* protokollok)
is mind XML-en alapulnak. Összetett webszolgáltatások is készíthetők az üzleti fo-
lyamatok leírására szolgáló BPEL nyelv segítségével, amely ugyancsak az XML for-
mátumra épít. Az XML legfőbb előnye a platformfüggetlenség. A szabványokat imp-
lementáló szoftvergyártók azonban eltérő konfigurációs módszereket biztosítanak a
WS-* protokollok számára, és a különböző konfigurációk egymásnak való megfelelte-
tése nehéz feladat. További problémát jelent, hogy az XML formátumú interfészleíró
nem felhasználóbarát, és nehéz biztosítani az interfészleírók megfelelő verziózását is.
Az XML üzenetek ezen kívül nagy időbeli terhet rónak a kommunikációra a bináris
protokollokhoz (pl. RMI, CORBA) képest. A szoftvergyártók folyamatmotorjai ké-
pesek ugyan BPEL folyamatok futtatására, azonban a hosszú ideig futó folyamatok
esetén felmerülhet az igény a futó folyamatpéldányok másik folyamatmotorra való
átvitelére, hogy a gyártóktól való függést csökkenteni lehessen. Ezek a legtöbbször
előkerülő kihívások a webszolgáltatásokkal kapcsolatos fejlesztések során.

Ez a disszertáció ezekre a kihívásokra nyújt megoldást. A disszertáció eredmé-
nyei három fő részre oszthatók. Az első rész a webszolgáltatásokkal kapcsolatos fej-
lesztések termelékenységén biztosít jelentős javulást. Ez a rész egy platformfüggetlen
szakterület-specifikus modellező keretrendszert mutat be, amely képes együttműködő
forráskódokat és konfigurációs fájlokat előállítani a legfontosabb SOA eszközök szá-
mára, és ezáltal a webszolgáltatásokra épülő alkalmazások hordozhatósága is javul.
A második rész az üzleti folyamatok példányainak folyamatmotorok közötti hordo-
zására nyújt megoldást. A javasolt módszer minden folyamatmotorral működik, bár
a hordozható folyamatoknak teljesíteniük kell bizonyos feltételeket. A harmadik rész
egy teljesítménymodellt mutat be, amely lehetőséget nyújt a webszolgáltatások kom-
munikációs időterhének becslésére még tervezési fázisban. Ez nagyon hasznos lehet,
ha a tervezett szolgáltatásoknak szigorú QoS követelményeknek kell megfelelniük.
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1
Introduction

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [OAS06] defines a set of principles for con-
necting distributed software components. SOA is an architectural style, which can
be implemented using various technologies. Earlier examples are RMI, CORBA and
DCOM. Today, web services are the main implementation technology of SOA. Web
services realize distributed communication in a platform independent way by build-
ing all the related standards on XML. The communication protocol (SOAP), the inter-
face description language (WSDL) and the middleware aspects, called WS-* standards
(WS-Addressing, WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-Security, WS-SecureConversation, etc.),
are all represented in XML. These middleware aspects can also be configured in a plat-
form independent way through XML chunks called WS-Policy assertions which are
usually included in the WSDL. Web services can be combined into processes using the
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) standard. BPEL processes are executable,
their implementation is described in XML, and they are also web services themselves.

Web services, being an industry standard and using XML instead of a binary rep-
resentation, can solve the problem of interoperability of different programming lan-
guages, execution environments and hardware architectures. The standards related to
web services deal only with interface descriptors and protocol messages, and they do
not define how these concepts should be mapped to programming languages and exe-
cution environments. This may also be the reason why most software vendors adopted
the technology and why it gained such popularity. The major adopters are Microsoft,
Oracle and IBM, and open source communities such as the RedHat and the Apache
community. They provide application servers, frameworks and development tools
which are intended to make the developers’ life easier.
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1. Introduction

On one hand, interoperability based solely on XML is successful, since everyone
can choose how to implement the standards; all they need to care about is to send the
appropriate messages through the wire. On the other hand, XML introduces a num-
ber of challenges for the developers of the services. In this dissertation I identify the
most common challenges that hinder the development of web services and I provide
a solution that covers these challenges. I show that my solution increases the produc-
tivity of web service development more than the other already existing solutions. The
identified challenges come from the literature, the practical experience of developers
across the world and from my own personal experience by being involved in industrial
software projects.

1.1 The most important challenges in web service development

Using XML for interface description and for communication can solve the problem
of interoperability of different programming languages and execution environments.
However, the use of XML comes at a price. There are a number of challenges that
developers have to face because of XML, and these challenges have performance and
development productivity implications regarding web services.

The fundamental software development process activities are requirements anal-
ysis, specification, design, implementation, testing and maintenance [Som11]. The
various software development life cycle (SDLC) models differ only in the order and
magnitude of these steps. SOA applications and web services are also developed us-
ing one of the SDLC models with additional focus on reuse and composition. The use
of XML introduces productivity challenges in the specification, implementation and
maintenance activities.

The WSDL interface description is a complex XML with some redundant parts, and
thus, it is not suitable for being written by humans. The software vendors came up
with a number of solutions for this problem. The most common solution is to generate
WSDL based on the implementation of the service. This bottom-up style of develop-
ment is good for marketing purposes and maybe for prototyping. However, in real-life
projects this style is undesirable, since any minor change in the implementation may
result in a change in the WSDL interface itself. One could argue that the initial WSDL
could be generated this way, and then it can be used as a starting point for the inter-
face definition. But maintaining this definition can be as hard as writing it from scratch.
Another way of creating a WSDL is through graphical designers provided by the tools.
The problem with these graphical designers is that they do not increase the abstraction
level enough and they maintain the redundancy of the WSDL description. In addition,
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1. Introduction

they do not provide graphical editing features for the WS-Policy assertions, so the WS-*
protocols cannot be easily configured. The tools provided by the software vendors do
not support WSDL creation in a convenient way, which makes it hard to follow the
recommended top-down (WSDL-first) development in real-life projects [FM14].

The WS-Policy assertions used for configuring the WS-* protocols make the prob-
lem of handling WSDL files even worse. The WS-Policy assertions can be large and
complex XML structures and it can be hard to craft them by hand. To make the de-
velopers’ task easier, most SOA products provide policy repositories (e.g. Oracle JDe-
veloper, IBM WebSphere) containing complete assertions that can be used for config-
uration. There are even products which offer GUI designers (e.g. Netbeans) or trans-
form WS-Policy assertions into a more convenient configuration representation of their
own (e.g. Apache CXF, Microsoft WCF). Although these configuration approaches may
ease the task of the developers, they can also introduce interoperability problems be-
tween different products, since the representations of the WS-Policy assertions vary
between products, and matching these representations requires detailed knowledge of
both products.

Most issues arise with the configuration of security protocols, especially security
tokens and security token services, since they require a lot of parameters, such as cer-
tificates, encryption and digital signature algorithms. The XACML (eXtensible Access
Control Markup Language) standard is designed for defining policies and rules for
authorization decisions. It provides Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) in a plat-
form independent way. However, since it is also based on XML, it is not convenient
to write XACML policies by hand. Another problem with XACML is that it is not
yet widespread. For example, Microsoft WCF does not yet support it and most open-
source implementations rely on the old Sun XACML library.

Another challenge arises from the different implementations of the standards. The
WS-* standards have many versions and they are so complex and ambiguous, that
the various software vendors may implement only parts of them or may implement
them differently, resulting in interoperability problems between the tools developed
by the software vendors. This is not desirable when the whole point of web services
is that they should provide interoperability. This problem was soon realized and the
organization called Web Services Interoperability (WS-I) was founded. The goal of this
organization is to define a set of best practices and constraints on the WS-* standards so
that they become unambiguous, and thus the interoperability between the WS-I com-
pliant tools could be achieved easier. Although WS-I provides test cases to check these
constraints, the organization itself does not certify the WS-I compliance of the vendors’
tools. In addition, most constraints can only be checked at runtime by actually calling
the running services, and this does not guarantee that the vendors’ WS-* implemen-
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1. Introduction

tations are WS-I compliant in all cases. And even if the tools are or at least claim to
be WS-I compliant, it does not ensure interoperability. Configuring the tools to use
the WS-I compliant versions of the protocols and matching these configurations of the
different tools with each other can still be a challenge.

Although the web service standards do not provide a mapping to programming
languages, the software vendors do. These mappings are called web service APIs. In
the .NET world the current API is the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). In
the Java world it is the Java API for XML-Based Web Services (JAX-WS). The two APIs
are basically equivalent, they define similar metadata (attributes in .NET, annotations
in Java) to provide a mapping between interfaces in the language and the WSDL, and
between values in the language and SOAP messages. WCF does not use WS-Policy as-
sertions directly, but it provides a mapping between WS-Policy assertions and its own
configuration format. The JAX-WS specification provides a common API for JavaEE
application servers. However, the specification does not deal with WS-Policy asser-
tions, which means that each Java software vendor has its own way of handling these
assertions. This can cause portability issues between the different application servers
if WS-* protocols are enabled.

The goal of the JavaEE specifications is to ensure the portability of Java enterprise
applications between different JavaEE servers. Although there can be vendor-specific
settings, most of the source codes and configurations should be portable between
servers. As it was already mentioned, the configurations of the WS-* protocols can-
not be ported easily, but this problem can be solved by learning the new tool’s con-
figuration methods. When an application is ported between application servers, its
database can be reused or the database itself can also be migrated to another database
server. However, there are vendor-specific databases, which cannot be migrated. Even
the migration of these databases between different versions of the same application
server from the same vendor can be difficult. For example, the states of BPEL pro-
cess instances are stored in such vendor-specific databases, therefore, migrating BPEL
process instances is also an important challenge to solve.

Service interface versioning [EKW+09] is a challenging part of the maintenance ac-
tivity of an application. The top-down development of web services requires the ver-
sioning of WSDL and XSD files, however, these files are hard to maintain and update.
Following and merging them in version control systems can also be a complex task
because of the XML syntax. Graphical WSDL designers can hide the inconveniences
of the XML format, however, these designers provide no support for versioning and
merging of WSDL and XSD files, either.

4



1. Introduction

Another issue of web services is that XML messages burden the communication
with a significant serialization and deserialization overhead compared to binary pro-
tocols. The serialization overhead can even be comparable with the execution time of
the service’s application logic itself. This performance loss is one of the main criticisms
against web services. When the Quality of Service (QoS) has to meet the expectations
set by a Service Level Agreement (SLA), it is essential to know the performance im-
plications of XML serialization at design time, even before the services are actually
implemented.

The challenges explained above are the main obstacles that hinder the development
of web services. These challenges are summarized in the following list:

• there is no user friendly way of creating, maintaining and versioning WSDL files
for top-down development

• achieving interoperability between different tools is hard, because they have dif-
ferent configuration methods for the WS-* protocols, and they cover different
parts of the standards

• JAX-WS does not deal with WS-* protocols, therefore, portability of web services
with WS-* protocols between different JavaEE servers is unsolved

• XACML is not a convenient API for attribute-based access control

• the states of BPEL process instances are hard to migrate

• the XML serialization overhead of SOAP messages is significant, but it is not pre-
dictable at design time

If these tasks are solved, the productivity of the web service development process
can be greatly increased especially in the design, implementation and maintenance
phases. In this dissertation I provide a solution for all of these tasks, and I show that
my solution has a better productivity than the other solutions currently available.

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation gives a detailed description of the following contributions to the
area of web service development:

• I created a domain specific language, which provides an intuitive platform inde-
pendent description for systems of distributed web services configured with the
most important WS-* standards

• I created a generator for producing interoperable configurations for the most im-
portant SOA products of the software industry, providing greatly increased pro-
ductivity compared to the previous solutions

5



1. Introduction

• I developed a method based on recording and replaying SOAP messages to pro-
vide migration of BPEL process instances between different process execution
engines

• I developed a performance model for predicting the response time overhead of
web service calls based on the interface description of the service still at design
time

1.3 Structure of the dissertation

The dissertation is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the most important terms used in this dissertation.
The concepts related to Service-Oriented Architecture are clarified and also the area of
domain specific modeling is briefly summarized.

Chapter 3 provides a high level picture about the contributions made in this disser-
tation. At first, the architecture of web service stacks is shown. Then the framework
built around the domain specific modeling language for web services is introduced.
This is followed by the outline of the basic principles behind the proposition for busi-
ness process instance migration. Finally, the performance prediction methodology will
be summarized.

Chapter 4 starts with the description of the most important SOA products in the
industry, and the major interoperability problems between them are also listed. Then
the related works in the area of modeling web services are summarized. This is fol-
lowed by the introduction of the proposed domain specific metamodel for describing
systems of distributed web services. In order to prove the correctness of this domain
specific modeling approach, this chapter also shows the results of a number of interop-
erability tests between the most important SOA products, where the implementations
of the test cases were produced by the proposed domain specific modeling framework.
The evaluation section proves that the modeling framework can greatly increase pro-
ductivity of web service development. Finally, the results described in this chapter are
summarized in the first thesis.

Chapter 5 describes the proposed migration method for BPEL process instances.
At first, the related works in this area are summarized and it is shown that the exist-
ing approaches are more intrusive and they cannot be easily used to migrate process
instances between different execution engines. Then the most problematic cases of
business process instance migration are shown. The chapter also introduces a new

6



1. Introduction

web service protocol called WS-Tracing, which is required for identifying the busi-
ness process instances. This is followed by the architecture of the proposed migration
framework, along with the router as the central piece of the framework. Next, the def-
inition of the services provided by the router and the routing algorithm are described.
After this, the correctness of the routing algorithm is shown, and the migration frame-
work is evaluated. Finally, the results related to the migration framework are phrased
in the second thesis.

Chapter 6 details the performance model for predicting the response time overhead
of web service calls. At first, the related works are summarized and it is concluded
that no previous approach provides an extensive coverage of web services and the re-
lated WS-* protocols regarding the performance overhead of web service calls. Then
the performance measurements for determining the characteristics of the various web
service implementations are described. The measurement results for two implemen-
tations are also evaluated and the factors influencing the communication overhead of
web services are identified. Next, the proposed performance model is introduced by
incorporating the performance measurement results into the model. After this, the per-
formance model is evaluated by independent measurements and predictions. Finally,
the results regarding the performance model are listed in the third thesis.

Chapter 7 gives an overview about the application of the scientific results in real-life
projects, and it is shown that the scientific results are useful also in practice.

Chapter 8 summarizes the results described in this dissertation and it enumerates
the future research directions.

Appendix A gives the grammar of the programming language of the proposed web
service modeling framework.

Appendix B provides an example in the proposed modeling framework showing
how easy it is to describe a usually complex web service configuration with attribute-
based access control.

Appendix C lists the generated folders, program codes and configuration files for
the various SOA products.

Appendix D shows the configurations used in the interoperability tests to prove the
applicability of the proposed modeling framework.

Appendix E gives an example of how a business process can be made compatible
with the proposed instance migration framework.
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2
Definitions and terminology

The primary goal of this dissertation is to provide a model driven approach for
increasing the development productivity of systems composed of distributed services.
This chapter clarifies the terms belonging to these topics and provides a framework for
the remaining parts of the dissertation.

The definition of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) originates from OASIS, the
standard consortium of the WS-* standards. Software vendors in the industry over-
loaded the term SOA with technology specific and marketing concepts resulting in
various definitions emphasizing the technological and business values. The definition
of a service by OASIS is too abstract and too general to be applied to the software
engineering domain, while the definitions of industry experts are too specific and are
usually phrased from the business perspective. A definition from the software engi-
neering perspective is required to grab the essence of services, the building blocks of
SOA.

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is a trademark of the Object Management Group
(OMG), the standard consortium of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). MDA
specifies a methodology to create software products from high abstraction level mod-
els through a series of transformations. The key to the success of the MDA approach
is to find the right level of abstraction for the models. OMG primarily promotes UML
to be used for modeling in MDA, however, Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) may
provide a more appropriate abstraction level for the problem domain.

This chapter clarifies the definitions of the terms in these topics.

8



2. Definitions and terminology

2.1 SOA and web services

OASIS defines SOA in the SOA Reference Model [OAS06]:

Definition 1. Service-Oriented Architecture is paradigm for organizing and utilizing dis-
tributed capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership domains. It provides
a uniform means to offer, discover, interact with and use capabilities to produce desired effects
consistent with measurable preconditions and expectations. In SOA, services are the mecha-
nism by which needs and capabilities are brought together.

Based on the SOA Reference Model, the principles behind SOA are general and can
be applied to domains other than the software industry. The SOA Reference Model also
shows an example for the concepts of SOA through an electric company’s distribution
grid. However, for the software engineering domain a more specific definition of a
service is needed, with more specific design guidelines than the ones defined in the
SOA Reference Model.

As the survey of TechTarget shows [Tec04, Tec05], industry experts have different
opinions about the definition of SOA. The definitions in the survey include the follow-
ing concepts: architecture style, abstracts complexity, standard protocols, standard interfaces,
self-contained services, autonomy, internally and externally callable services, loosely-coupled
services, reusable services, discoverability through a repository, incremental integration, dy-
namic integration, service composition, business process execution, Quality of Service (QoS)
characteristics (security, transactions, performance, etc.). Most of these concepts are al-
ready familiar from Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE). Therefore, in the
software engineering domain SOA is not a revolutionary idea. It is similar to, and,
therefore, should be compared to CBSE.

The white paper by Helmut Petrisch [Pet06] also examines the possibilities for
defining SOA. The paper argues that SOA is an evolution of CBSE toward looser cou-
pled software, higher reusability and faster development. It is concluded, that if SOA
is seen as a new type of architecture, it does not differ significantly from distributed
component frameworks. However, if the technology of web services and its potential
successors are included in the definition of SOA, the major differences between SOA
and CBSE are the following:

• Services are publicly accessible components, and they should be discoverable
through service registries.

• Services should be independent of implementation specific attributes. The com-
munication protocol should also be independent of the implementation.

9
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Figure 2.1: Relation of Objects, Components, Services and Aspects [KRW07]

The paper also discusses web services, and emphasizes that there are a lot of prob-
lems to solve: ranging from finding the required services, providing acceptable perfor-
mance, security, realizing transactions up to maintaining one’s own services.

Mika Koskela et. al. [KRW07] compares SOA with Component-Based Development
(CBD), Object Oriented Design (OOD) and Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP). The
paper identifies services as software components, which operate in a distributed en-
vironment and focus on document-centric communication. In contrast, in CBD the
interaction between components depends on the technology that the components are
based on. On the other hand, components can provide the basis for implementing
services, and components can encapsulate objects. AOP, however, can be seen as a
complementary paradigm affecting the software system on several levels, therefore, it
is orthogonal to OOP, CBD and SOA.

Figure 2.1 shows this layered organization of these concepts. The scope associated
with each of these approaches is also different. SOA aims at high service reusability
at the enterprise level. Components have similar goals on a smaller scale. Objects are
usually reusable within a single application. SOA functions in higher level of abstrac-
tion than other techniques. The purpose of abstraction is same as in OOP and CBD: to
make the domain logic more understandable. AOP on the other hand does not raise
the level of abstraction, but rather it is separating different concerns such as security or
logging from the domain logic.

The paper concludes that while services are also software components themselves,
they operate in a distributed environment, and SOA adds a new layer for reuse in
addition to OOP and CBD. The standards related to web services make the communi-
cation between distributed components easier, however, there are still hard problems
to solve, like security, transactions, fault tolerance, change management, etc. The paper
also suggests that MDA may be a feasible approach to deal with the different levels of
abstraction of OOP, CBD and SOA.
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The difference between SOA and CBD is examined in great detail in a white pa-
per from IBM written by Alan Brown et. al. [BJK02]. This paper also concludes that
OOP, CBD and SOA are implementation layers shown in figure 2.1. It is also recog-
nized, that services and components are similar, in fact, components are the best way
to implement services. However, they are not the same. Not every good component
transformed into a service makes a good service, because they have different design
criteria. Services are at "the application edge", and they expose an external view of the
system with internal reuse and composition using traditional component design. Since
services are usually published to and called from external entities, calling services has
a larger performance impact than internal calls between components. Hence, service
interfaces should be coarse-grained, and in order to be able to increase the scalability
of the system, services should be stateless. In addition, a service is a single, always
running instance, while components are usually instantiated as needed. The paper
also demonstrates the differences between component and service design principles
through an appointment management application.

In 2009 Thomas Earl organized the SOA Manifesto Working Group by inviting the
most highly regarded persons in the SOA community to find the guiding principles be-
hind SOA. Members of the working group emphasized that defining "service-oriented
architecture" and "service orientation" was not part of their mandate. According to the
members [INF10], this was due to time constraints and also that there are other defini-
tions out there such as OASIS SOA Reference Model. Instead of collecting the "design"
principles of service orientation, they limited the scope of the manifesto on the "guid-
ing" principles of realizing the core values of service orientation. The SOA Manifesto
[Gro09] as a result of the workshop prioritizes:

• business value over technical strategy

• strategic goals over project-specific benefits

• intrinsic interoperability over custom integration

• shared services over specific-purpose implementations

• flexibility over optimization

• evolutionary refinement over pursuit of initial perfection

Based on the considerations above, the following definitions apply to the terms
used in this dissertation. The definition of SOA is taken from OASIS, but the definition
of a service is specialized to the software engineering domain. The definition of a
software service as a modified version of the one used in [BJK02]:

Definition 2. A service is a discoverable software component that exists as a single stateless
instance and interacts with applications and other services through a loosely coupled (often
asynchronous), message-based communication model.

11
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The definition of a software component from Clemens Szyperski [Szy02]:

Definition 3. A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed inde-
pendently and is subject to composition by third parties.

The definition of a web service is taken from W3C [W3C04], the international com-
munity behind SOAP and WSDL:

Definition 4. A web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-
to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable
format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the web service in a manner prescribed
by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML seri-
alization in conjunction with other web-related standards.

This definition is in conformance with the definition of a software service intro-
duced above.

2.2 Metamodeling and domain specific languages

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [MKUW04] [Fra02] is defined by the Object
Management Group (OMG). A model is a set of elements that describe some physi-
cal, abstract or hypothetical reality. Modeling requires abstraction and classification.
Abstraction is ignoring uninteresting information in the particular context. Classifica-
tion is grouping important information based on the common properties of the studied
things. In MDA different models at different levels of abstraction are created and are
linked together to form an implementation. Some of these models are independent of
the targeted software platforms, while others are specific to the particular platforms. A
platform is a specification of an execution environment for a set of models. Examples
of platforms include frameworks (e.g. Java or .NET), operating systems (e.g. Windows
or Linux), database engines (e.g. MySQL or Oracle DB), and other specific software
systems.

Models are described in modeling languages. The standard modeling language
created by OMG is the Unified Modeling Language (UML). It is a General Purpose
Language (GPL), that is, it is not specific to any application domain. Its abstraction
level is close to general purpose programming languages such as Java, C# or C++,
which have wide expressiveness, since they are Turing-complete. A Domain Specific
Language (DSL) [Voe13] [Fow10] is a programming language of limited expressiveness
focused on a particular domain. Therefore, an entire software system cannot be built in
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a DSL, only a particular aspect of the system can be described in one. However, a DSL’s
clear focus on its small target domain is what makes it worthwhile. UML also provides
a way to extend UML language concepts with domain specific semantics through UML
profiles, however, it is a limited and cumbersome solution [Voe13].

A DSL can be internal or external. An internal DSL is a particular way of using
a general purpose language. A script in an internal DSL looks like an embedded lan-
guage into the host language by only using a subset of the features of the host language.
An external DSL is separate from the language used to implement the application. It
usually has a custom syntax, but it is also possible to use a known syntax for the DSL,
e.g. XML.

A metamodel is a model of a modeling language. It defines the structure, semantics
and constraints of the models captured by the metamodel. For example, UML models
are captured by the UML metamodel. The UML metamodel describes the elements
that can appear in UML models, e.g. Class, Property, Association, State, etc. It also de-
scribes the semantics of these elements, e.g. a Type element represents a set of values.
The UML metamodel defines constraints on the elements, too, e.g. the multiplicity of
a composite aggregation must not have an upper bound greater than one. The UML
metamodel is captured by the MOF meta-metamodel. Conversely, the UML meta-
model is an instance of the MOF meta-metamodel, and a UML model is an instance of
the UML metamodel. DSLs can also be defined in MOF, since MOF is general enough
to capture other languages besides UML. Hence, MDA concepts can also be applied to
DSLs, which is called Domain Specific Modeling (DSM) [KT08]. DSM can further in-
crease development productivity to the original UML-based approach of MDA, since
DSLs can have higher abstraction level than UML [Kel14] [Met14].

A metamodel describes the structural and behavioral aspects of models, but it does
not specify how models are represented graphically or textually, or how they can be
edited. It is the concrete syntax that defines the graphical, textual, tabular, symbolic
or other representation of a model. The concrete syntax provides the notation through
which the user can define and edit a model. The abstract syntax captures the semantic
essence of a model. It does not contain notational details, such as colors, positions,
symbols or keywords. Therefore, the metamodel can be considered to be the same
as the abstract syntax. The processing and analysis of the model is performed using
the abstract syntax, and code generation from the model is also based on the abstract
syntax.

This section briefly summarized the most important terms associated with MDA
and DSLs based on [MKUW04], [Fra02], [Voe13] and [Fow10].
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3
Conceptual model

After briefly summarizing the general architecture of the web service protocol stacks
implementing the WS-* standards, this chapter gives a high level overview of the con-
tributions of this dissertation to the state of the art of web service development. At
first, the outline of the proposed domain specific metamodel for web services is shown,
which can be used for modeling distributed services in a platform independent way.
The metamodel is capable of describing simple and complex types, interfaces of ser-
vices and middleware aspects including addressing, reliability, transactions and secu-
rity, as well as contracts (pre- and post-conditions) for services and also claims-based
authorization. This chapter also outlines the proposed algorithm behind the business
process instance migration. The last part of this chapter gives a high level overview of
the proposed performance prediction method for web services. The following chapters
describe these contributions in more detail.

3.1 Web service stack implementation architecture

The most widely implemented WS-* protocols are WS-Addressing, WS-Reliable-
Messaging, WS-Security, WS-SecureConversation and WS-AtomicTransaction. The
Microsoft .NET Framework, the GlassFish server, the Oracle WebLogic server, the IBM
WebSphere server and the Apache CXF framework support most of them. The differ-
ence between these frameworks is in the configuration of these protocols. There are
many other WS-* protocols. However, the most widely used SOA products do not
implement them; therefore, they are also omitted from this dissertation.
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Figure 3.1: Typical architecture of the web service stack implementations

Figure 3.1 shows the general architecture of the web service stack implementations.
The Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) [Mic14c] stack (part of the Microsoft
.NET framework) and the Metro [Ora14c] stack (the reference implementation of JAX-
WS) follow this structure, and other framework implementations can also be modeled
this way.

The network is at the bottom, it is used for sending bytes from one end to the other.
The network protocol for web services is usually HTTP, but it can be replaced with
other protocols.

The transport layer is responsible for handling the network protocol. On the service
side it waits for client connections, on the client side it connects to services. It also
transfers bytes between the two participants.

The encoding layer translates between bytes and a framework specific message
object representation, i.e. it is responsible for serialization and deserialization (e.g.
into SOAP, with or without MTOM). The transport and encoding layers are always
mandatory.

The protocol layers are optional, and they implement the various WS-* standards
(e.g. WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-Security, etc.). The protocol layers usually produce
bootstrap messages or insert additional headers into service invocation messages. For
example, the WS-ReliableMessaging protocol includes bootstrap messages for initiat-
ing and terminating the reliable session. WS-ReliableMessaging also extends the mes-
sages with additional SOAP headers containing acknowledgement information about
the messages already received by the parties. WS-SecureConversation also has boot-
strap messages for establishing the security context and the session key. WS-Secur-
ity and WS-SecureConversation have additional security headers in the messages for
timestamps, digital signatures and encrypted keys.
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3. Conceptual model

3.2 Overview of the SOAL framework

Since almost every web service framework uses a different kind of configuration
format it is hard to match the options of the different frameworks. This challenge
opens a new direction of research for creating a user friendly domain specific language
for the WS-* standard family in order to be able to model the services in a platform
independent way. From this model the platform dependent configurations of the var-
ious frameworks can be automatically generated. In the context of this dissertation, a
platform is a SOA product with a web service framework. The domain specific lan-
guage introduced in this dissertation is called SOAL (Service-Oriented Architecture
Language).

SOAL

metamodel

SOAL

language

SOAL

code

SOAL

model

describes describesinstance of instance of

textual concrete

syntax of

textual concrete

representation of

Figure 3.2: SOAL metamodel and language

SOAL is a technical DSL, since it targets developers, who need to construct web
services between different web service frameworks. Most developers prefer textual
concrete syntax instead of graphical concrete syntax [ZS09] [Voe08], therefore, SOAL
has a textual concrete syntax described by the SOAL programming language. The
abstract syntax is described by the SOAL metamodel. A SOAL program code is an
instance of the SOAL programming language, and it is compiled to a SOAL model,
which is captured by the SOAL metamodel (see figure 3.2).

The SOAL framework is built around the SOAL metamodel and language. The
framework consists of a compiler and a generator, see figure 3.3. The compiler com-
piles a SOAL code into a SOAL model. The generator produces standard XSD and
WSDL files, and also source files, configuration files and projects for the various web
service frameworks. The currently supported frameworks are Windows Communica-
tion Foundation for Microsoft .NET with Visual Studio and IIS, Metro with GlassFish
server and Netbeans, Apache CXF with JBoss Application Server and Eclipse, Apache
CXF for Tomcat Server and Eclipse, IBM WebSphere with Rational Application Devel-
oper, and Oracle WebLogic with JDeveloper. The primary goal of the SOAL framework
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of the SOAL framework

is to increase the productivity of top-down development of web services, therefore, the
XSD and WSDL files are generated from the SOAL model.

The framework also supports reverse engineering of existing XSD and WSDL files
into SOAL models. This increases productivity for already existing services with given
WSDLs, since these services can be easily migrated between different web service
frameworks, primarily between different JAX-WS implementations of different ven-
dors.
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Figure 3.4: Architecture of the SOAL metamodel

Figure 3.4 shows the architecture of the SOAL metamodel. Most of the WSDL parts
are mapped to the SOAL metamodel. The only exception is the message part which is
a redundant element in the WSDL description; therefore, it is omitted from the SOAL
metamodel. All the other parts (types, portType, bindings and endpoints) are included
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in SOAL and there is an additional declaration for modeling claims to support claims-
based identity. Bindings define the transport, the encoding and the WS-* protocols to
be used. The supported protocols are WS-Addressing, WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-Se-
curity, WS-SecureConversation, WS-AtomicTransaction. WS-Tracing is not a standard
protocol. I created it to be able to trace web service calls, which is needed for my
proposal for the business process instance migration. There are two aspects that can
be defined in SOAL: a contract aspect for pre- and post-conditions, and an authoriza-
tion aspect for access rights used in claims-based identity solutions. Both of them use
expressions to describe the required conditions.

3.3 Overview of the business process instance migration

Many business processes are long running processes, since they usually require hu-
man activities. Such processes may run for days or even weeks in e-Governmental
environments. When a new version of the underlying process execution engine is
published, it is usually desirable to migrate the running process instances to the new
version; however, the engine’s software vendor may not provide any support to do
this. An even greater risk of using a specific process engine is vendor lock-in. There
are no converters that could migrate process instance states between different vendors’
engines; hence, moving process instances to another engine is a complex task.

The direct migration of the product specific inner state representation of BPEL pro-
cesses is a complicated and unmaintainable task, since all the desired process engines
would have to be examined and even all their different versions would have to be
taken into account.

Therefore, my proposition is that the inner states of process instances should be
restored from the outside in a non-intrusive way. The process engine is handled as
a black box, but the process descriptions have to be prepared with a special design
pattern by including identifiers about the sender and the receiver in the messages ex-
changed by the processes, and also non-deterministic execution must be handled with
care. If the proposed patterns are followed, the instances of a process can be migrated
as follows. At first, the calls made by the original process instance and the responses to
those calls sent by the outer world are recorded by a message router (see figure 3.5a).
The router normally does not interfere with the communication.

When the migration of the running process instances is required, the process de-
scriptions are deployed to the new process engine, and a new process instance is
started for each of the original process instances. The new process instances are not
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Figure 3.5: Running of the original and the migrated process instance

communicating with the outside world until they have reached the same state as of
their original process instances. Instead, the calls made by them are captured, and the
original replies are replayed to them by the router (see figure 3.5b). This way, the new
process instances behave exactly as the original ones and can easily reach the same
state. This method works between different versions of the same process engine and
even between products of different vendors. It is also a non-intrusive solution, since
the modification of the process engines is not required.

The only requirement for this solution to work is that the process descriptions
should be carefully engineered. In this dissertation I propose a design pattern for such
processes and I also propose a framework that supports recording and replaying SOAP
messages to support instance migration of business processes.

3.4 Overview of the performance prediction method

The major performance overhead of web services results from the use of XML for
serializing messages. The WS-* protocols extend simple SOAP messages with addi-
tional headers, bootstrap messages, and even XML encryption and digital signatures
can burden the communication further. In this dissertation I propose a performance
model for web services in order to be able to predict the response time overhead of
web service calls for services with arbitrary interfaces. The coefficients of the perfor-
mance model have to be calculated in advance so that the performance model can be
used for prediction.

I also propose a method to calculate these coefficients, see figure 3.6. This method
requires the execution of some measurements between the various frameworks by us-
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Figure 3.6: Performance prediction process overview

ing a predefined set of services and clients. These are called reference services and
reference clients. The interface of the reference services defines operations, where the
input and output parameters are arrays of structures containing fields of various types.
These types are the most common primitive types used in programming languages.
The reference services differ only in the enabled WS-* protocols. All the reference
services and all their respective clients have to be implemented in every web service
framework. Then all the clients have to call their respective services, even between dif-
ferent frameworks, and the response times have to be measured. The measurements
have to be performed with different array lengths and with different number of calls.

My measurements show that different environments have the same characteristics:
the response time is in linear correlation with the array length and also with the num-
ber of calls. Hence, a common performance model can be developed for the different
environments. If this performance model is used, the environments only differ in the
coefficients of the model. These coefficients can be calculated from the measurements
performed between the reference clients and reference services.

The response time overhead of a service with an arbitrary interface can be predicted
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based on the model if the model’s coefficients and the runtime characteristics of the
service are known (e.g. the number of calls, the lengths of the arrays).
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Figure 3.7: Performance prediction for different kinds of hardware and for different services

Figure 3.7 shows how the performance model was constructed, how it was eval-
uated and how it can be used for prediction. At first, I made measurements on the
reference hardware using the reference services and reference clients. By observing
the results of the reference measurements I constructed a performance model which
can be used to make predictions for the response time overhead of web service calls.
I evaluated the performance model on the reference hardware by making predictions
for some new and previously unmeasured services and then comparing the actual re-
sponse times with the predictions. For other kinds of hardware and for other services
the prediction can be made as follows. At first, the reference measurements have to be
made on the new hardware using the reference services and reference clients. Then,
the coefficients of the performance model specific to this new hardware have to be
calculated from these measurements. Finally, the response time overhead of arbitrary
services can be predicted on the new hardware, if these coefficients are known. I also
evaluated this methodology on a hardware different from the reference hardware.

3.5 Summary

This chapter showed a high level overview of the contributions of this dissertation.
The SOAL domain specific model is for describing distributed systems of web services
in a platform independent way. The business process instance migration methodology
can be used to migrate BPEL process instances between different BPEL process engines
in a non-intrusive way. The performance model for web services can be used to predict
the response time overhead of web services calls in design time. The following chapters
provide a more detailed description of these results.
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Web service standards provide platform independent distributed communication
and service interface description by building all the related standards on XML. This
should promote interoperability between the different implementations. However, not
all software vendors implement the standards the same way, they implement different
parts of them, sometimes in such a way, that a service description accepted by one
implementation is rejected by another, and vice versa. There are also areas which are
not covered by the standards, for example, the configuration of X.509 certificates. This
results in different configuration methods for the various web service stack implemen-
tations.

In addition, editing service descriptions in XML format by hand is not productive
enough. Developers are much more productive using textual programming languages
which have an abstraction level close to the problem domain.

These are the main reasons why a platform independent domain specific language
is required, and this is why I created the SOAL framework. This chapter introduces
the SOAL framework for creating web services in a productive way. Behind the SOAL
framework there is a metamodel for describing service interfaces, protocols and service
contracts including pre- and post-conditions and also attribute-based access control.
The SOAL language is a textual programming language with a well known C# and
Java-like syntax. The SOAL framework contains a compiler for building models from
SOAL program codes and also a code generator to produce projects and configuration
files for the most popular web service stack implementations of the industry.
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At first, this chapter enumerates the most important SOA products of the industry.
The descriptions of these products focus on their web service stack implementations,
especially on the interoperability and portability problems resulting from their various
configuration methods. Then the related works are overviewed and it is shown that
no previous approach covers the most important web service stack implementations
of the industry, and existing approaches are not using the appropriate abstraction level
to describe systems of distributed web services. Then the proposed SOAL metamodel
is introduced in this chapter. The syntax description of the SOAL language can be
found in appendix A, while the generated artifacts are described in appendix C. Af-
ter the SOAL metamodel is introduced, the results of interoperability tests between
the supported web service stack implementations are analyzed. These results show
that the code generator of the SOAL framework is correct. Then the evaluation of the
SOAL framework follows proving that the framework can greatly increase productiv-
ity and interoperability compared to the existing solutions. Finally, the contributions
described in this chapter are summarized in the first thesis.

4.1 Web service stack implementations

This section enumerates the most important web service stack implementations in
Java and in .NET. Table 4.1 shows the exact versions of the implementations which
are examined in this section, and these are the versions which are supported by the
generator of the SOAL framework.

The descriptions in this section focus on the configuration properties of the web ser-
vice frameworks, since configuring the WS-* protocols is usually the most challenging
part of the development. The WS-Security protocols have the most complex configu-
ration, because the WS-Policy standards do not specify how X.509 certificates can be
set for the services and for the clients, and so the different software vendors came up
with different ways to configure these certificates.

This section also shows that even if standard WS-Policy assertions are used, the
different configuration solutions of the different software vendors may result in inter-
operability issues. In addition, the configuration solutions can be very complex and
hard to maintain. These are clear indicators that an easy to use platform independent
domain specific language with the appropriate level of abstraction is required for the
configuration of the various WS-* protocols.
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Table 4.1: Web service stack implementations

Vendor Framework Server Dev. Environment API Configuration
Microsoft WCF .NET 4.5 IIS 8.5 Visual Studio 2013 WCF Web.config /

App.config
open source Metro 2.3 GlassFish 4.0 Netbeans 8.0 JAX-WS WS-Policy
(Oracle)
open source CXF 3.0.1 Tomcat 7.0.54 Eclipse JEE 4.3.2 JAX-WS WS-Policy +
(Apache) Spring
open source CXF 2.4.6 JBoss 7.1.1.Final Eclipse JEE 4.3.2 JAX-WS WS-Policy +
(RedHat) Spring
Oracle Fusion WebLogic 12.1.2.0.0 JDeveloper 12c JAX-WS WS-Policy or

Middleware 12c OWSM
IBM Axis2 1.5.4 WebSphere Application Rational Application JAX-WS WS-Policy +

Server 8.5 Developer 9.1.0 binding

4.1.1 Microsoft: Windows Communication Foundation

Windows Communication Foundation [Mic14c] (WCF) was introduced in .NET 3.0.
It is a general communication layer for .NET applications including support for RMI,
web services and REST, and it is even extensible for other communication technologies.
WCF defines how .NET classes can be mapped to web services with the use of .NET
metadata attributes including [ServiceContract], [OperationContract] and
[DataContract].

WCF provides a custom configuration for the WS-* protocols. This configuration
can be provided in program code or in configuration files: Web.config for web appli-
cations and App.config for standalone applications. The WCF configuration is more
concise and more intuitive to use than the standard WS-Policy assertions. If the WS-
Policy assertion for the WS-* protocols to be used are known, this assertion must be
converted to WCF’s custom configuration and vice versa. However, this conversion
is not always straightforward, and even the built-in conversion tool in .NET called
SvcUtil may not accept certain WS-Policy assertions, so the conversion may have to
be done manually. Conversion in the other direction is easier, since WCF can always
produce a WS-Policy assertion for its own configuration.

WCF takes X.509 certificates from the Windows certificate store, so the appropriate
user rights must be given to the application to access the private keys.

The development environment of .NET applications is Visual Studio, and it con-
tains a graphical configuration utility to edit WCF configurations.
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4.1.2 Open source (Oracle): Metro

The Metro [Ora14c] open source project was originally started by Sun Microsystems
as part of the GlassFish server. Since the acquisition of Sun Microsystems by Oracle the
project is funded by the latter. Metro provides a reference implementation for the Java
API for XML-based Web Services (JAX-WS) specification (JSR-224 [Ora12]), which de-
fines how Java classes can be mapped to web services with the use of Java metadata
annotations including @WebService and @WebMethod. These annotations play simi-
lar roles to the WCF attributes. In fact, WCF and JAX-WS have a similar API.

Although the JAX-WS specification is like a standard in the Java world, it is re-
stricted to simple web services, and WS-* protocols such as WS-ReliableMessaging
and WS-Security are not covered by it. Hence, the Java software vendors offer differ-
ent solutions to configure these protocols.

The Web Services Interoperability Technology (WSIT) is the part of the Metro frame-
work which provides implementation for the WS-* protocols. Configuration of the
WS-* protocols is done by including standard WS-Policy assertions in the WSDL. X.509
certificates have to be in Java-specific JKS keystores, and these keystores can be spec-
ified by including custom WSIT policy assertions (KeyStore, TrustStore) in the
WSDL.

Metro applications can be easily created using the Netbeans development environ-
ment, since it provides a graphical configuration interface for the WS-* protocols. Of
course, other development environments can also be used, but they provide no such
convenience.

4.1.3 Open source (Apache): CXF

Apache CXF [Apa14c] is an open source project that implements the JAX-WS spec-
ification and also provides an implementation for the most important WS-* protocols.
CXF can be used together with the Apache Tomcat server. The JBoss Application Server
also uses CXF by default, although not always the most up-to-date version.

The configuration of the WS-* protocols is done partially by including WS-Policy
assertions in the WSDL and partially by CXF-specific configurations. The CXF-specific
configuration can be done in code and also with the use of Spring configuration files.
X.509 certificates have to be in JKS keystores, and these keystores can be set in the CXF-
specific configuration through property files. Passwords for the private keys have to
be provided through a callback class.
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Applications using CXF are usually created under the Eclipse development envi-
ronment but other development environments can also be used.

4.1.4 Oracle: WebLogic

Oracle’s application server is the WebLogic [Ora14b] server, which was originally
developed by BEA Systems. The Oracle Fusion Middleware [Ora14a] environment
builds on the WebLogic server and provides a JAX-WS implementation and also sup-
ports the most important WS-* protocols.

The WS-* protocols can be configured using either WebLogic policies or using Ora-
cle Web Service Manager (OWSM) policies. WebLogic policies are standard WS-Policy
assertions, and they support the most important WS-* protocols. OWSM policies have
a custom configuration format, and currently only support security protocols. Both
kinds of policies can be defined in files and can be attached to a Java class implement-
ing a web service through Java annotations.

The X.509 certificates have to be configured using the administration console of the
server. Configuring these certificates require a lot of steps as described in [Tim14b].
Fortunately, WebLogic has a Jython scripting interface [Tim14a] which makes it easier
to automate these tasks, and the server even provides a recording feature, which can
be used to save the changes performed using the administration console into a script
file.

JDeveloper is the recommended development environment for WebLogic applica-
tions since it has a lot of convenience features, such as a graphical interface for config-
uring applications, which can greatly increase productivity.

4.1.5 IBM: WebSphere

The WebSphere Application Server (WAS) [IBM14b] from IBM also supports the
most important WS-* protocols. It also implements the JAX-WS API and the basis of
its implementation is the open source Apache Axis2 [Apa14b] web service stack.

The configuration of WS-* protocols is performed through standard WS-Policy as-
sertions, but these have to be wrapped into a zip file called a policy file, and it has a
custom file hierarchy with some custom content. The X.509 certificates have to be con-
figured through a different zip file called a binding, which also has a custom content
and custom hierarchy. These policy and binding files can be uploaded to the server
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using the administration console, where they can be attached to the services deployed
with the application. The server contains some default policy and binding files, which
can be customized by downloading them from the server, modifying them and up-
loading them back. However, the binding files are complex, and can be hard to main-
tain (see [IBM14a]). For example, the configuration of the X.509 certificates requires a
binding with an XML file of 190 lines, while the Metro framework introduced earlier
requires only two additional lines in the WS-Policy assertion.

In addition, some standard WS-Policy assertions are not accepted by the WebSphere
server. For example, my interoperability tests show that the OnlySignEntireHead-
ersAndBody property defined in the WS-SecurityPolicy is refused. My experiences
are also confirmed by [SS10]. Instead of using this property, all the signed and en-
crypted parts of the message have to be declared explicitly by XPath expressions.
This introduces serious interoperability problems, since WCF only supports Only-
SignEntireHeadersAndBody and it does not accept XPath expressions to define the
signed and encrypted parts of the messages, which means that WCF and WebSphere
cannot accept each other’s WS-Policies.

Another interoperability problem stems from the configuration of the WS-Trust pro-
tocol. WS-Trust is required by WS-SecureConversation to issue the security context
tokens. WS-Policy assertions containing a Trust13 element indicate that WS-Trust
should be used. However, the WebSphere server does not accept this element in the
policy file. In addition, there is only one trust service for an entire server domain, and
different services on the same domain cannot have different trust services. This means
that every service in every application deployed to the same server domain must share
the same trust service. Other vendors’ web service stack implementations do not have
this restriction.

When the policy and binding files are uploaded to the server they have to be as-
signed to the appropriate service endpoints. This can be done using the administration
console of the server, and the actions taken can also be saved as Jython scripts similarly
to Oracle’s solution.

The recommended development environment for WebSphere is the Rational Appli-
cation Developer (RAD), which is an Eclipse-based environment.
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4.2 Related works

The goal of the SOAL framework is to provide a platform independent metamodel
and a human readable textual concrete syntax for describing web services including
the WS-* standards. There have been a number of similar approaches published; how-
ever, none of them provides such a comprehensive and intuitive solution, as the SOAL
framework. Table 4.2 summarizes the related works in this topic. The first column lists
the various approaches. The remaining columns are target (the target of the approach),
WS-* (whether the approach supports WS-* protocols), metamodel (the metamodel of
the model defined in the approach), modeling language (the modeling language used
in the approach), textual language (the textual concrete syntax for the model) and plat-
form (the supported platforms).

One of the most obvious ways to model web services is through UML. R. Gronmo
et. al. [GSSO04] recommend using solely the semantics of UML without additional
WSDL-specific stereotypes. They state that this method enhances the understanding
and efficiency of service modeling. It can be true for simple services, however, the WS-*
protocols cannot be modeled by pure UML concepts. V. De Castro et. al. [CMV04]
propose an extension to UML instead. They define a number of stereotypes that can
be used to annotate UML elements. Although this approach is much more suitable for
modeling the details of the web services domain, they define too low level stereotypes
(e.g. «definition» and «message» are unnecessary) and they do not model the
WS-* standards either. There are also other similar proposals that not only include
web services but also their interactions [EES10, DNsmGW08]; however, they also lack
the support of the WS-* protocols.

H. Wada et. al. [WSO08, WSO06] have the closest approach to mine. They recom-
mend using UML with stereotypes to model Service-Oriented Architectures and also
Service-Oriented Grids. They have a very detailed UML profile which can describe a
lot of middleware aspects of SOA systems, however, more advanced security proto-
cols such as WS-SecureConversation, WS-Trust and WS-Federation are not supported.
There is no direct mapping defined between their model elements and the policies of
WS-* protocols, and they leave the implementation of some aspects to custom libraries
extending existing products. They do not (yet) support the SOA products of important
vendors like Microsoft, IBM or Oracle. Their solution also lacks a textual language for
describing SOA systems.

There is also a SOA Modeling Language [OMG09] from OMG which also extends
UML with stereotypes in order to be able to describe SOA systems. It is suitable for
conceptual modeling of services and their interactions, but the middleware aspects
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necessary for the WS-* standards are completely missing.

H. Jegadeesan and S. Balasubramaniam [JB08] defined a SOA metamodel based on
MOF 2. This is a very detailed metamodel, and it is capable of describing a lot of
aspects of web services. However, they only support the simple WS-Policy standard,
and they did not include model elements and semantics for WS-* protocols.

B. Piprani et. al. [PWH08] published a metamodel for describing deliverable Ser-
vice-Oriented Architecture containing control sequence models, event models, and
bridges to associated data models or web services. The focus of their work is to model
process control sequences and events so that the inner details of the processes can be
reused. This may be beneficial for reducing the implementation cost of services; how-
ever, their solution also lacks middleware aspects.

F. Cao et. al. [CBZ+04] proposed a domain specific MDA approach to model web
services through Entity Relationship diagrams. This solution follows similar principles
as mine, however, their metamodel is too simple and it does not cover WS-* protocols.
Another problem with their approach is that they mix meta levels on the same diagram.
E.g. WebService, portType, operation and binding should appear at the meta-model
level, while BankAccount, withdraw, transfer, etc. should be at the model level.

X. Qafmolla and V. C. Nguyen [QN10] also used MDA principles to generate WSDL,
XSD files and Java code for web services from program codes described by a simple
and very readable relational database description language called Kermeta. Unfortu-
nately, the sample they included in the paper contained a relational database descrip-
tion instead of a description for web services. Hence, it is not very clear how they
would use Kermeta for web services. They also omitted the WS-* protocols.

Another way of describing services is using semantic web technologies. The major
goal of Semantic Web Services (SWS) is to create intelligent software agents to provide
automated, interoperable and meaningful coordination of web services [Klu08]. The
three main directions of SWS are SAWSDL, OWL-S and WSMO.

SAWSDL [W3C12b] does not introduce a new language. It is a WSDL extension for
referencing ontological concepts outside WSDL documents. Beyond that it does not
define any execution semantics for the implementation.

The OWL-S [W3C12a] profile ontology is used to describe what a service does, and
is meant to be mainly used for the purpose of service discovery. The service descrip-
tion contains input and output parameters, pre- and post-conditions, and also non-
functional aspects. The OWL-S process model describes service composition includ-
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ing the communication pattern. In order to connect OWL-S to existing web service
standards, OWL-S uses grounding to map service descriptions to WSDL. The OWL-S
environment provides an editor to develop semantic web services and a matcher to
discover services. The OWL-S Virtual Machine is a general purpose web service client
for the invocation. OWL-S therefore requires a custom execution environment and
cannot be used in current commercial SOA products. Its underlying description logic
OWL-DL has also a limited expressiveness in practice.

The WSMO [ESS12] framework provides a conceptual model and a formal lan-
guage WSML for semantic markup of web services. WSMO is used for modeling of
ontologies, goals, web services and mediators. Ontologies provide formal logic-based
grounding of information used by other components. Goals represent user desires,
i.e. the objectives that a client might have when searching for services. Web services
are computational entities, their semantic description includes functional and non-
functional properties, as well as their capabilities through pre- and post-conditions,
assumptions and effects. Mediators provide interoperability between components at
data, protocol and process level. The reference implementation of WSMO is the WSMX
[HCM+05] framework, a custom execution environment. It is designed to allow dy-
namic discovery, invocation and composition of web services. It also provides interop-
erability with classical web services.

The main design goals of SWS standards are discovery, invocation and composition
of web services. These standards are not primarily designed for modeling purposes.
They are weak in terms of security, transactional, reliability and other non-functional
aspects even at the conceptual level [SMC+07]. Because of their custom execution en-
vironment, their implementations do not rely on existing SOA products of major soft-
ware vendors, which can result in interoperability problems with classical web services
published by these products.

Although there are directions to extend SWS standards with WS-Policy concepts
[KPKH05, VAG05, SSVS04], these solutions focus on service discovery and policy
matching, and do not resolve the issues related to modeling and implementation.

Most BPEL workflow engines in the industry also lack support of the specifica-
tion and enforcement of non-functional requirements. A. Charfi et.al. [CSHM06] pro-
posed and implemented a container framework to include the most important WS-*
standards regarding security, reliability and transaction handling in BPEL processes.
However, their solution can only be used in the ActiveBPEL engine, and cannot be
applied to other industry engines.

Others focus their research on creating platform independent languages for describ-
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ing WS-Policy assertions. These efforts come together under the umbrella of XACML
[Mos08] (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language). XACML is a declarative ac-
cess control policy language implemented in XML and a processing model, describ-
ing how to interpret the policies. WSPL [And04, Nad05] (Web Services Policy Lan-
guage) is a subset of XACML and is designed for matching policy descriptions. WS-
PolicyConstraints [And05] is an even smaller subset of WSPL with the parts of WSPL
that overlapped and conflicted with WS-Policy and WS-PolicyAttachment removed.
Although these XACML-based solutions are platform independent, they are too com-
plex and have an unfriendly XML syntax. Their current tool support is also very poor
and they cannot be used for modeling.

WS-Policy and XACML provide expressions to specify different configurations of
policy assertions; however, most SOA products support only a single configuration
option per endpoint. Different configurations are published on different endpoints.
Hence, there is usually no need to dynamically choose between options; to be able to
specify the exact same configuration on the client and server side between different
products is a more important task in practice.

This section reviewed the approaches of others in the area of service modeling.
The problem with existing approaches is that they do not cover the most important
WS-* standards, they do not support the most important SOA products of the industry
and they do not use the appropriate abstraction level to describe web services. The
SOAL metamodel and the framework built around it can overcome these challenges,
providing an intuitive and productive solution for web service development.

4.3 SOAL metamodel

This section specifies the SOAL metamodel which can be used for modeling dis-
tributed services in a platform independent way. The metamodel is capable of describ-
ing simple and complex types, interfaces of services and middleware aspects including
addressing, reliability, transactions and security, as well as contracts and claims-based
authorization.

Figure 4.1 shows the possible declaration elements of SOAL. SOAL supports name-
spaces to avoid name collisions. Namespaces can be hierarchical; therefore, a Name-
space can contain other Namespace declarations. A Type is a simple or complex
type which constraints the values represented by variables. The Claims element is a
list of claim definitions used in claims-based identity management. These claims can
be mapped to SAML attributes and WS-Feredation claims. An interface is a collec-
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Declaration

- name : string

Namespace

- uri : string Type Interface Binding EndpointClaims

Authorization

declarations

namespace

Contract
0..*

0..1

Figure 4.1: Namespaces and declarations

tion of operations provided by a service, and is described by the Interface element
(this is the portType element in the WSDL). Middleware aspects and protocol config-
urations are specified in the Binding element. The Endpoint element represents a
service running on a specific location (this is the service element in the WSDL).

Type Field

- name : string

SimpleType ComplexType

EnumTypeBuiltInType ArrayType StructType

ExceptionType

EnumValue

- name : string

Claim

- name : string

- uri : string

Claims

Declaration

«enum»
BuiltInTypeKind

+ Bool

+ Byte

+ Int

+ Long

+ Float

+ Double

+ String

+ Guid

+ Date

+ Time

+ DateTime

+ TimeSpan

+ Object

+ Void

NullableType

WrapperType

superType

values

type
type

claims

superType

kind

fields

innerType

0..1

1

1

1
0..*

0..*

0..1

1

0..*

Figure 4.2: Types and claims

The SOAL modeling language has a strong type system shown in figure 4.2. A
type can be either a simple type (SimpleType), a wrapper type (WrapperType) or a
complex type (ComplexType). Simple types are either built-in types (BuiltInType)
commonly used in most programming languages (int, double, string, etc.) or enumer-
ation types (EnumType) with a fixed set of values (EnumValue). Wrapper types are
constructed from primitive types by adding some new behavior. Such a wrapper type
is the array type (ArrayType) that represents an array of values and the nullable type
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(NullableType) that extends the codomain of non-null simple types with null val-
ues. More complex types can be constructed from other types using structured types
(StructType). Structured types also support single inheritance from other structured
types. An exception type (ExceptionType) is similar to a structured type; however,
its semantics is different: it represents a fault in SOAP and an exception in conven-
tional programming languages. One of the main advantages of SOAL is that claims-
based identity management is built into the metamodel in a platform- and standard
independent way. This means that claims (Claims) are first class types in the type
system. A claim (Claim) has a name, a uri and a type. These claims can be mapped to
WS-Federation claims and also to SAML attributes.

Declaration

Type Interface

Operation

- name : string

- oneway : boolean

Parameter

- name : string

ExceptionType

returnType

operations

parameters

interface

exceptions

superInterfaces

type

0..*

1

0..*

0..*

0..*

1
1

Figure 4.3: Interface

The interfaces (Interface) of the services are described as a set of operations
(Operation). Figure 4.3 shows the metamodel of interface declarations. Interfaces
support multiple inheritance. An operation can have zero or more input parameters
(Parameter) and a return type (returnType). If the oneway property is true, the
operation follows the one-way message exchange pattern, otherwise it is a request-
response operation. One-way operations must have a void return type and cannot
throw exceptions (SOAP faults). Request-response operations can throw exceptions.
The possible exception types must be explicitly listed for the operation the same way
as checked exceptions in Java.

An endpoint implementing a specific interface (Interface) with a specific bind-
ing (Binding) running on a specific location is represented by the Endpoint element
(figure 4.4). An endpoint contains the address of the web service and may also spec-
ify a metadata address, where additional information about the web service may be
accessed using the WS-MetadataExchange standard.
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The SOAL metamodel follows the architecture presented in section 3.1. A bind-
ing (Binding) declaration defines through what protocols a service can be accessed.
It contains the list of the enabled protocols in the stack. The protocols are repre-
sented by binding elements (BindingElement). A binding has exactly one transport
protocol (TransportBindingElement), exactly one encoding protocol (Encoding-
BindingElement) and zero or more WS-* protocols (ProtocolBindingElement).

Binding BindingElement

TransportBindingElement

EncodingBindingElement

ProtocolBindingElement

Interface

Endpoint

- address : string

- metadataAddress : string

transport

encoding
protocols

interface binding

1

1
0..*

1 1

Figure 4.4: Endpoint and Binding

TransportBindingElement

HttpTransport HttpsTransport

«enum»
HttpsClientAuthentication

+ None

+ Certificate

clientAuthentication
1

Figure 4.5: Transport

The SOAL metamodel currently supports the most common transport protocols:
HTTP and HTTPS. HTTPS provides transport level security. The set of these transport
protocols may be extended in the future. Figure 4.5 shows the two supported transport
protocols: HttpTransport for HTTP and HttpsTransport for HTTPS. Through
the clientAuthentication property the latter can specify whether (Certificate
value) or not (None value) the client must also authenticate itself with an X.509. cer-
tificate.

Web services use the SOAP encoding protocol for communication. The SOAL meta-
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model offers SoapEncoding (see figure 4.6) to represent this protocol and also allows
the MTOM option to be enabled for increased efficiency in the communication. The
SOAP version can be specified through the version property, and the SOAP encod-
ing style through the style property.

Figure 4.7 shows the higher level middleware protocols. WsAddressingPro-

tocol, WsReliableMessagingProtocol and WsAtomicTransactionProtocol
denote the settings of WS-Addressing, WS-ReliableMessaging and WS-AtomicTrans-
action respectively. Each of these has a version property for the version number.
The deliveryAssurance property of WsReliableMessagingProtocol defines
what kind of delivery should be used in the WS-ReliableMessaging protocol while the
inOrder property indicates whether the order of the messages should be preserved.
The WsTracing is for enabling the WS-Tracing, which is not a standard protocol, but I
created it to support business process instance migration. For more information about
the protocol see section 5.3.

The most complicated protocols to configure are the security protocols (WsSe-
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Figure 4.6: Encoding
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Figure 4.7: Protocols
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ProtocolBindingElement
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Figure 4.8: Security
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Figure 4.9: Security tokens

curityProtocol). The SOAL metamodel makes this task easier. At first, the ver-
sion numbers for the security protocols must be specified: the WS-Security version
and the WS-Trust version. These are represented in the metamodel by WssVersion

and WssTrustVersion, respectively (see figure 4.7). After this, the security algo-
rithm suite, the layout of the SOAP headers and the protection order of the mes-
sage elements must be selected. These are represented by WssAlgorithmSuite,
WssHeaderLayout and WssProtectionOrder, respectively (see figure 4.8). The
security elements shown in this figure are common to all security protocols.
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The various security protocols differ in the security tokens that are exchanged be-
tween the parties. At first, it must be decided, whether the client and the server will
use the same tokens or they will use different tokens. If both participants use the same
tokens, the security configuration is easier: only the tokens attribute has to be spec-
ified. If the participants use different tokens, then the client side and the server side
tokens must be configured through the clientTokens and the serverTokens, re-
spectively.

There are multiple possible choices for selecting the security tokens (see figure
4.9). The SOAL metamodel supports username tokens, X.509. certificate tokens, is-
sued tokens, SAML tokens and secure conversation tokens. These are represented
by WssUsernameToken, WssX509Token, WssIssuedToken, WssSamlToken and
WssSecureConversationToken, respectively. Through the tokenInclusion it
can also be specified when the different tokens should be included during the com-
munication between the client and the service: always, once or never. The tokenUse
gives the purpose of the token: whether it should be used for signature (Signature),
encryption (Encryption) or both (Protection). The tokens WssIssuedToken and
WssSamlToken are issued by a security token service (STS). In these cases the end-
point of this STS should also be specified through the tokenIssuer.

A username token contains a user name and a password. In this case the version
of the token and the inclusion mode of the password have to be specified. An X.509.
certificate token contains an X.509. certificate or a reference to such a certificate. In
this case only the version of the token must be specified. An issued token contains
either a symmetric key or an asymmetric key wrapped into a SAML assertion issued
by a security token service. In this case the SAML version, the key type and the token
issuer have to be specified. A token issuer (tokenIssuer) has an address where it
provides the standard WS-Trust operations, such as issuance, renewal, validation and
cancellation of security tokens. It also has a metadata address, from where WS-Policy
information can be acquired using the WS-MetadataExchange protocol. The token is-
suer is another web service and can be referenced through an Endpoint. A SAML
token contains claims-based SAML assertions issued by a security token service. In
this case the SAML version, the required claims and the token issuer have to be spec-
ified. For more efficient secure communication the secure conversation token can be
used. In this case the secure conversation version and the bootstrap protocol have to be
specified. The bootstrap protocol is responsible for acquiring the security context to-
ken which is then used during the communication. The bootstrap protocol itself is also
a security protocol and can be configured the same way as other security protocols.

Pre- and post-conditions can also be defined for a service interface in SOAL. The
Contract is the construct that enables this. For each operation of the service in-
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Figure 4.10: Contract for pre- and post-conditions
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Figure 4.11: Authorization contract for access control

terface the pre- and post-conditions can be specified in the ContractOperation

using ContractStatement. Each statement has a description and a condition as
an Expression, and it also has to be specified, whether it defines a pre- or a post-
condition. When the condition is not fulfilled the description will be included in the
error message.

An authorization contract (Authorization) specifies the access rights for the op-
erations of a service interface (see figure 4.11). Each service operation (Operation) is
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Table 4.3: Node types of the expression tree

Meta-class NodeType Description
UnaryExpression ArrayLength An operation that obtains the length

of a one-dimensional array.
Convert A type-conversion operation.
Negate An arithmetic negation operation.
Not A bitwise complement or logical negation operation.
OnesComplement A ones complement operation.
TypeAs An explicit type-conversion in which null

is supplied if the conversion fails.
UnaryPlus A unary plus operation.

BinaryExpression Add An addition operation.
Divide A division operation.
Modulo An arithmetic remainder operation.
Multiply A multiplication operation.
Power A mathematical operation that raises a number

to a power.
Subtract A subtraction operation.
And A bitwise or logical AND operation.
Or A bitwise or logical OR operation.
ExclusiveOr A bitwise or logical XOR operation.
LeftShift A bitwise left-shift operation.
RightShift A bitwise right-shift operation.
AndAlso A conditional AND operation that evaluates

the second operand only if the first operand
evaluates to true.

OrElse A conditional OR operation that evaluates
the second operand only if the first operand
evaluates to false.

Equal A node that represents an equality comparison.
NotEqual An inequality comparison.
GreaterThanOrEqual A "greater than or equal to" comparison.
GreaterThan A "greater than" comparison.
LessThan A "less than" comparison.
LessThanOrEqual A "less than or equal to" comparison.
Coalesce A null coalescing operation.
ArrayIndex An indexing operation in a one-dimensional array.

NewExpression New An operation that calls a constructor to create
a new object. Fields can be initialized
by MemberInitExpressions.

MemberInitExpression MemberInit Binds a value to a field of a composite type.
NewArrayExpression NewArrayInit An operation that creates a new one-dimensional

array and initializes it from a list of elements.
NewArrayBounds An operation that creates a new array, in which

the bounds for each dimension are specified.
TypeBinaryExpression TypeIs A type test.
ConditionalExpression Conditional A conditional operation with a then and

an else branch.
LambdaExpression Lambda A lambda expression.
LambdaParameterExpression Parameter A lambda parameter.
ConstantExpression Constant A constant value.
DefaultExpression Default A default value.
IdentifierExpression Variable A variable reference.
IndexExpression Index An index operation.
MemberExpression MemberAccess An operation that references a field.
MethodCallExpression Call A method call.
InvokeExpression Invoke An operation that invokes a lambda expression.
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Figure 4.12: Expressions
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implemented by an authorization operation (AuthorizationOperation) that con-
tains authorization statements (AuthorizationStatement). An authorization
statement either permits or denies access to the service operation, depending on the
result of the boolean expression attached to it.

The metamodel for expressions in SOAL is shown in figure 4.12. It is similar to
the expressions in .NET [Mic13a]. The advantage of this metamodel is that it is inde-
pendent of the different programming languages, hence, models conforming to this
metamodel can be translated to C# and Java, too. An expression tree contains nodes.
A node in the expression tree may be an instance of one of the meta-classes shown in
figure 4.12 and explained in table 4.3. The methods that can be used on built-in types
are the same as the .NET methods on the same .NET types, including the extension
methods of the IEnumberable interface [Mic13b].

4.4 Interoperability tests

In order to test the correctness of the SOAL framework, I executed interoperability
tests between the supported web service stack implementations.

The following implementations are currently supported on the server side: WCF,
Metro, CXF, Oracle WebLogic, IBM WebSphere. CXF was tested with Tomcat on the
server side, since the most recent CXF version cannot be installed on the JBoss 7.1.1.Fi-
nal server. The currently supported standalone clients are: WCF, Metro and CXF. The
generator for the WebLogic and WebSphere clients is not yet ready, so these clients
were omitted from the tests, however, their support is a high priority task in the future
evolution of the SOAL framework.

The interoperability tests were performed on the web service described in appendix
D. Table 4.4 shows the results of the tests. The check marks (4) denote successful tests,
which means that the protocol can be used between the client and the server. The cross
marks (8) show unsuccessful tests, which means that the web service call cannot be
performed. The remarks below the tables contain details about the problematic cases.
The columns of the tables represent the services, while the rows are the clients.

It can be seen that the web service stack implementations have no problem with
plain SOAP messages, with MTOM, with WS-Addressing and with WS-Security. The
problematic cases are WS-ReliableMessaging and WS-SecureConversation.

WS-ReliableMessaging cannot be used with WebLogic, since the current implemen-
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Table 4.4: Interoperability test results

(a) Plain SOAP 1.1/1.2

WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
WCF 4 4 4 4 4

Metro 4 4 4 4 4

CXF 4 4 4 4 4

(b) SOAP 1.1/1.2 with MTOM

WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
WCF 4 4 4 4 4

Metro 4 4 4 4 4

CXF 4 4 4 4 4

(c) SOAP 1.1/1.2 with WS-Addressing

WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
WCF 4 4 4 4 4

Metro 4 4 4 4 4

CXF 4 4 4 4 4

(d) SOAP 1.1/1.2 with WS-ReliableMessaging

WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
WCF 4 4 41 83 4

Metro 4 4 4 83 4

CXF 42 4 4 83 4

(e) SOAP 1.1/1.2 with WS-Security

WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
WCF 4 4 4 4 4

Metro 4 4 4 4 4

CXF 4 4 4 4 4

(f) SOAP 1.1/1.2 with WS-SecureConversation

WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
WCF 4 4 4/84 4 85

Metro 4 4 86 4 85

CXF 87 88 4 89 85

Remarks:

1. Closing the connection failed. Fault from server: The remote endpoint did not include a final acknowledgement in
the reply to the close sequence request message. This is a violation of the WS-ReliableMessaging protocol. The reliable
session was faulted.

2. Closing the connection failed. Exception on the client side: All of the reply sequence’s messages must be acknowl-
edged prior to closing the request sequence. This is a violation of the reply sequence’s delivery guarantee. The session
cannot continue.

3. A service with WS-ReliableMessaging cannot be deployed to the server. Error message: The application being
deployed uses JAX-WS Web Services Reliable Messaging which is not recommended for production. Please see the
Release Notes for more information.

4. WS-SecureConversation works with SOAP 1.1 but not with SOAP 1.2. Error on the server side. Fault from the
server: Message part {http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512}RequestSecurityToken was not recognized.
(Does it exist in service WSDL?)

5. Error on the server side. WS-Trust certificates can only be set globally and cannot be set per service or per
application.

6. Error on the server side. Fault from the server: The signature or decryption was invalid.

7. Error on the client side. Exception: Given final block not properly padded.

8. Error on the server side. Fault from the server: Signature failed to validate.

9. Error on the server side. Fault from the server: An error occurred when verifying security for the message.

tation of this protocol in WebLogic server is not yet production ready, and therefore, it
is not allowed to deploy a service which uses this protocol. Unfortunately, the docu-
mentation does not contain any information on how to enable WS-ReliableMessaging,
so these cases could not be tested. Another problem with this protocol is that accord-
ing to the CXF side, not all messages were acknowledged by WCF when the commu-
nication is being closed. Despite this anomaly, the application level messages were
executed successfully, so the protocol can still be used between WCF and CXF. The
problem is subject of further investigation, since it is possible that some configuration
detail can provide a solution.
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WS-SecureConversation requires a WS-Trust service for obtaining the security con-
text token. On a WebSphere server there is only one trust service per server domain,
and thus it cannot be configured per application or per service. It should be possible
to configure this trust service this interoperability test application, however, this con-
figuration has not yet been implemented in the generator, but a future implementation
will contain support for this.

WS-SecureConversation is also problematic with CXF. It seems that the WS-Policy
assertion is not recognized correctly by CXF and it does not produce the appropriate
messages. It is also possible that further configuration details have to be supplied for
CXF in addition to the WS-Policy assertion, but this is also part of a future investiga-
tion. Interestingly though, there is a single test case, where WCF could call the CXF
service when SOAP 1.1 were used. However, if the SOAP protocol was changed to
SOAP 1.2 without any other modification, the test failed.

The purpose of the SOAL framework and of these tests is not to examine the com-
pliance of the web service stack implementations with the WS-* standards. The goal
is rather to find a working configuration for these implementations based on which
interoperability can be achieved. These tests show that the SOAL framework is on the
right track, but further work is required to achieve complete interoperability. Another
result of these tests is that the implementations of the WS-* protocols are becoming
mature enough to be used for interoperability between tools of different vendors.

4.5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the proposed SOAL metamodel, SOAL language and the
framework built around them. The main goal of the framework is to provide a user
friendly platform independent description of web services and to provide interopera-
ble configurations between the different SOA products implementing the web service
standards. The framework is only for offline use, i.e. generating source codes and
configuration files. It does not extend the SOA products and it does not provide any
runtime components either.

I examined the details of the WS-* standards and I created prototype applications
with interoperable configurations using the most important SOA products, which im-
plement the WS-* standards. The products under examination were: Microsoft WCF,
Oracle Metro, Apache Tomcat with CXF, RedHat JBoss with CXF, Oracle WebLogic and
IBM WebSphere. As a result, I have an extensive overview of the configuration meth-
ods of the examined SOA products. I constructed the platform independent SOAL
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metamodel based on these experiences.

Table 4.5: The currently supported features by the SOAL framework

Feature WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM
Server side services 4 4 4 4 4

Server side clients 4 4 planned planned planned
Standalone clients 4 4 4 planned planned
Contracts 4 4 4 4 4

Access control 4 4 planned planned planned

The proposed SOAL metamodel and SOAL programming language provide a plat-
form independent description of a distributed system of web services. This platform
independent description is transformed into WSDL files, configuration files, program
codes and projects for the various SOA products by a code generator. The code gener-
ator makes sure that the produced projects can be directly opened in the targeted SOA
products and that they can be immediately deployed to the appropriate application
servers, while they are also interoperable with each other even between different prod-
ucts of different software vendors. Table 4.5 shows the currently supported features by
the SOAL frameworks. The code generator currently supports Microsoft WCF, Oracle
Metro, Apache Tomcat with CXF, RedHat JBoss with CXF, Oracle WebLogic and IBM
WebSphere on the server side, and Microsoft WCF, Oracle Metro and Apache CXF as
standalone clients. Support for standalone clients in other SOA products will be imple-
mented soon, and also server side clients are planned to be supported. Attribute-based
access control is currently only implemented for WCF and Metro, but other products
will also be supported.

Appendix B shows an example for the use of the SOAL programming language.
Through this example it can be seen that the SOAL language provides a compact, user
friendly, easily readable and maintainable description of a distributed system built
from web services. Security protocols are easy to configure even if WS-Federation and
SAML are present. However, the true power of the framework showed up in real-life
projects.

The SOAL framework was used in a pilot project for the Hungarian e-Government
Infrastructure, where a real-life public administration process (foundation of a private
entrepreneurship) had to be implemented using web services and BPEL. In the first
phase of the project the implementation of the process and the services was done man-
ually, and it took about one month to complete. In the second phase we reimplemented
all the services by specifying them in SOAL at first, and then we generated WSDL
files, program codes and configuration files for the various SOA products we had to
use. This second approach took only a couple of days, which shows, that the SOAL
framework can greatly increase productivity of the development of distributed SOA
systems.
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Another application of the SOAL framework was a project with the Hungarian Po-
lice Department. In this project we had to implement an administration system for
storing the data of people who are banned from sport events or sport facilities because
of their ill behavior. The organizers of an event perform online requests to this system
through a web service. The skeleton of the implementation of this service, the required
configuration files and WSDL files were generated by the SOAL framework.

The third and most important application of the SOAL framework was a project
with the Hungarian Railways. We wrote the software of a new ticket vending ma-
chine. The machine communicates with an online ticketing system and with a central
maintenance system. The interfaces of both systems were designed in SOAL, and the
skeleton of the implementation and the configuration files for .NET and Java were
generated from the SOAL description. In the design phase the web service interface
describing the protocol of the online ticketing system was changing weekly for about
three months. Using the SOAL framework these changes could be made easily and
very quickly, and also the different versions of the service interfaces could be main-
tained easily. Also the contracts defining pre- and post-conditions proved to be useful
for checking the results coming from the ticketing system which was also still under
development. The SOAL framework proved to be very productive and spared us a lot
of work in this project.

The SOAL framework was also used for creating web services to measure their com-
munication overhead. The performance model discussed later in chapter 6 is the result
of these measurements. The measurements would not be so easy to set up without the
help of the SOAL framework.

Table 4.6 shows the productivity of the framework based on the previous examples.
For each application the number of files, the number of lines and the number of bytes
are listed for the SOAL source code and also for the generated artifacts (XSD+WSDL,
WCF, Metro, CXF, WebLogic, WebSphere, and for their total). It can be seen from the
examples how compact SOAL is compared to the configurations of the SOA prod-
ucts. Changing the service descriptions in SOAL and regenerating the source codes
and configuration files is much more productive than keeping the program codes and
configurations in sync by hand for the various SOA products. Of all the generated files
only one file has to be edited manually per service interface to implement the applica-
tion logic of the service, see [Interface]Base.cs and [Interface]Base.java

in appendix C. All of the other files are maintained by the SOAL generator automati-
cally.

Besides productivity, the SOAL framework has the benefit of providing interoper-
able configurations. As it was detailed in section 4.1, different SOA products may ac-
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Table 4.6: Productivity of the framework with different examples

(a) Productivity in the number of files

Application SOAL WSDL WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM Total gen.
WS-* interop. test 1 6 70 87 85 63 62 373
WS-* perf. test 1 6 58 105 103 60 67 399
Hun. e-Gov. pilot 1 6 67 125 123 63 72 456
Hun. Police 1 6 37 90 82 31 51 297
Hun. Railways 1 6 37 151 149 64 85 492
(maintenance)
Hun. Railways 1 6 42 347 345 163 182 1085
(ticketing)

(b) Productivity in the number of lines

Application SOAL WSDL WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM Total gen.
WS-* interop. test 214 2098 17615 7658 4431 3634 1671 37107
WS-* perf. test 170 1566 17532 8024 4931 3377 2174 37604
Hun. e-Gov. pilot 146 1186 17431 7854 4857 2810 2067 36205
Hun. Police 79 642 16071 5972 3079 1554 1505 28823
Hun. Railways 138 1840 17078 10866 8036 4068 4023 45911
(maintenance)
Hun. Railways 775 3998 22469 25554 22680 11436 11329 97466
(ticketing)

(c) Productivity in the number of bytes

Application SOAL WSDL WCF Metro CXF Oracle IBM Total gen.
WS-* interop. test 4988 73132 619125 355017 170625 158481 89807 1466187
WS-* perf. test 3577 57792 608583 368075 190733 143702 99171 1468056
Hun. e-Gov. pilot 3046 48880 603291 370373 197664 120727 90007 1430942
Hun. Police 1621 32414 549469 306060 138833 72026 74270 1173072
Hun. Railways 3640 88402 592309 507519 343963 176200 178477 1886870
(maintenance)
Hun. Railways 19871 189216 792099 1081457 915692 464819 462318 3905601
(ticketing)

cept only mutually exclusive versions of the WS-Policy assertions. This was the case,
for example, with the OnlySignEntireHeadersAndBody property. WCF requires
this property, while WebSphere does not accept it and the message parts to be signed
have to be listed explicitly using XPath expressions. The SOAL framework can take
into account these differences and can still create interoperable configurations for the
respective SOA products.

The SOAL framework can also provide a solution for service interface versioning,
which is another important challenge of web services. The SOAL code can be followed
and maintained easily in a version control system and it can also be merged easily with
other versions. The framework can generate a different application for each service
version, so publishing another version can also be done easily. It is important, how-
ever, to keep the service layer as thin as possible. Its task should be merely forwarding
service calls to the business logic. This way a thin service layer can be provided for
each version, and the different service versions can provide different operations with
different parameters, while the business logic behind them is always the same. Keep-
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ing these rules, the SOAL framework in its current form can support both the strict
and the flexible strategy of service versioning [EKW+09]. Because of its complexity,
the loose strategy is not yet supported by the SOAL framework, but this strategy can
be a future research direction for SOAL.

To sum up, the SOAL framework proved to be productive in real-life projects, and
it can also bridge the configuration differences between SOA products of different soft-
ware vendors.

4.6 Summary

The results of this chapter can be summarized in the following thesis:

Thesis I. I defined a new domain specific metamodel called SOAL for describing distributed
systems of web services with WS-* protocols in a platform independent way. I defined a new
programming language which serves as a textual concrete syntax for the metamodel. The SOAL
metamodel and SOAL programming language provide a simpler and more user friendly descrip-
tion of web services at a more appropriate abstraction level and in a more productive way than
the previous approaches. I specified a transformation which maps SOAL models to interoperable
program codes and configuration files for the most important web service stack implementations
in the industry. I verified the correctness of the transformation with interoperability tests. I im-
plemented the metamodel, the language compiler and the transformation in .NET.

Publications related to this thesis: [1] [2] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [15]

The following BSc and MSc students contributed to the implementation of the
SOAL framework: Péter Budai [Bud10], István Hartung [Har10], Ferenc Wéber [Wé10],
Dénes Berecz [Ber13], György Tamás Kovács [Kov10], János Kovács [Kov12], Dávid
Nagy [Nag12], Gábor Jákli [Já12], Kornél Zoltán Kotán [Kot14].
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Business processes can be long running processes. For example, an order and ship-
ping process may take days, and public administration processes can last for weeks or
even months. If the process engine executing the process instances should be updated
to a newer version or it should be replaced by an engine from a different vendor, the
running instances of the processes should be somehow migrated to the new engine.

The inner state of a business process instance is stored by the process engine ex-
ecuting the process. The internal representation of this state is specific to the engine
and may even be varied between different versions of the same engine. Therefore,
creating a tool for migrating the internal states of process instances between different
engines or between different versions of the same engine is a complex task. Even if the
internal process instance state representations of the various engines can be learned,
maintaining this tool for future versions of the engines and for new engines on the
market is also a tedious task. The internal state migration may even be impossible,
since different engines may map the processes to different execution models and the
non-deterministic execution paths may not be mapped at all between these execution
models. Another problem with this method is that the execution of the system must be
suspended during the migration.

I propose a method which is capable of migrating business process instances be-
tween different engines based not on the inner states of the process instances but on
the messages sent and received by the processes. The basic idea is that the messages
received by the original process are replayed to the migrated process, and this way
the migrated process can adopt the same inner state as the original process had. The
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advantage of this method is that there is no need to learn the inner representations of
the various engines, and as I will show, there is no need to suspend the execution of
the system during the migration phase. Of course, there are some limitations of this
method, which are present because of the non-deterministic property of the execution
of the processes. I also recommend methods to overcome these limitations.

At first, this chapter summarizes the related works in business process instance mi-
gration, and it is shown that none of the previous approaches provide a non-intrusive
solution that can be used with all BPEL engines. The related works section is followed
by the examination of the problems of process instance migration, when the migration
is based on replaying messages to the processes. The possible solutions of these prob-
lems are also included in this section. Then a new WS-* protocol called WS-Tracing
is introduced which is required by the proposed process instance migration method.
After this, the architecture of the process instance migration framework is shown. The
central element of the framework is a router. This chapter also describes the services
provided by the router and the routing algorithm for handling the messages. Then the
correctness of the routing algorithm is shown and the proposed migration method is
evaluated. Finally, the results are summarized in thesis two.

5.1 Related works

Zaplata et. al. [ZHKL10] provide a general solution for process instance migration.
Their solution does not require any constraints or modifications on the process, the
migration data is calculated automatically from the process description and process
instance execution. However, their approach requires extensions to the process engines
which may not always be possible with commercial process engines.

Mohamed et. al. [CAB08] define a metamodel for designing versions of business
processes, a taxonomy of operations for business process version management, and a
formalization and visualization of different versions of business processes. However,
they concentrate on modeling different versions of a process and not on instance mi-
gration.

Kradolfer and Geppert [KG99] also examined workflow schema evolution with ver-
sioning. The first step of the migration is to determine which instances of the process
are migratable. For example, if the workflow is changed by deleting an activity, the
original instance is migratable if it has not yet reached this activity. The migratable
process instances are determined based on their workflow execution history, which
is a partial order of the events generated by the activities of the process. The migra-
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tion is performed by simply declaring that the original instance is an instance of the
new version. It is unclear, whether this is even possible with the process engines of
industry vendors. In addition, their method cannot be used to migrate between pro-
cess engines. The paper does not cover timing activities and parallel branches, and the
non-migratable instances are not updated at all.

Dias et. al. [DVRS03] developed the previous solution further by introducing a
workflow metamodel which is independent of the concrete workflow representation.
This way the modification operations are performed on the front-end level, while mi-
gration conditions are defined at the back-end level, and hence, different front-ends
can be supported with the same migration algorithm. However, the paper contains no
details on how to map between the front-end and the back-end, so it is unclear how
the solution could be used for process engines of industry vendors.

Pesic et. al. [PSSvdA07] have a similar solution for constraint-based workflow
models. They also calculate whether the process instances are migratable, and they also
support dynamic changes. However, they also use a proprietary process language and
a proprietary engine, so their solution cannot be used with industry process engines,
either.

Reichert et. al. [RRKD05] [DR09] created the ADEPT2 business process manage-
ment framework, which is the basis of the industrial-strength AristaFlow BPM Suite.
This framework is capable of following dynamic process changes and performing in-
stance migration on-the-fly. This is an impressive framework, however, it is a propri-
etary tool with a proprietary process description, and thus, it cannot be used with the
process engines of the most important software vendors in the industry.

Rinderle-Ma and Reichert [RMR10] developed the previous ADEPT2 approach fur-
ther, and suggested advanced migration strategies that complement the treatment of
process instances which are not state compliant with their new versions. They offer
four strategies to deal with non-compliant instances: always-migrate, instance-specific
adjustment, history-based adjustment, and global adjustment. The paper deals with
instance-specific adjustment in detail. Instance-specific adjustment means that for each
process instance a migration strategy is automatically calculated which is specific to
that instance. For example, if an activity is inserted to the new version of the process in
an already executed region, then it is examined, whether it can also be executed later
so that the instance can be brought to a compliant state. This method is very sophis-
ticated, however, it requires the proprietary ADEPT2 engine, and commercial process
engines are not using this algorithm.
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Liske et. al. [LLSW09] take into account the services interacting with the migrated
process instances, too. They introduce the concept of jumper transitions, which is a
transition from an old state to a new state for a process instance such that resuming the
execution from the new state does not affect any partners of the process. This approach
concentrates on the evolution of the process on the same engine and not on migration
between process engines.

Zou et. al. [ZSL+10] proposed an instance migration solution for composite ser-
vices which relies on splitting the process into multiple single entry single exit frag-
ments. They also use data dependence analysis to preserve data flow correctness. Their
main focus is service evolution, i.e. migration when the process description changes.
The migration has two phases. The first phase is a static analysis which determines
the changed fragments of the process. The second phase is the runtime phase which
checks all the instances of the process whether they are in the changed fragment, and
if they are, and the changes are compliant with the old process description then only
this fragment of the process is migrated. Their solution focuses on instance migra-
tion within the same process engine and not between different process engines. The
only limitation of their approach is that the process can only be migrated at specific
safe migration points, which are outside the change region. The migration cannot be
performed until the execution reaches this point. In my solution, this is not required,
and the process does not have to be split into multiple fragments which would have a
negative impact on maintainability.

Zeng et. al. [ZHS+09] have a similar solution called LiveMig for composite ser-
vice evolution using Petri nets. They also observe changes in the process description
including replacement, addition, deletion and structural adjustments. They show that
evolving a process using these operations the migration can be correctly performed.
Their solution only includes Petri nets and not real process engines. A mapping be-
tween BPEL process descriptions and their Petri net representations is needed to apply
their results in practice, which also involves the modification of existing process en-
gines.

Moser et. al. [MRD08b] [MRD08a] created the VieDAME framework for non-
intrusive monitoring and service adaptation of BPEL processes. This framework has a
mediator component similar to the router in my proposition, however, their mediator
is used for protocol and interface adaptation and not for instance migration.

Ezenwoye and Sadjadi [ES07] have a similar mediator-based solution for dynamic
adaptation. It can provide autonomic behavior for BPEL processes, e.g. selecting spe-
cific services dynamically based on the QoS requirements.
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Tragatschnig and Zdun [TZ11] proposed an adaptation of BPEL processes using
adaptation patterns. The adaptation patterns are generic and can be used with any
process execution engine. As a feasibility study, the paper shows how Apache ODE
can be extended using the adaptation patterns. However, their solution is intrusive,
that is, the selected process engine has to be extended, and commercial process engines
are not always extensible.

Fang et. al. [FZS+08] solve dynamic adaptation of business processes by introduc-
ing activity states (inactive, running, skipped, finished, failed, terminated, expired)
and also a state diagram with actions for state transitions. They also define the ar-
chitecture of a runtime system for handling these states and transitions. They also
implemented retrying failed activities using IBM WebSphere Process Server. However,
their solution requires an API from the process engine to enable actions defined for the
activity state transitions, and not all commercial process engines may support this.

Business process instance migration could also be performed by simulators if they
are able to recreate the original process instance state. In fact, my proposition is essen-
tially a simulator which replays the original messages to the new process instance.

There are approaches [KWM10] [LMB+02] [KAM12] [Köp] for business process
simulation, however, these solutions focus on performance and costs analysis, and
they usually work on a process model independent of the process description. These
approaches, therefore, cannot be used for process instance migration.

This section listed related works regarding business process instance migration.
Some of them concentrate on service evolution, some of them use proprietary engines,
but none of them is capable of migration between different process engines without
modifying the engines themselves. My proposal is a general and non-intrusive solu-
tion for instance migration between different process engines. The only limitation of
my approach is that the processes have to be made migration compatible, that is, they
have to adhere to certain rules.
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5.2 Business process state transitions

There are a number or challenges related to process instance migration when the
migration method is based on replaying the original messages to the new process in-
stance. This section examines the problems and shows how the proposed migration
framework can solve them.

The first challenge to solve is the handling of incoming messages in the transient
phase, when the old process instance is already stopped and the new process instance
has not yet been started. When messages arrive in this phase they cannot be forwarded
to any instance. In the proposed migration framework the router always stores the
incoming messages and when the new process instance is started, the messages will be
forwarded to it. So the migration framework guarantees that no messages are lost.

The goal of the migration framework is to bring the new process instance to the
same internal state as of the original process instance. The internal state of a process
instance can be defined as:

Definition 5. The internal state of a BPEL process instance at a given time encompasses the
values of the variables defined in the process and the active activities of the process instance at
that time.

Although the easiest business processes are the deterministic ones, in practice, most
processes are non-deterministic. The activities causing non-deterministic execution in
BPEL are the <wait>, <flow>, <eventHandlers> and parallel <forEach> activi-
ties.

The problem with the non-deterministic behavior resulting from these activities is
that when external messages are replayed to the migrated process, it may behave dif-
ferently than the original one. Figure 5.1 shows examples for such cases. Messages
sent by a process are marked with exclamation marks (!), while messages received by
the process are marked with question marks (?).

The first case (figure 5.1a) shows the problem with the <wait> activity. In this
example, the process sends a request !m1 and waits for a response or a timeout. If the
?m2 response arrives within the timeout, the normal flow of the process can continue.
However, when the wait activity times out, the response is no longer accepted. This
scenario is common in the public administration, where there is usually a time limit for
getting a response. The problem is that when the process is migrated, the ?m2 message
is sent to the process before the timeout happens, so the migrated process never runs
to a timeout. The solution to this problem can be the outsourcing of timing into an
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external web service (!m3), which notifies the process (?m4) when the timeout occurs,
as it is shown in figure 5.1b. This way the timeout message ?m4 can also be replayed to
the migrated process, and the process can behave the same way as the original process
had. The timing service can be provided by the migration framework.

Another problem can arise from the parallel branches of the process. Parallel exe-
cution can occur because of the <flow>, <eventHandlers> and parallel <forEach>
activities. If the parallel branches are independent of each other (e.g. figure 5.1c), i.e.
they do not read or write the same variables, then the proposed migration method can
be used.

However, if the parallel branches affect each other’s execution, the migration may
fail to bring the migrated process instance to the same state as of the original one. An
example for this is shown in figure 5.2 on a business process handling an order. When
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Figure 5.1: Samples for the problematic cases of the proposed migration method resulting from
non-deterministic execution
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(b) Order process instance

Trace: {START }
?m1→ {A}

?m2→ {A, F} →
{A,G} → {A,H} → {B,H}

!m3→ {C,H}
?m4→

{D,H}
?m5→ {E}→ {END}
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[F] modify 
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(c) Order process instance with a different timing

Trace: {START } ?m1→ {A} → {B}
!m3→ {C}

?m2→ {C, F} →
{C,G} → {C, I}

?m3′
→ {C, J}

?m4→ {D, J}
?m4′
→ {D,K}

?m5→
{E}→ {END}

Figure 5.2: Order process showing the problematic cases of the proposed migration method
resulting from non-deterministic execution
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the order has been placed, it can be changed once by the user. If the change occurs
before the original order is shipped, the order is modified and only one shipment is
made. If, on the other hand, the order is changed after the shipping has been started,
a new shipment is made and the order is fulfilled in two shipments. The timing of the
activities of the process is important in this case. In the normal BPEL implementation
isolated scopes have to be used to make sure that the concurrent accesses to the process
variables are correct. But this is not enough when the proposed migration method
is used. It is possible that the original process instance received the ?m1 and ?m2
messages, and then it would normally continue to do one shipment. However, when
the migration is started after the ?m1 and ?m2 messages are received but before the
!m3 is sent, it is possible that the migrated process instance receives ?m1, and it sends
out !m3 before it could receive ?m2, and so in the migrated version two shipments
are made. The problem is that the proposed migration method cannot prevent the
migrated process from sending out !m3.

H. Foster [Fos06] examined how web service compositions and BPEL processes can
be formalized to be able to perform verification, validation and simulation on the sys-
tem as a whole. After carefully examining various possible formal models (π-calculus,
Petri-nets, finite state processes), he chose the Finite State Process (FSP) [MK99] repre-
sentation to formalize service compositions. FSP is a process calculus in textual nota-
tion to concisely describe and reason about concurrent programs. An FSP description
can also be represented as a Labelled Transition System (LTS) [MK99], which is similar
to a finite state machine. Foster also gives a detailed mapping of BPEL activities to FSP
and LTS in his dissertation [Fos06]. This notation is also useful in other applications,
such as creating recovery plans for BPEL applications [SBDC10]. Since my migration
method is also targeting BPEL processes, this formalism can also be used in my case.
In order to see the migration problems of the order process in figure 5.2 more clearly,
let’s formalize the process in the LTS notation.

Definition 6. A Labelled Transition System (LTS) is a tuple (S, L, δ, I), where S is the set
of states, L is the set of labels, δ ⊆ S× L× S is the set of transitions and I ⊆ S is the set of
initial states.

LTSs are similar to finite state machines. The notation s l→ s ′ is often used instead
of (s, l, s ′) ∈ δ.

Definition 7. An execution or a trace of an LTS is a sequence T = s0l0s1l1s2 . . . ln−1sn

such that ∀i, 0 6 i 6 n, si ∈ S and ∀j, 0 6 j < n, lj ∈ L and sj
lj→ sj+1.

The notation T = s0
l0→ s1

l1→ s2 . . .
ln−1→ sn instead of T = s0l0s1l1s2 . . . ln−1sn can

also be used to improve readability.
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We can also define the successors and predecessors of the states of an LTS [Kat05].

Definition 8. post(s, l) = {s ′ ∈ S|s l→ s ′} is the set of direct successors of the state s for
the label l. post(s) =

⋃
l∈L post(s, l) is the set of direct successors of the state s.

Definition 9. Let A be a subset of the states of an LTS: A ⊆ S. Then post(A, l) =⋃
s∈A post(s) is the set of direct successors of the states A for the label l. post(A) =⋃
l∈L post(A, l) is the set of direct successors of the states A.

Definition 10. pre(s, l) = {s ′ ∈ S|s ′ l→ s} is the set of direct predecessors of the state s for
the label l. pre(s) =

⋃
l∈L pre(s, l) is the set of direct predecessors of the state s.

Definition 11. Let A be a subset of the states of an LTS: A ⊆ S. Then pre(A, l) =⋃
s∈A pre(s) is the set of direct predecessors of the states A for the label l. pre(A) =⋃
l∈L pre(A, l) is the set of direct predecessors of the states A.

Definition 12. An LTS is deterministic if and only if |I| 6 1 and |post(s, l)| 6 1 for ∀s ∈
S, ∀l ∈ L. Otherwise, the LTS is non-deterministic.

Definition 13. A state s ∈ S is called terminal if and only if post(s) = ∅.

For BPEL processes the LTS transitions which correspond to incoming messages are
important, because these are the only transitions whose execution can be controlled
from the outside. Therefore, we define the following concepts:

Definition 14. A transition s l→ s ′ is called stable if and only if the label l corresponds to
an incoming message of the BPEL process (i.e. the label of the transition starts with a question
mark). Otherwise, the transition is unstable.

The description of the order process in figure 5.2a can be represented as an LTS
shown in figure 5.3. An instance of the process can be represented as a trace of the
LTS. The trace corresponding to the process instance in figure 5.2b is T1 = {START }

?m1→
{A}

?m2→ {A, F} → {A,G} → {A,H} → {B,H}
!m3→ {C,H}

?m4→ {D,H}
?m5→ {E} → {END}.

The trace corresponding to the process instance in figure 5.2c is T2 = {START }
?m1→

{A} → {B}
!m3→ {C}

?m2→ {C, F} → {C,G} → {C, I}
?m3 ′
→ {C, J}

?m4→ {D, J}
?m4 ′
→ {D,K}

?m5→
{E}→ {END}. There are many other possible traces for other possible process instance
executions.

The problem with migration by replaying messages is that only the execution of the
stable transitions can be influenced from the outside. However, both traces (T1 and T2)
receive messages ?m1 and ?m2 in this order, but the behavior of the corresponding pro-
cess instances is different. The process instance of trace T1 produces a single shipment,
while the process instance of T2 produces two shipments, and there is no possibility
for the migration framework to enforce one trace over the other. Hence, it can happen,
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Figure 5.3: Possible state transitions for the order process as an LTS

that the migrated instance of the process behaves differently than the original instance
of the process.

Since the problem lies behind the fact that the proposed migration method cannot
influence the unstable transitions of the process, the solution is to provide a way to af-
fect the order of unstable transitions externally. My proposal is to introduce externally
controlled critical sections to the processes. This means, that the migration framework
provides two operations: one for entering a critical section and one for leaving the
critical section. The process has to call these operations and can only continue its exe-
cution when the migration framework sends a permission message to enter the critical
section. This way, the migration framework can control when the process can enter its
critical sections and also the order of the execution of the critical sections.

This solution also has the advantage, that it also works when the BPEL engine does
not support isolated scopes (e.g. the current stable releases of the open source engine
called Apache ODE [Apa14a]).

Figure 5.4 shows the modified order process using critical sections. The calls ?s2
and ?s6 are controlled externally, so the order of the execution of the critical sections
(between start sync and end sync) can be influenced.
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(c) An order process instance with critical section ex-
ecution order: B1-C3→ G1-J3

Figure 5.4: Order process using critical sections to provide deterministic execution
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Figure 5.5: Shipping sample with critical sections as an LTS

Figure 5.5 shows the modified order process using critical sections in an LTS rep-
resentation. It can be seen that if the migration framework allows the critical sections
executing in the ?s2, ?s6 order, then the order of the transitions is ?m1, ?m2, !m3, and
there is only one shipment. If, on the other hand, the critical sections are enabled in
the ?s6, ?s2 order, then the order of the transitions is ?m1, !m3, ?m2, !m3 ′, and there are
two shipments. This means that the execution order of the critical sections determines
the order of the execution of the parallel branches, and so the behavior of the process
instance.

Summarizing the considerations of this section, it can be seen that the outsourcing
of internal timers and the introduction of critical sections the proposed instance mi-
gration method for BPEL processes leads to deterministic execution. This is a useful
result, since this way the migrated process instance can adopt the same internal state
as of the original process instance. The LTS formalization of BPEL processes shown in
this section were only needed to explain the different execution traces of the possible
process instances. The LTS representation will not be used in the following sections.
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5.3 WS-Tracing protocol

The migration framework builds on the assumption that the process instances in
the system have unique identifiers. These identifiers can be used to correlate messages
with the appropriate process instances. In order to be able to do this the identifiers
must be transferred in the messages. The WS-Tracing protocol is designed for this
purpose.

Under the namespace http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsTracing/1.0 the WS-Tra-
cing protocol defines three SOAP headers:

• SourceInstanceID: the instance identifier of the sender

• SourceState: the current state of the sender

• TargetInstanceID: the instance identifier of the recipient

The SourceInstanceID is mandatory if the sender is a BPEL process. If the re-
ceiver is an already existing BPEL process instance then the TargetInstanceID is
mandatory, too. Otherwise, these headers are optional. The SourceState is optional
and can be used to identify the state of the process when the request is being per-
formed. This state can be the identifier of the current critical section or the current
parallel branch. It is required by the migration framework to distinguish between the
different requests to the same service issued by the same process. This construct plays
a similar role as a messageExchange in the BPEL specification. The SourceState
header is mandatory if the process may issue multiple requests to the same service.
The value of this header must be unique for each call, but it must be specific to the
location of the call within the process, and it must also be a stable identifier, i.e. it must
always have the same value anytime the process is executed the same way determinis-
tically. The four-tuple constructed from the SourceInstanceID and SourceState

headers and from the To and Action headers of WS-Addressing must be a globally
unique identifier in the system.

The WS-Tracing protocol is required by the migration framework to track the vari-
ous messages and the current states of the process instances.

5.4 Architecture of the migration framework

Figure 5.6 shows the architecture of the proposed process instance migration frame-
work. The router plays a key role in the framework. It performs the following tasks:

• it records the SOAP messages sent to and from the process instances
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• it replays SOAP messages to the migrated process instances

• it maps logical addresses to physical URLs

• if necessary, it transforms SOAP messages by moving SOAP headers between the
body and the headers part of a SOAP message

• it provides a timing service for outsourcing inner timing activities of a process

• it provides a synchronization service for controlling the execution order of the
critical sections of a process

• it provides an globally unique identifier generator service

• it provides management services related to the migration

The recorded SOAP messages and their arrival times are stored in a database (SOAP
Message and Time). The WS-Addressing headers and the WS-Tracing headers re-
quired for the migration to work are extracted from the messages and are stored next to
them in separate fields (WS-Addressing headers, WS-Tracing headers). This
way these headers are easily accessible and need not to be extracted from the messages
every time when a search for a message is performed based on these headers. This
provides a significant performance gain since the algorithm of the router relies heavily
on these kinds of searches.

When a migrated process instance is executed, the router replays the messages from
the database saved from the execution of the original process instance. The router also
makes sure that the critical sections of the migrated instance are executed in the same
order as they were executed for the original instance.

DB
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Process instances

Services

WS-Tracing 

headers

WS-Addressing 

headers
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Time

Instance 
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New 
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Figure 5.6: The architecture of the proposed process instance migration framework
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Since every message must go through the router, there is a problem with the URLs
assigned to the services in the system. The messages must be sent physically to the
router’s address, but in order to be able to forward the message to the real recipient,
the logical To header from WS-Addressing must be set to the URL of the recipient.
Specifying separate physical and logical addresses is possible in WCF, however, this is
not supported by the JAX-WS API. Therefore, a general solution must be provided to
this problem. My proposal is that the router’s URL should be constructed from two
parts, like http://{physical}/{logical}. The first part is the physical address
of the router, and the second part is the logical address of the recipient. If the router is
implemented as a RESTful web service, this is easily achievable. The router can then
take the logical part of the address, map it to the real URL of the recipient and then
forward the message there.

Although this solution introduces an indirection, it has two important advantages.
The first is that JAX-WS implementations can send messages to the router without
separate physical and logical addresses. The second is that using this indirection it
is possible to provide an incremental process instance migration. Let’s suppose there
are a number of processes executing in an IBM engine and these processes have to
be migrated to an Oracle engine. It is possible to keep both the IBM and the Oracle
engines running and start migrating the processes one-by-one. The logical addresses
of the not yet migrated processes resolve to the IBM engine, while the logical addresses
of the migrated processes resolve to the Oracle engine. This is a huge advantage, since
the continuity of the business of the company can be maintained, and there is no need
for a downtime while the migration is being performed. The router can handle and
save messages from the outside world even after the original instance is stopped and
the migrated instance is not yet started. These saved messages are forwarded to the
migrated instance when the appropriate time comes. This mechanism also contributes
to the continuity of the business.

There is another question that has to be answered. All instances of a BPEL pro-
cess are running behind the same URL, and they must be somehow told apart from
each other. The BPEL standard introduces the concept of correlations for this purpose.
However, calculating the property values for these correlations requires an application
level knowledge, which is hidden inside the BPEL processes. If this knowledge would
be transferred to the router it would become complex and hard to maintain. Therefore,
a general solution must be provided for this problem, too. My proposal is to order a
system-wide unique identifier to each process instance and this identifier can be used
by the router to tell the various process instances apart from each other. However, this
identifier renders the original application level correlations useless, and so these iden-
tifiers should be used also at the application level instead of the original correlations.
The WS-Tracing protocol defines SOAP headers to transfer these identifiers between
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services. Although it is possible that the external services used by the processes do
not support WS-Tracing, in most cases this problem can be easily solved. For exam-
ple by using the MessageID and RelatesTo WS-Addressing headers in the SOAP
messages, it can be possible to find the required process instance identifiers for reply
messages. If this solution does not work because the external service does not support
WS-Addressing, and only the original correlation-based approach can be used, then
for these special cases there should be extensions written for the router which provide
the required application-level knowledge to identify process instances. Also, if other
protocols (e.g. WS-ReliableMessaging or WS-Security) are enabled, then the router
must include additional processing logic. In the following sections I assume that all
the processes and all the services in the system use WS-Tracing and WS-Addressing.
Other cases are subject to further research.

Since an identifier must be assigned to each process instance, it must be decided
whether the migrated instance of a process should receive the same identifier as the
original one or it should get a new identifier. The advantage of having separate iden-
tifiers is that the router can tell the instances from each other, and also the complete
history of the system can be reconstructed, since each process instance has a unique
identifier. However, if the outside world keeps track of some information based on
the instance identifier, the new instance will appear to the outside world as a sepa-
rate process. In addition, when some business indicators are calculated for the process
instances, it is desirable to handle the original and the migrated instances as if they
were the same. The disadvantage of this solution is that if the original instance is still
running and the migrated instance has been already started and they both send mes-
sages to the router, then it cannot tell which message was sent by which instance. A
possible solution would be to stop the original instance before starting the migrated in-
stance, however, this can be accidentally forgotten and then the database of the router
becomes inconsistent. The third option is a hybrid approach, where the router reports
the original identifier to the outside world while internally it uses a new identifier for
the migrated instance. This approach combines the advantages of the previous two:
to the outside world the migrated instance looks as if it were the original one and the
router can still tell the difference between the two. So the router has to store the identi-
fier of each process instance (InstanceID) and if the migrated version of an instance
is started then its identifier (New InstanceID) and the original instance identifier
(Original InstanceID) is also saved. Also, the number of the last message saved
and the number of the last message replayed are stored, so that the router can deter-
mine which is the next message to be replayed to the process.

The BPEL specification does not define how SOAP headers can be accessed from
a BPEL process. Therefore, there is no standard way to process the WS-Addressing
and WS-Tracing headers. The process engine from Oracle provides extensions to do
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this. The open source Apache ODE provides XPath queries not only on the message
body but also on the headers, as well. The process engine of IBM, however, does not
support handling SOAP headers. The only way to access these headers from a process
is to introduce a mediation service which can provide the transformation between the
headers and the body. Since my goal is to provide a standard solution to be able to
keep the BPEL process descriptions portable, my proposal is also to apply this latter
solution. The router can transform the SOAP messages so that they either have the
standard headers+body format or the headers are moved to the body as if they were
an implicit first parameter of the operation representing the message. Of course, this
solution requires the modification of the interface of the process, however, this can be
easily performed if the most common document/wrapped style is used for encoding
the SOAP messages, since in this case only the XML schema describing the operations’
input, output and fault messages has to be modified by inserting a special header
element. The details of this are described in appendix E. Besides the logical and phys-
ical addresses in the database (Logical address and Physical address), it also
has to be specified whether the headers should be moved to the message body by the
router (Headers in body). This is the case when the implementation behind the
physical URL is a BPEL process.

The router also provides general services. As it was described in section 5.2, it
has to provide services for outsourcing timing tasks (Timing service) and also for
synchronizing the execution of critical sections (Sync service). Also, processes may
require unique identifiers, for example when a MessageID header has to be filled,
and since there is no standard way to do this, the router has to provide a solution for
this, too (Guid service). The Migration service of the router is responsible for the
migration tasks, e.g. starting a migrated version of a process instance. These services
are defined in the following section.

5.5 Services provided by the router

The router provides a number of services described in the previous section. The
interface descriptions of these services are the following:

interface ITiming {

oneway WaitFor(TimeSpan period, string id);

oneway WaitUntil(DateTime time, string id);

}

interface ITimingCallback {

oneway Timer(string id);

}
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interface ISync {

oneway EnterCriticalSection(string id);

oneway LeaveCriticalSection(string id);

}

interface ISyncCallback {

oneway CanEnterCriticalSection(string id);

oneway CanLeaveCriticalSection(string id);

}

interface IGuid {

Guid NewGuid();

}

struct AddressMap {

string LogicalAddress;

string PhysicalAddress;

bool HeadersInBody;

}

interface IMigration {

void MigrateProcess(string sourceId, string targetId, AddressMap[] addresses);

void RegisterAddress(AddressMap address);

}

The ITiming interface defines the functions for outsourcing internal timing events of a
process to the router. The WaitFor waits for a period of time and notifies the process when the
time is up through the Timer operation of the ITimingCallback interface. The WaitUntil
waits until a specific time and notifies the process when the time is up through the Timer oper-
ation of the ITimingCallback interface. The identifier passed to the WaitFor or WaitUtil
operations are passed back in the Timer operation.

The ISync interface defines the synchronization service for controlling the execution or-
der of the critical sections. The process can signal its entering and leaving request through the
EnterCriticalSection and LeaveCriticalSection operations, respectively. The iden-
tifier of the critical section (id) must be passed to these operations, too. When the process can
enter or leave the critical section, it will be notified through the CanEnterCriticalSection
and the CanLeaveCriticalSection of the ISyncCallback interface, respectively.

The NewGuid operation of the IGuid interface defines a service to generate a new globally
uinque identifier.

The IMigration interface defines a MigrateProcess operation to start the migration
of a BPEL process. The original process instance identifier and the migrated process instance
identifier must be supplied along with the mappings between the logical (LogicalAddress)
and physical (PhysicalAddress) addresses of the ports implemented by the migrated pro-
cess. If the process cannot handle SOAP headers, it can be indicated by a true value in the
HeadersInBody field, which means that when a message is sent to this address, the router
will move the SOAP headers to the SOAP body. The RegisterAddress operation can be
used to independently register a new address.
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5.6 Routing algorithm

This section describes the algorithm executed by the router when a new message arrives to
the router’s URL. At first, the algorithm will be presented informally, then it will be formalized.

The informal description of the router’s algorithm is the following:

1. find the target address in the database, and return a fault if it is not found

2. normalize the message, i.e. move the headers from the SOAP body to the SOAP headers
if necessary, and replace the physical addresses in the WS-Addressing headers with the
corresponding logical addresses (if there are no logical addresses assigned to the appro-
priate WS-Addressing reply headers, then generate new unique logical addresses for the
missing ones)

3. look up the entry for the target instance in the database

4. look up the entry for the source instance in the database

5. save the incoming message to the database

6. look up the entry for the original target instance in the database

7. look up the entry for the original source instance in the database

8. create a copy of the incoming message with the original instance identifiers

9. look up the original version of the incoming message

10. if the original version is not found, save the copy created in step 8 to the database, and
assign the next message number available to it separately for the target and for the source
instance

11. for the target instance set the message number of the incoming message to the same as
the message number of its original version

12. for the source instance set the message number of the incoming message to the same as
the message number of its original version

13. if the message is a request from a request-response message exchange, then look up the
original reply, and if it is found then send this reply back to the source instance, otherwise
forward the call to the target instance and handle the reply through the steps from 2 to
12, and also send the reply back to the source instance

14. if the message is a one-way message, and all the stored messages of the original target
instance have been processed for the migrated instance, too, then this is a previously
unknown call, so forward the message to the target instance

15. if the message is a one-way message, and all the preceding stored messages of the original
source instance have been processed for the migrated instance, too, then start sending the
remaining but yet unsent messages to the migrated instance in their original order until
a message is reached which was sent by the original process instance but have not yet
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been sent by the migrated instance (for each new message sent save these messages for
the migrated instance, too, through the steps from 2 to 12)

Let’s formalize the algorithm described above. Let’s denote the local part of the router’s
incoming address by Al and the incoming message byMi.

The router has the following tables in its database:

• TM: the messages saved

• TA: the logical-physical address mappings

• TP: the process instance migration data

• TO: the order of messages sent to or received from a process

The parts of a saved messageM in table TM are the following:

• M.To: the To header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.From: the From header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.ReplyTo: the ReplyTo header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.FaultTo: the FaultTo header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.MessageID: the MessageID header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.RelatesTo: the RelatesTo header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.Action: the Action header of the WS-Addressing protocol

• M.SIID: the SourceInstanceID header of the WS-Tracing protocol

• M.SS: the SourceState header of the WS-Tracing protocol

• M.TIID: the TargetInstanceID header of the WS-Tracing protocol

• M.SOAP: the message in SOAP XML form

• M.Time: the arrival date and time of the message

The M.To, M.From, M.ReplyTo and M.FaultTo values are stored as logical addresses.
The M.SOAP is also stored with logical addresses and in the normal SOAP format with SOAP
headers (not with the headers moved into the body). Let’s call this the normalized message
format.

The parts of a logical-physical address mapping A in table TA are the following:

• A.L: the logical address

• A.P: the physical address

• A.T : whether to move SOAP headers into the SOAP body

The parts of a process instance migration data P in table TP are the following:

• P.IID: the identifier of the process instance
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• P.NIID: the identifier of the migrated instance, if there is one, otherwise a NULL value

• P.OIID: the identifier of the original process instance

• P.SN: number of the last message saved, or NULL if there are no message saved yet

• P.LN: number of the last message replayed, orNULL if there are no message replayed yet

The table TO stores the order of the messages sent to or received from a process. A record
O in this table is the following:

• O.IID: the identifier of the process instance

• O.N: the number of the message in time order

• O.MessageID: the MessageID header of the WS-Addressing protocol

TO stores messages for the current instance, and also if the current instance sends or receives
new messages compared to the original instance, these messages are stored with the original
instance identifier, too. The reason for this is that it is possible that the migrated instance
executes parallel branches in a different order and it is also possible that the migrated instance
is migrated again before it reaches the same state as of the original one. In this case the migrated
version of the migrated instance also needs to handle all the messages handled by its previous
two versions, and the migration is also performed based on messages stored for the original
instance.

The variables in the router’s algorithm will be:

• Al: the logical address of the incoming message

• A: the address entry in TA for the logical address Al

• Mi: the incoming message

• Mc: a copy of the incoming message with original SIID and original TIID

• Mo: the original version ofMc

• Mt: the message to be forwarded to the target process

• Ro: the original reply toMo

• Rs: the message(s) to be sent back to the source process

• Pt: data on the target process from TP

• Ps: data on the source process from TP

• Pto: data on the original target process from TP

• Pso: data on the original source process from TP

• Ot: message order information from TO aboutMi for the target process instance

• Os: message order information from TO aboutMi for the source process instance

• Oto: message order information from TO about Mo for the original target process in-
stance
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• Oso: message order information from TO about Mo for the original source process in-
stance

• Or: message order information from TO about Ro

The formal description of the router’s algorithm is the following:

1. look up the entry A from TA where A.L = Al or if it is not found, then return a SOAP
fault

2. normalize the message, i.e. move the headers from the SOAP body to the SOAP headers
if necessary, and replace the physical addresses in the WS-Addressing headers with the
corresponding logical addresses (if there are no logical addresses assigned to the appro-
priate WS-Addressing reply headers, then generate new unique logical addresses for the
missing ones and save these entries to TA with headers not in the SOAP body option)

3. ifMi.TIID is not empty then look up the entry Pt from TP where Pt.IID =Mi.TIID or if
this entry does not exist then create it, otherwise create a new entry Pt in TP with a new
identifier and setMi.TIID = Pt.IID

4. if Mi.SIID is not empty then look up the entry Ps from TP where Ps.IID = Mi.SIID, or
if it is not found then create a new entry with Ps.IID =Mi.SIID

5. saveMi to TM

6. look up Pto from TP where Pto.IID = Pt.OIID

7. look up Pso from TP where Pso.IID = Ps.OIID

8. create a copy ofMi asMc =Mi, and setMc.TIID = Pt.OIID andMc.SIID = Ps.OIID

9. findMo in TM,Oto andOso in TO withMo.SIID =Mc.SIID,Mo.SS =Mc.SS,Mo.To =

Mc.To,Mo.Action =Mc.Action, Oto.IID =Mo.TIID, Oto.MessageID =

Mo.MessageID, Oso.IID =Mo.SIID, Oso.MessageID =Mo.MessageID, and then set
Ot.N = Oto.N and Os.N = Oso.N

10. ifMo is not found then saveMo =Mc in TM, and increase Pto.SN and Pso.SN, and save
Oto.IID = Mo.TIID, Oto.N = Pto.SN, Oto.MessageID = Mo.MessageID to TO, and
save Oso.IID =Mo.SIID, Oso.N = Pso.SN, Oso.MessageID =Mo.MessageID to TO

11. save Ot.IID =Mi.TIID, Ot.N = Oto.N, Ot.MessageID =Mi.MessageID to TO

12. save Os.IID =Mi.SIID, Os.N = Oso.N, Os.MessageID =Mi.MessageID to TO

13. if Mi.ReplyTo is an anonymous address, i.e. it is a request-response call, then find Ro in
TM where Ro.RelatesTo = Mo.MessageID and Ro.SIID = Ps.OIID, and if it is found
then construct Rs from Ro and send it to the source process, otherwise constructMt from
Mi and forward it to the target process, and handle the reply starting from step 2 to step
12, construct Rs from it and send it back to the source process

14. if the call is a one-way request and Pto.SN = Pt.LN + 1, then construct Mt from Mi and
send it to the target process, and increase Pt.LN

15. if Os.N = Ps.LN + 1, then increase Ps.LN, and while there is an O in TO and an M in
TM, where O.IID = Ps.OIID, O.N = Ps.LN + 1, M.MessageID = O.MessageID and
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M.TIID = Ps.OIID, then increase Ps.LN, construct Rs from M, and if it has not yet been
sent to the source process (i.e. there is no entry in TM and TO for Rs) then send it, and
save it to TM and in TO following the steps from step 2 to step 12

When a message R to be sent is constructed from a message M by the router, the following
steps are made:

1. copyM to R

2. change R.TIID to the newest instance identifier (following the P.NIID values in TP)

3. change R.SIID to the original instance identifier (using the P.OIID value in TP)

4. copy the physical URL of the router before the logical addresses of the WS-Addressing
reply headers, and change the To address to the physical address of the target

5. if in the entry A in TA for the R.To target address the value of AT is set to true, then move
the SOAP headers to the SOAP body in R.SOAP

Finally, the message is sent to the address specified in the R.To header, which now contains
a valid physical address.

The time complexity of the router’s processing algorithm for a given message can be cal-
culated as follows. Let NA be the number of logical addresses stored in TA. Let NP be the
number of process instances stored in TP. LetNM be the number of messages stored in TM. Let
NM,P be the number of messages stored in TM for a process instance P. LetNO be the number
messages stored in TO. LetNO,P be the number messages stored in TO for a process instance P.

If the tables are stored in a relational database with B-tree indexing, the time complexity
of processing a new message is O(logNA + logNP + logNO + logNM) if the message can be
forwarded immediately, i.e. the process instance is not under migration or the migration of
the process instance is already finished. The time complexity of processing a new message is
O(logNA +NO,P(logNP + logNO + logNM)) if the process instance is still under migration.

If the tables are stored in a NoSQL database with B-tree indexing, the time complexity of
processing a new message is O(logNA + logNP + logNO,P + logNM,P) if the message can be
forwarded immediately, i.e. the process instance is not under migration or the migration of
the process instance is already finished. The time complexity of processing a new message is
O(logNA+NO,P(logNP+logNO,P+logNM,P)) if the process instance is still under migration.

If hashing is used for storing the records of the tables, the average processing time of a single
message can be O(1) if the message can be forwarded immediately, i.e. the process instance is
not under migration or the migration of the process instance is already finished. The time
complexity of processing a new message can be O(NO,P) in average if the process instance is
still under migration.
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It can be seen, that there is an overhead for every message that goes through the router. With
the correct implementation, this overhead can be minimized and can be constant in average
for processes not under migration. The migration framework is designed specifically for long
running processes where this overhead is negligible compared to the whole execution time of
the processes.

5.7 Correctness of the routing algorithm

This section gives an informal proof that the routing algorithm is correct, i.e. the migrated
instance adopts the same state as of the original one after all the original messages are replayed
to it.

Definition 15. A BPEL process is called compatible with the migration framework or migration
compatible if it uses the WS-Tracing and WS-Addressing protocols, all the timing events are outsourced
to the timing service of the router and all the shared variables of parallel branches are enclosed by critical
sections, and these critical sections are handled by the router. The critical sections cannot overlap with
each other, since this could lead to dead-locks.

The routing algorithm replays a message to the migrated instance only if all the preced-
ing messages corresponding to the original messages have been processed by the router. This
means that the migrated instance can only enter the critical sections in the original order, since
the permission messages to enter the critical sections are also replayed in the original order.

BPEL processes are computer programs. The statements of a BPEL process can be mapped
to the usual sequence, selection and iteration statements of conventional programming lan-
guages. BPEL processes have variables and they can have one ore more parallel branches. The
variables can be mapped to variables of conventional programming languages. The active ac-
tivities of the various branches correspond to the program counters of the different threads of
a conventional computer program.

Yu et. al. [YZH+13] showed that if all the shared variables of a computer program in a
multi-core system are protected by critical sections and the execution of the program is sim-
ulated by executing the critical sections in the same order then the execution is deterministic.
Since BPEL processes are also computer programs, results of Yu et. al. can also be applied here.
This means that using the migration algorithm the migrated process simulates the execution of
the original process, and executes deterministically adopting the same state as of the original
one.
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5.8 Evaluation

The prototype of the proposed solution was implemented in a heterogeneous environment.
The services provided by the router were web services built with WCF. The routing algorithm
of the router was also implemented using WCF but as a RESTful service. The tables were stored
in an SQL Server database. The transformation of the messages were performed using LINQ
to XML.

There were five different processes tested in the framework. The first two processes were a
real public administration processes: the foundation of a private entrepreneurship process and
the request for financial parenting support. Both of these processes were taken from the two
phases of the pilot project for the Hungarian e-Government Infrastructure. The remaining three
processes were the processes introduced in section 5.2, since these are the most problematic
cases in instance migration.

The processes were implemented in three different BPEL engines: ActiveVOS, Oracle BPEL
Process Manager and IBM WebSphere Process Server. The tests were performed as follows.
For each engine a number of instances were started of the processes. Then the migration was
started to each of the other two process engines. The migration was performed in different
phases of the process execution and the migration was successful in all cases. Although the
migration framework is still in an early prototype phase and more tests are needed, the results
are promising.

Migration by replaying the messages can greatly decrease the execution time especially for
long running public administration processes, since the response times of the replayed mes-
sages are narrowed from days to seconds. For example, a time consuming human task per-
formed for the original process instance does not have to be executed again, its execution can
be simulated to the migrated process instance. Also, when for example a payment to the citizen
has already been fulfilled as part of the original process instance, then this task must not be ex-
ecuted again, therefore, on migration it should only be simulated as if it has already happened.

Naturally, sending every message through the router implies an overhead. However, the
main aim is to provide process state migration for long running business processes, where a
few seconds latency caused by the router is negligible compared to the total execution time of
the business process, which can take weeks or months in an e-Government environment.

The main advantage of the framework is that it does not require the modification of the
process engines, so it can be used with any engine. But the application area of the migration
framework is not limited to BPEL processes. It can be used anywhere, where the system is built
from composite web services and their instance level migration is needed.
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Another benefit of the framework is that it can be used for testing web services and business
processes. The tests can be constructed from real-life data saved in the database of the router.
Regression tests can also be built from these messages. In addition, the information stored in
the router’s database can also be used for building real-life simulations for the system.

Although there are a lot of benefits of the migration framework, it requires some restrictions
on the migration compatible processes. They cannot have internal timing events, they have to
use synchronization for the critical sections, and they have to deal with the additional headers.
These restrictions may hinder the development of the processes, however, all of these actions
can be produced using automatic transformation of the original process description. Timing
activities are easily replaced by service calls to the router’s timing service, and handling the
additional headers can also be inserted automatically. The synchronization calls can also be
added automatically if the process is examined through data flow analysis. Although these
transformations are not yet part of the migration framework, they will be added in the future.

Interestingly, the restrictions imposed on the processes have some beneficial side effects. If
the processes and services are migration compatible, they have to use the WS-Tracing protocol.
Using the WS-Tracing headers, the call graph of the system can be easily reconstructed, since
the caller’s and the receiver’s instance identifiers are included in all the messages. Also the sub-
processes of a process can be tracked by following the calls in the call graph. This is the reason
why the protocol is called WS-Tracing. Analyzing the call graph can show how the system is
built, how it is used, and how it could be optimized. Also the state information included in the
messages can be used for monitoring the process instances, and this information can also be
used to provide reports about the process for citizens in an e-Government environment.

Another future direction can be the examination of the evolution of business processes,
i.e. if the process description changes over time and instances have to be migrated to a newer
version. Other approaches shown in the related works section use either a specific engine
or require the modification of existing process engines. None of them try to solve business
process evolution in a non-intrusive way. Therefore, the proposed migration framework can
also provide a solution for this, however, this problem is also open for future research.

There is a lot of potential in the proposed migration framework. The framework is still in its
prototype phase, so it requires more testing and more tools to automate the transformation of
process descriptions to migration compatible process descriptions, but the current results are
already promising.
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5.9 Summary

The results of this chapter can be summarized in the following thesis:

Thesis II. I defined the architecture of a new BPEL process instance migration framework which
is based on recording and replaying SOAP messages. Unlike previous approaches, the framework is
non-intrusive and it is process engine independent. I defined the concept of migration compatibility
for the correct migration of BPEL processes. I defined a new protocol called WS-Tracing for correlating
SOAP messages with BPEL process instances. I defined a novel routing algorithm to perform the pro-
cess instance migration within the proposed framework. I showed that if the process descriptions fulfill
the constraints of migration compatibility, then the routing algorithm performs correct migration. I
implemented the migration framework in .NET and verified the correctness of the implementation with
real-life examples.

Publications related to this thesis: [12] [13] [14]

The Java implementation of the framework has also been started as part of the MSc thesis
of László Hornyák [Hor13].
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Web services exchange SOAP XML messages, and so they provide an interoperable plat-
form and language independent distributed communication. However, this interoperability
comes at a price: SOAP XML messages burden the communication with a significant serializa-
tion and deserialization overhead, which can even be comparable with the execution time of
the service’s application logic itself. When the interface of a web service is being designed, it is
important to find the right granularity for the operations, i.e. the most reusable interface with
the best response times. To determine the best response times, it is essential to have the capabil-
ity to predict the estimated response time based on the interface and on the expected usage of
the service. This problem leads to the research task of examining the response time overhead of
the various frameworks implementing the web service stack, and to give a performance model
equipped with performance prediction capability for web services.

I created a set of representative test cases which can be used to measure the response time
overhead of web services. The test cases cover the most commonly used primitive types, their
combinations into arrays and structured types and even the most widespread WS-* protocols
including WS-Addressing, WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-Security and WS-SecureConversation.

I implemented the test cases in two different web service frameworks and I made perfor-
mance measurements between these frameworks. My measurements show that the frame-
works have the same performance characteristics, therefore, it is possible to make a common
performance model which can be used to approximate the measurement results and even be
used to make predictions on other services with other interfaces.

This chapter presents my results. At first, the related works are summarized and it is shown
that none of the previous approaches cover such a broad spectrum of variables as my solution.
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Section 3.1 gave an overview of the structure of the web service stacks and identified the possi-
ble factors that can contribute to the communication overhead. This chapter lists the test cases
which were created based on these factors, and the testing environment and the measurement
results are also presented. Then the proposed performance model is introduced and the values
of the coefficients of the model calculated from the measurements are listed. This is followed by
the evaluation of the performance model by comparing the predicted and measured response
times on a previously unmeasured example and also on an example in a different experimental
environment. Finally, the results of this chapter are summarized in the third thesis.

6.1 Related works

This section summarizes the related works for performance prediction of web services.
However, to my knowledge, there has not yet been any propositions of predicting the per-
formance of web services based on their interface descriptions.

M. Novakouski et. al. [NSP+10] examined how different security mechanisms in web ser-
vices influence the response time and other resource usages. They identified the key tradeoffs
between different security options and their results were that security mechanisms for web
services have a considerable impact on the response time. They only tested the Apache Axis2
Rampart framework and no other frameworks, and they concluded that the results rely heavily
on the execution environment. My proposition takes into account this result, and I provide a
solution that can be customized to specific environments.

D. Rodrigues et. al. [REB11] also analyzed the security mechanisms for web services.
They also tried different algorithms with different configurations (encryption and signature).
They even called the services from multiple clients, which resulted in an expected performance
degradation. They also used the Apache Axis2 Rampart framework, and their results are simi-
lar to the work of M. Novakousky et. al.

M. B. Juric et. al. [JRB+06] compared web services security with other distributed com-
munication techniques, such as RMI and RMI over SSL. Their conclusion is the same as in the
previous two related works: WS-Security has a huge overhead. Earlier they also compared the
performance of CORBA and RMI in [JRH00]. Although they identified the factors contributing
to the response time overhead, they did not provide a performance model for the communica-
tion that could be used for performance prediction.

S. Shirasuna et. al. [SSFG04] compared security mechanisms for grid services. Their results
are similar: SSL is the fastest, although, it does not provide end-to-end security; WS-Security
is faster than WS-SecureConversation for one-time invocations; WS-SecureConversation has
better response times for multiple calls, however, it has a huge disadvantage, too, since the
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server has to hold the connection status information for each client, and this can lead to serious
scalability issues if the number of clients increases.

R. A. van Engelen and W. Zhang [vEZ08] evaluated some optimizations regarding the se-
curity algorithms used in web services security using the gSOAP framework. They provided
some guidelines, how better performance can be achieved. They made measurements also for
large messages, however, they did not provide a performance model.

Others proposed performance analysis and prediction for service compositions. R. G. An-
tolin and J. de Lara [AdL08] transformed BPEL processes into the GPSS simulation language. J.
Eckert et. al. [ESBS07] presented a capacity planning approach for parallel web service work-
flows. D. Ardagna et. al. [AGM08] developed a model driven QoS analysis for service compo-
sitions. J. M. Ko et. al. [KKK08] also constructed an algorithm for QoS oriented service compo-
sition. M. Marzolla and R. Mirandola [MM07] proposed a performance prediction mechanism
for web service workflows. They also performed a survey [MM10] on these compositional ap-
proaches from an architectural point of view. These papers all focus on service composition,
however, at their bottom, the response time for each service has to be provided. Using my
proposition, these response times can be calculated for arbitrary services, if the coefficients of
the performance model and the interfaces of the services are known. I also provide a method
for measuring these coefficients for a system.

L. Cheung et. al. [CGS11] proposed a framework based on queuing models for perfor-
mance prediction of third party web services. Their work is similar to mine, since it builds on
measuring the response time of the target service including the communication overhead and
the actual time of the execution of the server side logic. However, my aim is to predict the
communication overhead based on the interface of an arbitrary service, even if the service is
not yet implemented.

Y. Leu et. al. [LGZ07] developed a performance model also based on queuing models for
analyzing and predicting the performance of service applications composed on a COTS ESB
platform. Their work focuses on ESB operations, such as routing and composition, and not on
predicting performance based on the interface of the services.

H. H. Liu and P. V. Crain [LC04] proposed a performance model for web service implemen-
tations. They built a queuing model for the client side, the network, the web service and for the
database behind the service. Their observation is that most of the response time comes from
the serialization of the SOAP messages. Therefore, it is important to be able to measure and
predict this overhead more accurately, and my work focuses on this problem.

S. Oh and G. C. Fox [OF07] also identified this problem, and they proposed their own frame-
work called Handheld Flexible Representation (HHFR) to be used in mobile computing instead
of SOAP. They also made measurements to prove that their solution outperforms SOAP. M.
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Tian et. al. [TVN+04] also examined mobile web services and suggested a solution in which
the clients can ask the server to compress the SOAP messages. They showed that compression
is useful for poorly connected clients with resource-constraint devices despite the CPU time
required for decompressing the responses. However, if standard SOAP communication is used
in mobile environments, it is important to know, how the clients and services will perform. My
proposition can also be generalized to this area.

G. Imre et. al. [IKLC10] developed a cost model for XML serialization in Java and .NET.
XML serialization is the heart of SOAP message serialization, therefore, it is an important con-
tribution in this area, although, they only examined three primitive types (string, int and dou-
ble). My measurements show that other types and the WS-* protocols introduce other contri-
butions to the SOAP message serialization and the response time overhead cannot be predicted
merely based on the XML serialization overhead.

I have not found any related work that gives such an extensive examination of the response
time overhead of web services as mine. My aim is to be able to predict the response time
overhead of a web service based on its interface if the characteristics of the hosting server is
known. These characteristics can be measured by the reference services and clients.

6.2 Performance measurements

This section describes the performance measurements. At first, the services are introduced
which were used to make the measurements. Then the testing environment and the test cases
are given. Finally, the measurement results are shown and are evaluated.

6.2.1 Reference Web Services

In order to measure the combined effect of the factors of the different layers of the web
service stack implementations introduced in section 3.1, a number of services and clients have
to be defined and implemented.

The most common basic types in programming languages and in XML are: byte, boolean,
int, long, float, double, string, DateTime and TimeSpan. Restrictions can also be defined in XML
Schema for these types, however, apart from enumerations these restrictions are not supported
by the WCF and JAX-WS APIs. XML Schema includes other data types, but they are only
restrictions or subsets of the types listed here. Therefore, we can assume that the listed types
are the basic building blocks of composite types. Composite types are usually either arrays
or structured types. The following SOAL code describes the interface of the reference services
that can be used for performance measurements:
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struct Parameters {

int ByteCount;

int BoolCount;

int IntCount;

int LongCount;

int FloatCount;

int DoubleCount;

int StringCount;

int DateTimeCount;

int TimeSpanCount;

int ValueLength;

int ListDepth;

int ListArrayLength;

}

struct ByteArray {

byte[] Bytes;

}

struct MultiStruct {

ByteArray[] Bytes;

bool[] Bools;

int[] Ints;

long[] Longs;

float[] Floats;

double[] Doubles;

string[] Strings;

DateTime[] DateTimes;

TimeSpan[] TimeSpans;

}

struct MultiList {

MultiStruct Data;

MultiList Next;

}

interface IWsPerfTest {

void Input(Parameters p, MultiList[] ml);

MultiList[] Output(Parameters p);

MultiList[] InputOutput(Parameters p,

MultiList[] ml);

}

The Input operation receives the MultiList only as an input parameter, the Output op-
eration only returns it as a result, and the InputOutput operation both receives and returns
such a structure. The MultiList type demonstrates deep structures. It is a linked-list, how-
ever, only the last item in the list has the Data value filled, all the other items have null (nil)
values. This way it is possible to measure how the depth of the structure affects the measure-
ment results. The MultiStruct describes a type that can contain values for all the considered
basic types.
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The parameter p is necessary to be able to create the return result of the Output and
InputOutput operations, and it is very small compared to the size of the ml parameter, so
it does not impact the results significantly.

The parameter p is of type Parameters. This type contains the lengths of arrays in the
MultiStruct for the respective types. The Parameters also contains the ListLength

which specifies the depth of the MultiList linked list. The ContentLength value gives
the length of values which do not have a fixed length: byte arrays and strings. Byte arrays
are a special case, since they are either serialized as base64Binary in the SOAP message, or
they are attached to the message through the MTOM mechanism. This means that the serial-
ization of a single byte value is not too relevant for the measurements. Instead, a byte array
can be handled as a single value, but it has to have a length. String types are also a special case,
since string values do not have fixed lengths as values of primitive types do. This is why the
ContentLength is included in the parameters.

The document/wrapped SOAP encoding style was used to implement the services, since
WCF and the JAX-WS implementations use this style by default. The types were mapped to
XSD the same way as it is specified for WCF Data Contracts [Mic14a]. The services and the
clients were generated using the SOAL framework.

The services were called with random data and they also returned random data in order
to avoid caching of the calls by the application servers. The measurements also included the
construction of the input and output parameters, since this also counts into the overhead of the
service calls.

The test cases above are sufficient for measuring the overhead of the transport and encoding
layers. However, for the protocol layers, the various WS-* standards had to be enabled. The
following WS-* standards were used:

• SOAP 1.1/1.2

• MTOM enabled/disabled

• WS-Addressing 1.0

• WS-Addressing 1.0 and WS-ReliableMessaging 1.1 with ordered messages and exactly
once delivery

• WS-Addressing 1.0, WS-Security 1.0 and Basic Security Profile 1.0 with the following
parameters:

– key wrap algorithm: RSA 1.5

– message encryption algorithm: 192-bit 3DES

– mutual X.509. certificate authentication with 1024-bit RSA keys

– messages are signed, signatures are encrypted

– strict header layout
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• WS-Addressing 1.0, WS-Security 1.0, WS-Trust 1.3, WS-SecureConversation 1.3 and Basic
Security Profile 1.0 with the following parameters:

– key wrap algorithm: RSA 1.5

– message encryption algorithm: 192-bit 3DES

– mutual X.509. certificate authentication with 1024-bit RSA keys

– messages are signed, signatures are encrypted

– strict header layout

– required derived keys

For each of these cases a service and a client were implemented. These are called the refer-
ence services and reference clients. I tested the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
[Mic14c] API from Microsoft and the Java API for XML-based Web Services (JAX-WS) [Ora12]
API from Oracle with the following implementations:

• .NET: the WCF implementation of Microsoft

• Metro: the JAX-WS reference implementation from Oracle (originally from Sun Microsys-
tems)

The services and the clients were implemented in both frameworks for all the protocols
listed above. The measurements were performed between the same and between different
frameworks, too.

From now on I am using the following abbreviations for the following protocol combina-
tions:

• Soap11: SOAP 1.1

• Soap12: SOAP 1.2

• Mtom11: SOAP 1.1 with MTOM

• Mtom12: SOAP 1.2 with MTOM

• WS-A: SOAP 1.1 with WS-Addressing 1.0

• WS-RM: SOAP 1.1 with WS-Addressing 1.0 and WS-ReliableMessaging 1.1

• WS-S: SOAP 1.1 with WS-Addressing 1.0, WS-Security 1.0 and Basic Security Profile 1.0

• WS-SC: SOAP 1.1 with WS-Addressing 1.0, WS-Security 1.0, WS-Trust 1.3, WS-Secure-
Conversation 1.3 and Basic Security Profile 1.0
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6.2.2 Testing Environment

The measurements were performed on a single computer using local access between the
clients and the services. The computer had the following configuration:

• AMD Phenom II X4 955 Black Edition 3.2 GHz CPU

• 12 GB RAM

• Microsoft Windows 7 Professional SP1 64-bit

• Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Professional

• .NET Framework 4.0 with WCF and IIS 7.5 Server

• Oracle JRE 7 and JDK 7 (1.7.0) 64-bit

• GlassFish Server 3.1.1 Full Platform with Metro 2.1.1

• Netbeans IDE 6.9.1

The services were implemented as part of a single web application, and were deployed to
the respective application servers (IIS for WCF, GlassFish for Metro). Both servers were using
their default settings except for the following:

• On IIS, the maximum request sizes and buffer sizes were increased to be able to accept
large messages.

• On GlassFish, the monitoring of web services was turned off so that it would not affect
the performance. In addition, the virtual memory of the JVM was increased to 8 GB,
since the deployment of the services required 1.5 GB of memory, and the memory was
still leaking, so the server had to be restarted daily.

Since the overhead of web service calls results mainly from the XML serialization, the se-
lected XML parser may have an impact on the observed response times. This is especially
important in the Java world, where the selected JAXP (Java API for XML Processing) API may
have multiple implementations. The default XML parser for the GlassFish server is a StAX
(Streaming API for XML) implementation, called SJSXP (Sun Java Streaming XML Parser).
However, as my measurements show, the overhead of web service calls relies also on other
factors (e.g. data types), too. StAX is a low level parser, and it does not deal with data types.
Data types are handled by the higher level data binding performed by JAXB (Java Architecture
for XML Binding). Therefore, my goal is not to compare the various parsers with each other.
My aim is to find a model based on which these XML parsers can be evaluated against each
other.

The clients were implemented as simple standalone console applications. The measure-
ments were made from the client side with timers of at least millisecond precision (System.
Diagnostics.Stopwatch in .NET and System.nanoTime in Java). All clients produced
simple text files as results using the same formatting. These text files were then combined and
evaluated.
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6.2.3 Test Cases

The performance of web services can be measured along the following dimensions:

• Client framework

• Service framework

• Parameter direction (input or output)

• Protocols enabled

• Selected primitive types

• Value count for the selected types

• String lengths

• List lengths (depths of structures)

• Number of calls made on a single connection

The number of calls is interesting because WS-SecureConversation has a larger overhead
when initializing the connection, but is much more efficient than simple WS-Security when
multiple calls are made on the same connection.

Table 6.1: Dimensions

Legend: WS-A=WS-Addressing, WS-RM=WS-ReliableMessaging,
WS-S=WS-Security, WS-SC=WS-SecureConversation

Dimension Options

Client framework WCF/Metro

Service framework WCF/Metro

Protocols SOAP 1.1/1.2 + MTOM disabled/enabled +

none/WS-A/WS-RM/WS-S/WS-SC

Parameter direction in/out/in-out

Parameter types byte[]/bool/int/long/float/double/string/DateTime/TimeSpan

Value count 100kwhere k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}

Value length 1000kwhere k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}

(for strings and byte arrays)

List length k where k ∈ {1, 10, 100}

List depth k where k ∈ {1, 10, 100}

Number of calls 10kwhere k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}

The dimensions and their values used in the measurements are listed in table 6.1. The values
were determined so that the servers could accept and process even the largest messages, which
could even reach megabytes in size for a single call.

The test cases arise from the combination of all the dimensions and their possible values.
The client programs produced simple text files as an output. Each line in these text files con-
tained a single value for each dimension and also the measured response time. The measure-
ment of each test case was performed 10 times. Later, from these measured response times the
mean and standard deviation of the response time of each test case was calculated.
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Because of the large number of dimensions, the results cannot be represented visually on
a single chart. Hence, only some representative slices of this space will be displayed in the
following section.

6.2.4 Measurement Results

This subsection summarizes the measurement results with explanations for some of them.
However, the main goal of this list is to identify the factors that affect the response time over-
head. These factors should be taken into consideration when the performance model is formu-
lated. Due to space limitations not all of the results can be included visually here, only some
of them will be shown. Based on my measurements, the following observations can be made
(some of these can be extracted from figures 6.1 and 6.2):

1. Because of the differences in the implementations, the selected web service framework
affects the response time. However, the characteristics of the frameworks are similar
regarding the other dimensions.

2. The SOAP version has no observable effect, as there is minimal difference between the
two protocols.

3. Enabling of MTOM has no apparent effect on the response time, if no byte arrays are
used, since in this case there is no change in the SOAP message.

4. For byte arrays, MTOM only provides a considerable advantage when large (100KB+)
byte arrays are used, as also shown in [Mic14b].

5. Only the size of the message body size (i.e. the parameter serialized) or the net size of the
serialized data is not enough to determine the response time, therefore, the response time
cannot be simply predicted from the SOAP message payload size. Hence, the structure
of the payload and the primitive types also have to be taken into consideration.

6. The primitive types also have different impacts on the response time, and even their
order of impact differs between WCF and Metro. This means that the response time
also depends on the high level typed XML binding, and not merely on the low level
untyped XML parser. In WCF, the primitive types in the increasing order of response
times are: bool, int, long, string, float, TimeSpan, double, byte[], DateTime.
In Metro, the order is the following: bool, int, string, float, long, byte[], double,
DateTime, TimeSpan.

7. The response times for using only an input parameter and for using only an output pa-
rameter are different. Adding the response times for an input-only parameter and an
output-only parameter results in a larger value than the response time when the param-
eter is an input-output parameter. This means that the direction of the parameter also
counts.
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6. Performance prediction for web services

8. WS-Addressing has no significant overhead, since the WS-Addressing headers are small
and simple.

9. The largest response times result from using WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-Security and
WS-SecureConversation due to the processing of bootstrap messages, additional SOAP
headers, digital signatures and encryption. WS-SecureConversation becomes indeed bet-
ter than simple WS-Security as the number of calls increases, as expected.

10. For some reason, when Metro is used as a client with WS-ReliableMessaging, it takes
about 2 seconds to create the proxy object through which the service can be called. This
results in a greatly increased response time. The origin of this effect may be that the
configuration for WS-ReliableMessaging is in the WSDL of the service (saved locally in
the file system). However, WS-Security and WS-SecureConversation require a similar
configuration method, but they do not suffer from this anomaly.

11. The response time increases linearly with the call count, the number of values, and the
length of values (for strings and byte arrays).

12. The structure depth has no additional effect on the response time, the overhead results
only from the increased message size.

6.3 Performance model

The previous section presented the performance measurement results. Based on these re-
sults this section introduces my proposal for a general performance model for web services.
In the previous section I defined the reference web services which have to be deployed to the
target servers, and the response times have to be measured by the reference clients. Based on
the measurements of these clients the coefficients of the performance model can be calculated.
Then, the response times of arbitrary web services can be predicted if their interface is known,
and the expected parameter sizes of the calls can be estimated.

Based on the results listed in the previous section, the following factors influence the re-
sponse time. Let’s assign a variable to them (their values in the measurements are listed in
table 6.1):

• client framework: FC

• server framework: FS

• protocol used: P

• parameter direction: D

• primitive types: T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk}

• message size overhead resulting from XML tags: Z

• value count: M
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6. Performance prediction for web services

• value length for strings and byte arrays: L

• number of calls: N

From these factors the client framework FC, the server framework FS, the protocol P, the
direction of the parameters D and the primitive types T used in the message are compile time
factors, i.e. they do not change at runtime. The message size overhead Z, the number of values
M, the length of values L and the number of calls N are determined at runtime. The message
size overhead comes from the XML format. It can be expressed as:

Z = Z0 +MZ1 (6.3.1)

This means that the message size overhead has a constant part Z0 and a variable part Z1 in
linear correlation with the number of values. Z1 results from the tags enclosing the individual
values.

The diagrams in figures 6.1 and 6.2 show that the measurements can be approximated with
linear functions on each diagram. Hence, if the compile time factors are bound to a specific
value the corresponding measurements can be approximated by the following function of the
runtime factors:

m(N,M, L) = α+N(β+ γZ+M(δ+ εL)) (6.3.2)

Where the coefficients are:

• α is the protocol bootstrap overhead

• β is the protocol overhead per call

• γ is the protocol overhead of the message size

• δ is the serialization overhead of a value

• ε is the serialization overhead of the value length for strings and byte arrays

The instantiation of the client proxy and the bootstrap messages for the WS-RM and WS-SC
protocols are responsible for the value of α. Additional SOAP headers, digital signature and
encryption are accountable for the value of β. The message payload is liable for γ, δ and ε, but
encryption and digital signature also influence their values. These facts in conformance with
the observations in section 6.2.4 can also be recognized in table 6.2 and table 6.3, where some
of the values of these coefficients calculated from the measurements are shown.

Since there are some outliers in the measurement data due to the thrashing caused by
the memory leaks in the GlassFish server, I used the more robust Theil-Sen [The50], [The92],
[Sen68] estimation instead of simple least squares regression to calculate the linear approxima-
tion of the measured data. The following equations can be defined for the results.
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6. Performance prediction for web services

Table 6.2: α, β and γ coefficients of (6.3.2) calculated from the measurements

D = in D = out D = in-out
FC FS P α β γ α β γ α β γ

Soap11 -3.51 1.37 0.0000646 -2.89 1.39 0.0000590 -2.65 1.30 0.0001488
Soap12 -2.75 1.37 0.0000657 -2.61 1.37 0.0000589 -2.62 1.37 0.0001515

Mtom11 -3.01 1.54 0.0001092 -3.04 1.49 0.0001064 -2.62 1.47 0.0002043
Mtom12 -2.98 1.54 0.0001118 -2.78 1.48 0.0001012 -2.53 1.39 0.0002029

WCF WCF WS-A -2.84 1.37 0.0000696 -3.12 1.47 0.0000590 -2.51 1.33 0.0001489
WS-RM -0.75 1.73 0.0000804 0.92 1.54 0.0000942 1.22 1.62 0.0001331

WS-S -9.47 30.22 0.0002761 -11.65 30.22 0.0002736 -11.65 30.33 0.0005534
WS-SC 31.71 5.00 0.0002864 32.37 4.91 0.0002752 34.30 4.83 0.0005501
Soap11 -0.72 1.46 0.0000788 -0.71 1.46 0.0001094 -0.75 -1.72 0.0001483
Soap12 -0.79 1.47 0.0000665 -0.61 1.46 0.0001079 -0.66 -2.13 0.0001299

Mtom11 -0.78 0.17 0.0000695 -0.62 1.51 0.0001776 -0.21 -0.40 0.0002802
Mtom12 -0.85 1.59 0.0001126 -0.85 -0.52 0.0001826 -0.53 -1.38 0.0002680

WCF Metro WS-A -0.62 1.10 0.0001134 -1.09 1.57 0.0001237 -1.43 0.98 0.0001527
WS-RM 3.95 0.89 0.0001156 4.23 2.58 0.0000986 4.43 1.09 0.0002516

WS-S 4.32 28.69 0.0004309 14.55 27.71 0.0007519 1.83 25.00 0.0011343
WS-SC 40.75 8.03 0.0005014 45.32 6.49 0.0007533 40.49 6.95 0.0012400
Soap11 14.48 1.36 0.0001281 15.16 1.36 0.0001098 15.39 1.35 0.0002394
Soap12 12.03 1.45 0.0001326 9.31 1.88 0.0001028 15.65 1.28 0.0002190

Mtom11 15.18 1.39 0.0001275 14.88 1.55 0.0000894 16.08 1.47 0.0002744
Mtom12 14.96 1.45 0.0001404 15.35 1.47 0.0001111 15.76 1.51 0.0001566

Metro WCF WS-A 14.69 1.38 0.0001519 14.65 1.40 0.0000827 16.50 1.43 0.0002432
WS-RM 2072.26 3.72 0.0000001 2071.25 3.87 0.0000005 2074.41 3.66 0.0002346

WS-S 26.74 29.86 0.0011143 27.60 30.00 0.0004783 25.09 30.68 0.0016542
WS-SC 71.26 8.30 0.0011120 69.68 9.03 0.0006373 71.25 8.72 0.0016745
Soap11 13.96 1.67 0.0001180 13.76 1.72 0.0001136 14.55 1.60 0.0002268
Soap12 13.76 1.63 0.0001075 13.19 1.69 0.0001254 14.38 1.49 0.0002437

Mtom11 13.61 1.71 0.0000001 13.28 1.68 0.0000681 14.08 1.65 0.0001975
Mtom12 13.46 1.67 0.0000984 13.47 1.63 0.0001274 14.05 1.67 0.0001920

Metro Metro WS-A 13.95 1.79 0.0000966 7.17 2.10 0.0007088 17.50 1.34 0.0002284
WS-RM 2081.39 4.51 0.0001007 2074.60 3.66 0.0000001 2082.73 4.09 0.0000001

WS-S 34.75 28.14 0.0012101 35.69 28.18 0.0014957 39.13 26.03 0.0026973
WS-SC 79.05 11.18 0.0014803 78.49 12.42 0.0015670 76.41 9.37 0.0031195

Table 6.3: δ and ε coefficients of (6.3.2) calculated from the measurements

byte[]
δ ε

Client Server P in out in-out in out in-out
Soap11 0.00057 -0.00030 -0.00162 0.00004 0.00003 0.00007
Soap12 -0.00051 -0.00027 -0.00178 0.00004 0.00003 0.00007

Mtom11 0.00147 0.00104 0.00284 0.00003 0.00003 0.00005
Mtom12 0.00151 0.00139 0.00294 0.00002 0.00003 0.00005

WCF WCF WS-A -0.00073 -0.00027 -0.00159 0.00005 0.00003 0.00007
WS-RM -0.00112 -0.00162 -0.00116 0.00004 0.00003 0.00008

WS-S -0.00180 -0.00206 -0.00206 0.00021 0.00019 0.00039
WS-SC -0.00226 -0.00151 -0.00363 0.00021 0.00019 0.00039

byte[]
δ ε

Client Server P in out in-out in out in-out
Soap11 -0.00306 -0.00220 -0.00390 0.00004 0.00003 0.00008
Soap12 -0.00231 -0.00266 -0.00414 0.00004 0.00003 0.00008

Mtom11 0.00190 -0.00024 -0.00235 0.00005 0.00004 0.00008
Mtom12 -0.00173 -0.00248 -0.00229 0.00004 0.00003 0.00008

Metro Metro WS-A -0.00179 -0.02466 -0.00346 0.00004 0.00003 0.00007
WS-RM -0.00078 0.00051 0.00534 0.00006 0.00005 0.00010

WS-S -0.01494 -0.03318 -0.00123 0.00083 0.00087 0.00161
WS-SC -0.02401 -0.03222 -0.05301 0.00107 0.00089 0.00170
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6. Performance prediction for web services

If N = 1, M = 100, L ∈ {0, 10} (10 for strings and byte arrays, 0 for other primitive types),
and Z0 is the variable (figure 6.2d, 6.2c), the linear approximation is b1 +m1Z0. Then:

α+ β+ γ100Z1 + 100(δ+ εL) + γZ0 = b1 +m1Z0 (6.3.3)

If M = 100, L ∈ {0, 10} (10 for strings and byte arrays, 0 for other primitive types), and N is
the variable (figure 6.1a, 6.1b), the linear approximation is b2 +m2N. Then:

α+ (β+ γ(Z0 + 100Z1) + 100(δ+ εL))N = b2 +m2N (6.3.4)

If N = 10, L ∈ {0, 10} (10 for strings and byte arrays, 0 for other primitive types), and M is
the variable (figure 6.2a), the linear approximation is b3 +m3M. Then:

α+ 10β+ 10γZ0 + 10(γZ1 + δ+ εL)M = b3 +m3M (6.3.5)

If for strings and byte arrays N = 1, M = 100, and L is the variable (figure 6.2b), the linear
approximation is b4 +m4L. Then:

α+ β+ γ(Z0 + 100Z1) + 100δ+ 100εL = b4 +m4L (6.3.6)

From these the coefficients can be calculated as:

α = b2 (6.3.7)

γ = m1 (6.3.8)

β = (b3 − α− 10γZ0)/10 (6.3.9)

ε = m4/100 (6.3.10)

δ = m3/10− εL− γZ1 (6.3.11)

The coefficients α, β and γ are independent of the types used, therefore, they can be taken
as the average of the values calculated for each type. Table 6.2 shows these results for the
coefficients α, β and γ. The calculated values of the coefficients δ and ε are shown in table 6.3
for some cases. Other cases are not included because of space limitations.

Although the m(N,M, L) functions above are suitable for approximating the measurement
results, they are not suitable for prediction, since the primitive types may be combined with
each other, and the value counts and value lengths may differ from type to type. Hence, it is
desirable to define a function that can be used for prediction. The coefficients of this function
can be calculated from the linear combinations of the m(N,M, L) functions. For performance
prediction the following inputs are provided:
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6. Performance prediction for web services

• Framework: F

• Side (server or client): E

• Protocol: P

• Number of calls: N

• Values passed or returned: V = {Vi,in, Vi,out|i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}} where Vi,in is the set of input
values and Vi,out is the set of output values for the ith call

For each value v its type must also be given, and if it is a string or a byte array, its length
must also be specified. Let’s denote the type of vwith T(v) and its length with L(v). For values
other than strings and byte arrays: L(v) = 0.

The values are wrapped in XML tags. For each value the overhead of the enclosing tags is
Z(v). The message size overhead with no values at all for the ith input is Zi,in and for the ith

output is Zi,out.

Based on the observations in subsection 6.2.4, the response time overhead can be calculated
on the client or server side as follows:

tF,E,P(N,V) = bF,E,P +

N∑
i=1

(
cF,E,P + sF,E,P,inZi,in + sF,E,P,outZi,out+

+
∑

v∈Vi,in

(
sF,E,P,inZ(v) + sF,E,P,T(v),in + lF,E,P,T(v),inL(v)

)
+

+
∑

v∈Vi,out

(
sF,E,P,outZ(v) + sF,E,P,T(v),out + lF,E,P,T(v),outL(v)

))
(6.3.12)

Table 6.4: Protocol specific coefficients of (6.3.12) for calculating the response time overhead of
web services

bF,E,P cF,E,P sF,E,P,in sF,E,P,out

F P E=client E=server E=client E=server E=client E=server E=client E=server
Soap11 -5.05 2.72 0.68 0.63 0.000021 0.000046 0.000036 0.000036
Soap12 -4.29 1.40 0.65 0.75 0.000023 0.000053 0.000035 0.000030
Mtom11 -4.96 2.91 0.49 0.81 0.000051 0.000081 0.000089 0.000044
Mtom12 -4.97 3.03 0.38 0.84 0.000053 0.000068 0.000075 0.000040

WCF WS-A -4.59 3.17 0.62 0.65 0.000036 0.000056 -0.000031 -0.000051
WS-RM -517.15 516.68 0.28 1.31 0.000063 0.000002 0.000071 0.000021
WS-S -8.22 0.64 14.65 15.51 -0.000024 0.000316 0.000135 0.000000
WS-SC 9.50 23.22 2.02 2.73 -0.000028 0.000278 0.000110 0.000055
Soap11 11.24 3.48 0.79 0.84 0.000076 0.000051 0.000061 0.000061
Soap12 9.48 3.79 0.89 0.79 0.000073 0.000043 0.000065 0.000070
Mtom11 11.14 3.28 0.89 0.58 0.000026 -0.000004 0.000024 0.000069
Mtom12 11.20 3.20 0.91 0.45 0.000063 0.000048 0.000055 0.000090

Metro WS-A 9.94 2.18 0.91 0.88 0.000071 0.000051 0.000274 0.000294
WS-RM 1555.63 521.80 2.53 1.51 0.000013 0.000073 -0.000024 0.000026
WS-S 23.54 14.67 14.48 13.62 0.000781 0.000441 0.000615 0.000750
WS-SC 46.58 32.86 6.15 5.44 0.000873 0.000568 0.000700 0.000755
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6. Performance prediction for web services

The total response time is the sum of the response time on both sides:

rFC,FS,P(N,V) = tFC,client,P(N,V) + tFS,server,P(N,V) (6.3.13)

These coefficients in (6.3.12) represent the protocol’s overhead:

• bF,E,P: for bootstrap messages

• cF,E,P: for a single call

• sF,E,P,in: for the input message size

• sF,E,P,out: for the output message size

While these represent the types’ serialization overhead:

• sF,E,P,T(v),in: for the input value

• lF,E,P,T(v),in: for the input value length

• sF,E,P,T(v),out: for the output value

• lF,E,P,T(v),out: for the output value length

The instantiation of the client proxy, and the bootstrap messages for WS-RM and WS-SC
influence the value of b. Processing the additional SOAP headers, digital signature and en-
cryption are responsible for the value of c. Encryption, digital signature and the serialization
of values are liable for the values of s and l.

It is easier to calculate the response time if the values are aggregated into arrays instead of
taken separately. Using an array lengthM and value length L the aggregated response time is:

aF,E,P,D,T (N,M, L) = bF,E,P +N

(
cF,E,P + [in ∈ D]sF,E,P,inZ0 + [out ∈ D]sF,E,P,outZ0+

+ [in ∈ D]M ·
∑
Ti∈T

(
sF,E,P,inZTi

+ sF,E,P,Ti,in + lF,E,P,Ti,inL
)
+

+ [out ∈ D]M ·
∑
Ti∈T

(
sF,E,P,outZTi

+ sF,E,P,Ti,out + lF,E,P,Ti,outL
))

(6.3.14)

where T is the set of primitive types used, ZTi
is the message size overhead of a value of type

Ti, and the other variables are defined above. The m(N,M, L) approximation functions of the
measurements can be expressed as the linear combinations of the aF,E,P,D,T (N,M, L) functions:

m(N,M, L) = aFC,client,P,D,T (N,M, L) + aFS,server,P,D,T (N,M, L) (6.3.15)
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6. Performance prediction for web services

Hence, the coefficients can be mapped on both sides as:

αFC,FS,P,D = bFC,client,P + bFS,server,P (6.3.16)

βFC,FS,P,D = cFC,client,P + cFS,server,P (6.3.17)

γFC,FS,P,D = [in ∈ D](sFC,client,P,in + sFS,server,P,in) +

+[out ∈ D](sFC,client,P,out + sFS,server,P,out) (6.3.18)

δFC,FS,P,D,T =
∑
Ti∈T

(
[in ∈ D](sFC,client,P,Ti,in + sFS,server,P,Ti,in) +

+[out ∈ D](sFC,client,P,Ti,out + sFS,server,P,Ti,out)

)
(6.3.19)

εFC,FS,P,D,T =
∑
Ti∈T

(
[in ∈ D](lFC,client,P,Ti,in + lFS,server,P,Ti,in) +

+[out ∈ D](lFC,client,P,Ti,out + lFS,server,P,Ti,out)

)
(6.3.20)

Based on these equations the coefficients of the tF,E,P(N,V) functions can be calculated
from the coefficients of them(N,M, L) approximation functions. Although the linear equations
above are not independent, they can be solved using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Table
6.4 shows the calculated values of some coefficients of the tF,E,P(N,V) functions. Values for
the other coefficients are omitted because of space limitations.

6.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance model, I measured the response times by including values
for all of the types in the messages, i.e. the value count is set for all the arrays inside the
MultiStruct structure, not just for individual types as in the previous section. I also cal-
culated the response time of these calls using the rFC,FS,P(N,V) function with the coefficients
shown in table 6.4. In this section I show that the calculated values give a reasonable approxi-
mation for the measurement results.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 display the diagrams drawn from the measurements. The continuous
lines are the Theil-Sen estimation of the measurements and the dashed lines are the approxi-
mations calculated using the rFC,FS,P(N,V) function. The parameters of these lines are shown
in table 6.5.

As it can be seen in most diagrams the calculated values give an approximation that resides
within two or three standard deviations of the measured values. There are only a few excep-
tions, e.g. WS-ReliableMessaging in figure 6.4c and 6.4d, but these are also within five standard
deviations.
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6. Performance prediction for web services

Table 6.5: Comparison of the calculations of the proposed performance model and the Thiel-
Sen estimation of the measurements when values for all types are included in the messages.
The coefficients in the table correspond to the function mx + b, where x is the x-Axis in the
diagrams of figures 6.3 and 6.4

x: Number of calls x: Value count
calculated measured calculated measured

FC FS P b m b m b m b m

Soap11 -2.34 4.97 -0.05 4.77 11.69 0.36 9.49 0.41
Soap12 -2.89 5.05 -0.74 4.79 11.90 0.36 16.36 0.41
Mtom11 -2.05 6.81 1.03 6.12 12.51 0.53 10.51 0.56
Mtom12 -1.95 6.54 0.70 6.16 11.72 0.52 -0.55 0.59

WCF WCF WS-A -1.42 4.72 -0.12 4.84 11.25 0.35 6.50 0.43
WS-RM -0.47 5.11 5.70 4.93 16.38 0.34 28.08 0.39
WS-S -7.58 42.30 0.15 43.01 296.63 1.19 315.92 1.36
WS-SC 32.71 17.20 45.04 17.55 82.78 1.22 101.55 1.36
Soap11 -1.58 5.07 0.45 5.10 14.72 0.34 -304.29 1.28
Soap12 -0.49 5.07 -0.01 5.10 14.94 0.35 -345.38 1.42
Mtom11 -1.68 7.02 3.90 7.99 10.22 0.58 -168.02 1.15
Mtom12 -1.78 6.70 0.37 8.05 8.13 0.57 -271.62 1.52

WCF Metro WS-A -2.41 5.01 0.82 5.17 14.69 0.33 -52.87 0.59
WS-RM 4.65 6.47 4.89 7.50 23.94 0.45 -111.82 1.01
WS-S 6.45 50.59 20.50 52.03 297.18 2.15 -17.80 3.34
WS-SC 42.36 32.43 40.51 32.00 125.76 2.41 121.79 2.39
Soap11 13.96 6.23 19.36 5.85 29.58 0.47 29.78 0.56
Soap12 10.88 6.62 20.18 5.84 28.62 0.48 31.37 0.57
Mtom11 14.05 6.61 21.16 6.35 32.13 0.48 35.82 0.61
Mtom12 14.23 6.66 20.16 6.36 33.13 0.48 32.65 0.62

Metro WCF WS-A 13.11 6.68 20.72 5.94 30.80 0.49 38.02 0.56
WS-RM 2072.31 7.05 2081.84 7.79 2110.79 0.32 2128.32 0.54
WS-S 24.18 64.14 33.83 61.52 334.74 3.31 374.39 3.27
WS-SC 69.80 43.62 83.42 41.77 170.36 3.36 184.10 3.52
Soap11 14.72 6.33 18.69 6.18 32.61 0.45 40.71 0.51
Soap12 13.27 6.63 18.80 6.17 31.66 0.48 37.02 0.51
Mtom11 14.42 6.82 19.41 6.17 29.84 0.53 40.45 0.51
Mtom12 14.40 6.82 19.60 6.17 29.54 0.53 40.81 0.51

Metro Metro WS-A 12.12 6.96 46.67 6.62 34.24 0.48 39.82 0.52
WS-RM 2077.44 8.42 2081.47 10.74 2118.35 0.43 2084.60 0.81
WS-S 38.21 72.43 29.51 70.36 335.28 4.27 384.73 4.19
WS-SC 79.44 58.84 83.09 57.04 213.34 4.55 186.25 5.33

Table 6.6: Protocol specific coefficients of (6.3.12) calculated from the measurements between
two computers

bF,E,P cF,E,P sF,E,P,in sF,E,P,out

F P E=client E=server E=client E=server E=client E=server E=client E=server
Soap11 -0.48 3.94 0.58 0.76 0.000020 0.000055 0.000046 0.000031
Soap12 -0.46 3.18 0.56 0.83 0.000018 0.000048 0.000051 0.000031
Mtom11 -0.47 4.41 0.70 0.83 0.000028 0.000043 0.000101 0.000016
Mtom12 -0.67 3.93 0.72 0.86 0.000023 0.000063 0.000094 0.000039

WCF WS-A -0.26 4.45 0.62 0.75 0.000031 0.000036 0.000068 0.000013
WS-RM -498.85 498.69 -0.29 1.22 -0.000075 0.002550 0.001988 -0.001263
WS-S -6.76 16.54 9.90 6.48 0.000053 0.000323 0.000335 0.000045
WS-SC 1.88 21.79 3.05 2.47 0.000028 0.000278 0.000245 0.000030
Soap11 10.70 6.27 0.55 0.38 0.000090 0.000055 0.000061 0.000076
Soap12 10.48 6.84 0.58 0.31 0.000078 0.000048 0.000056 0.000076
Mtom11 10.65 5.78 0.57 0.43 0.000078 0.000063 0.000036 0.000121
Mtom12 10.86 6.25 0.56 0.42 0.000083 0.000043 0.000039 0.000094

Metro WS-A 10.56 5.85 0.65 0.52 0.000056 0.000051 0.000028 0.000083
WS-RM 1515.90 518.36 4.02 2.50 0.000475 -0.002150 -0.005743 -0.002493
WS-S 32.84 9.54 8.80 12.22 0.000833 0.000563 0.000555 0.000845
WS-SC 48.22 28.31 5.09 5.67 0.000888 0.000638 0.000595 0.000810
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There is also an interesting result which can be observed. There is a considerable deviation
between the calculated and the Thiel-Sen estimated lines for WS-Security in figure 6.4b and for
all the other protocols in figure 6.4d. These figures also contain some outliers in the measured
data points. These outliers do not fit on the Theil-Sen estimation lines, and they also have very
large standard deviations compared to the other measured data points, which means that they
are certainly measurement errors. These errors stem from the memory leaks in the GlassFish
server causing the thrashing of the server, which results in larger response times. However,
the calculated approximation from the performance model fits better on the measured data
points with smaller standard deviations than the estimations calculated from the actual mea-
surements. This means that my performance model is better for the more precise measurement
results.

In order to collect even more evidence for the correctness of the model, I repeated the mea-
surements in a different experimental environment between two computers. The software con-
figuration was the same with the following exceptions: Windows 8.1 64-bit, .NET framework
4.5, IIS 8.5, Visual Studio 2013, Oracle JRE and JDK 7u55. The hardware configuration for both
computers was: Intel Quad Core 6600 CPU 2.4 GHz, 4 GB RAM, gigabit ethernet with direct
connection (no switches or routers). The coefficients calculated from these measurements can
be seen in table 6.6. The results are similar to the values in table 6.4.

Between these two computers I also made an approximation and performed a measure-
ment on a web service similar to a real-life web service we created for the Hungarian Railways
described by the following interface:

struct TrainSchedule {

string Name;

string Track;

string StartStation;

string EndStation;

long Distance;

DateTime OriginalSchedule;

DateTime ExpectedSchedule;

string[] Services;

}

interface IWsPerfMav {

TrainSchedule[] GetTrainSchedule(DateTime fromTime, DateTime toTime);

}

This service returns the schedule of trains for a given time period. Although these approx-
imations are not as accurate as before, they still follow the measurement results, as it can be
seen in figure 6.5. This also strengthens the correctness of the proposed performance model.
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Figure 6.5: An approximation of the response time overhead of the train schedule web ser-
vice between two computers as a function of the number of calls between WCF-Metro for 1000
trains. Continuous lines: Thiel-Sen estimation of the measurement data. Dashed lines: approx-
imation by the performance model.

6.5 Summary

The results of this chapter can be summarized in the following thesis:

Thesis III. I developed a new performance model for predicting the response time overhead of web
service calls based on the interface description of the services. The prediction requires the knowledge of
the coefficients of the performance model for the execution environment. I defined a set of reference mea-
surements to calculate these coefficients. I calculated the coefficients for a selected hardware performing
the reference measurements with two different web service stack frameworks. I verified the correctness of
the performance model with independent measurements on a different hardware and on previously un-
measured web services. The performance model is also in correlation with the theoretical considerations
of the WS-* protocols. Unlike previous approaches, the proposed performance model incorporates the
most common primitive and complex types and also the most common WS-* protocols, and it can also be
used in the design phase, when the services are not yet implemented.

Publications related to this thesis: [3] [16]
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7
Application of the scientific results

The scientific results discussed in this dissertation were also used in real-life projects. The
SOAL modeling framework proved to be the most useful, it was utilized in three different
projects.

The Hungarian governments are determined to migrate public administration processes to
their electronic versions, therefore, the project for the Hungarian e-Government Infrastructure
has been established. The Hungarian government agencies have different operating systems,
different development frameworks from different software vendors, and they want to preserve
their autonomy. The integration of these agencies could be made easier by developing a frame-
work that supports the creation of interoperable components for different SOA products. The
SOAL framework was applied in a pilot project for the Hungarian e-Government Infrastruc-
ture, where a real-life public administration process (foundation of a private entrepreneurship)
had to be implemented using web services and BPEL. The pilot system included the simulation
of four government agencies. There were seven web services, a BPEL process and a web site in
the pilot system. At first, the implementation of the process and the services was done manu-
ally, and it took about one month to complete. The detailed description of the pilot system and
the results were published in [9]. After the SOAL framework was ready, we reimplemented
all the services by specifying them in SOAL at first, and then we generated WSDL files, pro-
gram codes and configuration files for the various SOA products we had to use. In this second
round we also included the test system of the real Hungarian Electronic Governmental Portal
in the pilot system. This second approach took only three days, which shows, that the SOAL
framework can greatly increase productivity in the development of distributed SOA systems.

In the second phase of this pilot project we also tested the prototype of the proposed busi-
ness process migration framework on two real public administration processes: the foundation
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of a private entrepreneurship, and the request for financial parenting support. The process
instances were migrated successfully between ActiveVOS, Oracle BPEL Process Manager and
IBM WebSphere Process Server.

The SOAL framework was also useful in a project with the Hungarian Police Department.
In this project we had to implement an administration system for storing the data of people who
are banned from sport events or sport facilities because of their ill behavior. The organizers of
the sport events have to check each person on entry whether they are allowed to enter the
event or the facility. These requests are made online through a web service. The interface and
the skeleton of the implementation of this service along with the appropriate configuration files
were generated by the SOAL framework.

The third and most important application of the SOAL framework was a project with the
Hungarian Railways. We wrote the software of a new ticket vending machine. The machine
communicates with an online ticketing system and with a central maintenance system. The
interfaces of both systems were designed in SOAL, and the skeleton of the implementation and
the configuration files for .NET and Java were generated from the SOAL description. In the de-
sign phase the web service interface describing the protocol of the online ticketing system was
changing weekly for about three months. Using the SOAL framework these changes could be
made easily and very quickly, and also the different versions of the service interfaces could be
maintained easily. Also the contracts defining pre- and post-conditions proved to be useful for
checking the results coming from the ticketing system which was also still under development.
The SOAL framework proved to be very productive and spared us a lot of work in this project.

Since the exact details of the real-life projects are classified, they cannot be introduced here.
However, there are some general and useful guidelines which can be extracted and published
from them. Based on my practical experiences and on the theoretical results of this dissertation,
I recommend the following best practices for developing web services. Some of them are also
listed in [Gen07b, Gen07a, EKW+09].

• Use top-down development. Always use top-down development and never bottom-up
(code-first) development. Code-first development can easily break the interface descrip-
tion. SOAL makes top-down development and WSDL construction much easier than
they were before. Regenerate the C# and Java interfaces whenever the service interface
changes and then readjust the implementation code.

• Do not mix request-response and one-way operations in a single interface. Request-
response and one-way operations require different logic and usually a different configu-
ration. An interface of one-way operations usually has a callback interface for the result
operations, and the callback pattern requires WS-Addressing, too. Define a separate in-
terface for request-response and one-way operations so that the operations of an interface
can be handled the same way.

• Design the interface for stateless interaction. Scalability is very important for web ser-
vices, since the number of clients can be large. The load can also vary especially in an
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e-governmental environment, and it can reach huge peeks when a deadline approaches.
Scalability can only be achieved if the services are stateless and the requests can arrive
to any server instance. State information should be stored in a database or on the client
side. If the client stores the state, it should send it in each request.

• Do not use overloading and generics in interfaces. Overloading causes name clashes in
the XSD when document/wrapped SOAP encoding style is used. Rename the overloaded
methods so that they have unique names. Generics can result in random type names and
it may not be supported on the client side, so it is better to avoid it. Create a specific type
for each generic version you need.

• If large lists are returned, provide paging for the results. Sometimes the results returned
from a service are collected into large lists. Large lists can greatly increase the response
time, and the clients usually do not need all the results. The query operation should
provide parameters to reduce the result space.

• Define separate interfaces for different responsibilities. Services are a generalization
of objects in the object-oriented world, so object-oriented design guidelines can also be
applied to services. The interface segregation principle (ISP) is especially important here,
since it can reduce the dependency of the clients from other unused aspects of the service.
If the interface contains all the operations for all aspects, then a change in one aspect
affects all the clients.

• Use both error codes and textual description with resolution in faults. Error codes are
easier to handle by a computer program, and, therefore, it is easier to provide meaningful
error messages to the users. However, also include a textual message with an explanation
for resolving the problem. This is more convenient for developers than looking up the
error in the documentation and figuring out the solution by themselves.

• Avoid putting implementation-specific parameters into the interface. Do not put imple-
mentation-specific types and parameters into the interface. Otherwise, when the service
should be ported to a different implementation it will not be possible without changing
the interface, and also the clients will depend on the implementation, and whenever the
implementation changes it may break client code.

• Create a client library and reuse it on the server side. Clients can be created easier if
you provide a client library for them which can be used to call your service. The SOAL
framework can generate client libraries for various web service frameworks. When the
service is implemented it should be built on the client library. The client library contains
the interface of the service and all the required data types, so the service can simply reuse
them, and there is no need for code duplication. The service only needs to implement
this interface, the interface and the data types are provided by the client library.

• If an interface changes, make it backwards compatible, if possible. If the interface can
be changed in a backwards compatible way (e.g. by adding a new operation), there is no
need to change existing clients. Even if a new version of the client library is propagated
to the clients, their existing code will still continue to work as before.
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• If an interface has breaking changes, create a new interface and publish both of them.
If the interface cannot be changed in a backwards compatible way, create a new interface
and a new service, and publish both the old and the new version. This way the old clients
can still operate and new clients can utilize the new functionality.

• Do not make the service interface forward compatible. Forward compatibility makes
the implementation of the service too complex, and it’s not worth it. There can even be
changes for which you cannot prepare in advance. It is easier to publish a new version
of the interface. Whenever a client should use the new functionality, it would have to be
modified anyway, so integrating a new client library should not be a problem.

• Create thin service layer on the server side for different interface versions, but use
the same implementation behind them. The service layer should be very thin and it
should only forward calls to the business logic. There should only a single business logic
implementation and all the different service versions should call this implementation.
This way there is no code duplication among the services.

• Use WSDL 1.1 instead of WSDL 2.0. Although WSDL 2.0 is theoretically better, in
practice it is not widespread. For example, Microsoft WCF does not support it, so for
interoperability WSDL 1.1 is better.

• Publish both SOAP 1.1 and SOAP 1.2 endpoints. SOAP 1.1 and SOAP 1.2 are both
widespread, but older client frameworks are still using SOAP 1.1, so it is a good idea to
provide an endpoint for them, too.

• WS-Addressing has no significant performance overhead, so it can be enabled. WS-
Addressing provides some useful information, especially for one-way operations and for
callbacks. The protocol has no significant response time overhead, so you can enable it.

• Separate the XSD and WSDL files. Types defined in XSD are usually reused in other
WSDLs, especially when BPEL processes are used. Also, client libraries should share the
common types generated from the interface description. If the types are redeclared in
different WSDLs, there will be multiple classes generated for the same type description
and these classes will be incompatible with each other in statically typed languages like
C# and Java.

• Use XSD sequence for complex types. Do not use choice and all in XSD complex
types, use only sequence. Only the sequence construct can be mapped to WCF and
JAX-WS APIs in a convenient way. The constructs choice and all require additional
processing logic, and it’s usually not worth it.

• Do not use XSD constraints, check parameters at the application level. XSD can de-
fine constraints and restrictions on data types, however, these constraints and restrictions
cannot be mapped to the WCF and JAX-WS APIs. Hence, this information is lost and
also the application servers ignore them. Whenever a parameter needs to be checked, it
should be done in the service’s implementation code.

• Use the document/wrapped SOAP encoding style. The document/wrapped SOAP
encoding style is WS-I compliant, and it is used by WCF and JAX-WS by default. Other
encoding styles have an inconvenient mapping to C# and Java.
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7. Application of the scientific results

These are the most important best practices in web service development. If these guidelines
are kept, the development and maintenance of web services will be more convenient and more
efficient.

The proposed performance model for predicting the response time overhead of web service
calls is a recent result, and thus it has not yet been used in industry projects.

I also used the SOAL framework to create WSDL files and program codes for demonstration
purposes for my lectures. I could easily create laboratory exercises for web services and BPEL
processes with the help of the framework, too. Hence, the SOAL framework proved to be
useful also in education.
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8
Conclusions

My goal with this dissertation was to address the most important challenges of web service
development. These include the creation and maintenance challenge of WSDL files required for
top-down development, the interoperability challenge of WS-* configurations, the portability
challenge of JAX-WS services, the challenge of a convenient and intuitive description of service
interfaces and service contracts, the challenge of service interface versioning, the challenge of
portability of BPEL process instances and the challenge of predicting the performance overhead
of web service calls at design time based on the service’s interface.

The SOAL framework addresses these challenges by providing an intuitive domain specific
language for describing service interfaces and service contracts. The framework contains a
generator which can produce interoperable product specific configurations for the various SOA
products. This also enhances the portability of JAX-WS applications, where the configuration
of the WS-* protocols are not covered by the JAX-WS specification. Real-life applications of
the framework proved that it can greatly increase the productivity of the development of web
service applications. These results are summarized in the first thesis:

Thesis I. I defined a new domain specific metamodel called SOAL for describing distributed systems
of web services with WS-* protocols in a platform independent way. I defined a new programming
language which serves as a textual concrete syntax for the metamodel. The SOAL metamodel and SOAL
programming language provide a simpler and more user friendly description of web services at a more
appropriate abstraction level and in a more productive way than the previous approaches. I specified
a transformation which maps SOAL models to interoperable program codes and configuration files for
the most important web service stack implementations in the industry. I verified the correctness of the
transformation with interoperability tests. I implemented the metamodel, the language compiler and the
transformation in .NET. Related publications: [1] [2] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [15]
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8. Conclusions

The business process instance migration framework addresses the challenge of porting
BPEL process instances between different process engines. The framework is still in its pro-
totype phase, but it has already proved to be useful in real-life projects. The results related to
business process instance migration are summarized by the second thesis:

Thesis II. I defined the architecture of a new BPEL process instance migration framework which
is based on recording and replaying SOAP messages. Unlike previous approaches, the framework is
non-intrusive and it is process engine independent. I defined the concept of migration compatibility
for the correct migration of BPEL processes. I defined a new protocol called WS-Tracing for correlating
SOAP messages with BPEL process instances. I defined a novel routing algorithm to perform the pro-
cess instance migration within the proposed framework. I showed that if the process descriptions fulfill
the constraints of migration compatibility, then the routing algorithm performs correct migration. I
implemented the migration framework in .NET and verified the correctness of the implementation with
real-life examples. Related publications: [12] [13] [14]

Web services have a high communication overhead. If strict QoS requirements have to be
met, it is useful to have a design time prediction capability about this communication overhead
to be able to find the right granularity of the service interface. This challenge is solved by the
proposed performance prediction framework for web services. The results are summarized by
the third thesis:

Thesis III. I developed a new performance model for predicting the response time overhead of web
service calls based on the interface description of the services. The prediction requires the knowledge of
the coefficients of the performance model for the execution environment. I defined a set of reference mea-
surements to calculate these coefficients. I calculated the coefficients for a selected hardware performing
the reference measurements with two different web service stack frameworks. I verified the correctness of
the performance model with independent measurements on a different hardware and on previously un-
measured web services. The performance model is also in correlation with the theoretical considerations
of the WS-* protocols. Unlike previous approaches, the proposed performance model incorporates the
most common primitive and complex types and also the most common WS-* protocols, and it can also be
used in the design phase, when the services are not yet implemented. Related publications: [3] [16]

There is a lot of potential in the SOAL framework for future research. The framework can
be applied to a wider range of distributed systems, and not only for web services. Compo-
nent systems, RESTful web services and future distributed communication technologies can
be examined and included in the SOAL framework. Also, detailed interoperability tests of the
configurations produced for the various SOA products are still required.

The SOAL framework was designed from the beginning to be extensible to other tech-
nologies. With other kinds of bindings SOAL can support RESTful services and WebSock-
ets. The implementation of the services can be extended to other platforms like browsers with
JavaScript or mobile phone operating systems. Relational and NoSQL databases can also be
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Web browser
(IE, FireFox, Chrome, ...)

JavaScript

Mobile phone
(WP8, iOS, Android, ...)

C#, Java, C++, ...

Client
(Desktop, Other server, ...)

C#, Java, C++, ...

Server
(IIS, JBoss, WebSphere, WebLogic, ...)

C#, Java, ...

HTML WebSocket REST Web services ...

Relational DB NoSQL DB

Figure 8.1: General architecture of a system of microservices

incorporated into SOAL with entity descriptions. A system based on these technologies could
be described in SOAL. Figure 8.1 shows the general architecture of such systems. The SOAL
framework could produce all the required configuration files and deployment scripts for the
various development environments. The communication protocol handling and database bind-
ing would also be automatically generated the framework. The developers would only have
to deal with the business logic and with the user interface. The importance of systems built of
small heterogeneous services is increasing today. In fact, recently a new term called microser-
vices has become popular for such systems. Automatically constructing a system of microser-
vices could greatly increase the productivity and maintainability of most software development
projects. This is the primary future research direction of SOAL.

The business process instance migration framework is still in its prototype phase. The au-
tomation of the transformation of business processes to their migration compatible versions is
still missing. In the future, business process schema evolution can also be included in the mi-
gration framework. The framework can also be used for regression tests and simulations. The
WS-Tracing protocol makes it possible to build the call graph of the system and draw the de-
pendencies between the services. Tools for visualizing and analyzing a system based on these
results are also subject of the further research.

The performance model is a recent result and it has a lot of potential for future work. Cur-
rently only the response time overhead between measured client-server pairs can be predicted.
Instead of measuring the total roundtrip time on the client side, the times of the messages
spent on the client side and on the server side could be measured separately. This would allow
the calculation of the exact characteristics of the clients and servers separately, and this would
make predictions possible even for unmeasured client-server pairs. Also, besides measuring
the response time, it would be interesting to measure the throughput of the web services. Us-
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ing the response time and throughput values combined with a queuing model could provide
a more detailed description of the system. The performance model should also be integrated
with the SOAL framework to make the prediction process easier.

This dissertation addressed the most important challenges in web service development.
The provided solutions can increase development productivity and enhance portability of web
service applications and business processes, while also opening interesting future research di-
rections.
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A
SOAL grammar in ANTLR4

The formal description of the SOAL language in ANTRL4 syntax is the following:

grammar SoalGrammar;

// ======

// PARSER

// ======

// Namespace declaration

main : namespaceDeclaration+;

uriAttribute : ’[’ ’Uri’ ’(’ uriValue ’)’ ’]’;

uriValue : Literal;

identifierList : Identifier (’,’ Identifier)*;

qualifiedName : Identifier (’.’ Identifier)*;

qualifiedNameList : qualifiedName (’,’ qualifiedName)*;

namespaceDeclaration : uriAttribute? ’namespace’ qualifiedName ’{’ declaration* ’}’;

declaration

: namespaceDeclaration

| sequenceTypeDeclaration

| exceptionTypeDeclaration

| enumTypeDeclaration

| claimsetDeclaration

| interfaceDeclaration

| bindingDeclaration

| endpointDeclaration

| contractDeclaration

| authorizationDeclaration;

// Type declarations

sequenceTypeDeclaration : ’struct’ Identifier ’{’ fieldDeclaration* ’}’;
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A. SOAL grammar in ANTLR4

exceptionTypeDeclaration : ’exception’ Identifier ’{’ fieldDeclaration* ’}’;

claimsetDeclaration : uriAttribute? ’claims’ Identifier ’{’ claimDeclaration* ’}’;

fieldDeclaration : typeReference Identifier ’;’;

claimDeclaration : uriAttribute? typeReference Identifier ’;’;

enumTypeDeclaration : ’enum’ Identifier ’{’ enumLiteral (’,’ enumLiteral)* ’}’;

enumLiteral : Identifier;

// Type references

typeReference : arrayTypeReference;

returnTypeReference : ’void’ | ’oneway’ | typeReference;

arrayTypeReference : nullableTypeReference (’[’ ’]’)?;

nullableTypeReference : simpleTypeReference ’?’?;

simpleTypeReference : builtInTypeReference | qualifiedName;

builtInTypeReference

: ’object’ | ’bool’ | ’byte’ | ’int’ | ’long’ | ’float’ | ’double’ | ’string’

| ’Guid’ | ’Date’ | ’Time’ | ’DateTime’ | ’TimeSpan’;

// Interface declaration

interfaceDeclaration : ’interface’ Identifier ’{’ operationDeclaration* ’}’;

operationDeclaration : operationSignature ’;’;

operationSignature : returnTypeReference Identifier ’(’ operationParameterList? ’)’

(’throws’ qualifiedNameList)?;

operationParameterList : formalParameter (’,’ formalParameter)*;

formalParameter : typeReference Identifier;

// Binding declaration

bindingDeclaration : ’binding’ Identifier ’{’

transportBindingElement encodingBindingElement protocolBindingElement* ’}’;

transportBindingElement

: ’transport’ Identifier (’;’ | ’{’ bindingElementProperty* ’}’);

encodingBindingElement

: ’encoding’ Identifier (’;’ | ’{’ bindingElementProperty* ’}’);

protocolBindingElement

: ’protocol’ Identifier (’;’ | ’{’ bindingElementProperty* ’}’);

bindingElementProperty

: simpleBindingElementProperty

| compositeBindingElementProperty;

simpleBindingElementProperty

: propertyName propertyValue ’;’

| propertyName propertyValueList ’;’;

compositeBindingElementProperty

: propertyName Identifier? ’{’ bindingElementProperty* ’}’;

propertyName: Identifier | ’claims’;

propertyValue: expression;

propertyValueList: expressionList;

// Endpoint declaration

endpointDeclaration : ’endpoint’ Identifier ’:’ qualifiedName

’{’ endpointDeclarationProperty* ’}’;

endpointDeclarationProperty

: endpointDeclarationBindingProperty
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| endpointDeclarationLocationProperty

| endpointDeclarationContractProperty

| endpointDeclarationAuthorizationProperty;

endpointDeclarationBindingProperty : ’binding’ qualifiedName ’;’;

endpointDeclarationLocationProperty : ’location’ Literal ’;’;

endpointDeclarationContractProperty : ’contract’ qualifiedName ’;’;

endpointDeclarationAuthorizationProperty : ’authorization’ qualifiedName ’;’;

// Contract declaration

contractDeclaration : ’contract’ Identifier ’:’ qualifiedName

’{’ contractOperationDeclaration ’}’;

contractOperationDeclaration : operationSignature ’{’ contractStatement* ’}’;

contractStatement

: preConditionStatement

| postConditionStatement;

preConditionStatement : ’requires’ errorMessage?

(’{’ expression ’}’ | ’:’ expression ’;’);

postConditionStatement : ’ensures’ errorMessage?

(’{’ expression ’}’ | ’:’ expression ’;’);

errorMessage : Literal;

// Authorization declaration

authorizationDeclaration : ’authorization’ Identifier ’:’ qualifiedName

’{’ authorizationOperationDeclaration ’}’;

authorizationOperationDeclaration : operationSignature

’{’ authorizationStatement* ’}’;

authorizationStatement

: requireStatement

| denyStatement

| permitStatement;

requireStatement : ’requires’ errorMessage?

(’{’ expression ’}’ | ’:’ expression ’;’);

denyStatement : ’deny’ errorMessage?

(’{’ expression ’}’ | ’:’ expression ’;’ | ’;’);

permitStatement : ’permit’ errorMessage?

(’{’ expression ’}’ | ’:’ expression ’;’ | ’;’);

// Expressions

expressionList : expression (’,’ expression)*;

expression

: lambdaExpression

| conditionalExpression

| binaryExpression;

binaryExpression

: binaryExpression ’??’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression ’||’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression ’&&’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression ’|’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression ’^’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression ’&’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression ’&&’ binaryExpression

| binaryExpression (’==’|’!=’) binaryExpression
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A. SOAL grammar in ANTLR4

| binaryExpression (’>’|’>=’|’<’|’<=’|’is’|’as’) binaryExpression

| binaryExpression (’<<’|’>>’) binaryExpression

| binaryExpression (’+’|’-’) binaryExpression

| binaryExpression (’*’|’/’|’%’) binaryExpression

| unaryExpression;

unaryExpression

: (’+’|’-’|’!’|’~’)unaryExpression

| ’(’ typeReference ’)’ unaryExpression

| simpleExpression;

simpleExpression

: simpleExpression ’.’ Identifier

| simpleExpression ’.’ Identifier ’(’ expressionList? ’)’

| simpleExpression ’(’ expressionList? ’)’

| simpleExpression ’[’ expressionList? ’]’

| primaryExpression;

conditionalExpression : binaryExpression ’?’ binaryExpression ’:’ binaryExpression;

lambdaExpression : lambdaHead ’=>’ lambdaBody;

lambdaHead : untypedLambdaParameter | ’(’ lambdaParameterList? ’)’;

lambdaParameterList : lambdaParameter (’,’ lambdaParameter)*;

lambdaParameter : untypedLambdaParameter | typedLambdaParameter;

untypedLambdaParameter : Identifier;

typedLambdaParameter : typeReference Identifier;

lambdaBody : expression;

primaryExpression

: constantExpression

| defaultExpression

| oldExpression

| identifierExpression

| bracketExpression

| creationExpression;

creationExpression : newExpression | newArrayExpression;

newArrayExpression : ’new’ simpleTypeReference ’[’ expression? ’]’

(’{’ expressionList? ’}’)?;

newExpression : ’new’ simpleTypeReference ’(’ expressionList? ’)’

(’{’ memberInitExpressionList? ’}’)?;

memberInitExpressionList : memberInitExpression (’,’ memberInitExpression)*;

memberInitExpression : Identifier ’=’ expression;

constantExpression : Literal;

defaultExpression : ’default’ ’(’ typeReference ’)’;

oldExpression : ’old’ ’(’ Identifier ’)’;

identifierExpression : Identifier | builtInTypeReference;

bracketExpression : ’(’ expression ’)’;

// =====

// LEXER

// =====

// Literals

Literal

: NullLiteral | BooleanLiteral | NumberLiteral | DateOrTimeLiteral

| StringLiteral | GuidLiteral;
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// Null literal

NullLiteral : ’null’;

// Boolean literals

BooleanLiteral : ’true’ | ’false’;

// Number literals

NumberLiteral : IntegerLiteral | DecimalLiteral | ScientificLiteral;

IntegerLiteral : DecimalDigits | Hexadecimal;

DecimalLiteral : DecimalDigit+ ’.’ DecimalDigit+;

ScientificLiteral : DecimalLiteral [eE] Sign? DecimalDigit+;

fragment DecimalDigits : DecimalDigit+;

fragment DecimalDigit : [0-9];

fragment Sign : ’+’ | ’-’;

fragment Hexadecimal : (’0x’|’0X’) HexDigit*;

fragment HexDigit : [0-9a-fA-F’];

// Date and time literals

DateOrTimeLiteral

: DateTimeLiteral | DateTimeOffsetLiteral | DateLiteral | TimeLiteral;

DateTimeLiteral : DateLiteral ’T’ TimeLiteral;

DateTimeOffsetLiteral : DateLiteral ’T’ TimeLiteral TimeZone;

DateLiteral : Sign? DateYear ’-’ DateMonth ’-’ DateDay;

TimeLiteral : TimeHourMinute ’:’ TimeSecond;

fragment DateDay

: ’01’ | ’02’ | ’03’ | ’04’ | ’05’ | ’06’ | ’07’ | ’08’ | ’09’ | ’10’

| ’11’ | ’12’ | ’13’ | ’14’ | ’15’

| ’16’ | ’17’ | ’18’ | ’19’ | ’20’ | ’21’ | ’22’ | ’23’ | ’24’ | ’25’

| ’26’ | ’27’ | ’28’ | ’29’ | ’30’

| ’31’;

fragment DateMonth

: ’01’ | ’02’ | ’03’ | ’04’ | ’05’ | ’06’ | ’07’ | ’08’ | ’09’ | ’10’

| ’11’ | ’12’;

fragment DateYear : DecimalDigit DecimalDigit DecimalDigit DecimalDigit;

fragment TimeZone: Sign OffsetTimeHourMinute | ’Z’;

fragment OffsetTimeHour

: ’00’ | ’01’ | ’02’ | ’03’ | ’04’ | ’05’ | ’06’ | ’07’ | ’08’ | ’09’

| ’10’ | ’11’ | ’12’ | ’13’ | ’14’;

fragment OffsetTimeHourMinute: OffsetTimeHour ’:’ TimeMinute;

fragment TimeHour

: ’00’ | ’01’ | ’02’ | ’03’ | ’04’ | ’05’ | ’06’ | ’07’ | ’08’ | ’09’

| ’10’ | ’11’

| ’12’ | ’13’ | ’14’ | ’15’ | ’16’ | ’17’ | ’18’ | ’19’ | ’20’ | ’21’

| ’22’ | ’23’;

fragment TimeHourMinute: TimeHour ’:’ TimeMinute;

fragment TimeMinute: [’0’-’5’] DecimalDigit;

fragment TimeSecond: [’0’-’5’] DecimalDigit TimeSecondDecimalPart?;

fragment TimeSecondDecimalPart: ’.’ DecimalDigits;

// String literals

StringLiteral : RegularStringLiteral | VerbatimStringLiteral;
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fragment VerbatimStringLiteral

: ’@"’ DoubleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacter* ’"’

| ’@\’’ SingleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacter* ’\’’;

fragment RegularStringLiteral

: ’"’ DoubleQuoteTextCharacter* ’"’

| ’\’’ SingleQuoteTextCharacter* ’\’’;

fragment SingleQuoteTextCharacter

: SingleQuoteTextSimple | CharacterEscapeSimple | CharacterEscapeUnicode;

fragment SingleQuoteTextSimple

: ~(’\’’ | ’\\’ | ’\u000A’ | ’\u000D’ | ’\u0085’ | ’\u2028’ | ’\u2029’);

fragment SingleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacter

: ~[’\’’] | SingleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacterEscape;

fragment SingleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacterEscape : ’\’’ ’\’’;

fragment SingleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacters : SingleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacter+;

fragment DoubleQuoteTextCharacter

: DoubleQuoteTextSimple | CharacterEscapeSimple | CharacterEscapeUnicode;

fragment DoubleQuoteTextSimple

: ~(’"’ | ’\\’ | ’\u000A’ | ’\u000D’ | ’\u0085’ | ’\u2028’ | ’\u2029’);

fragment DoubleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacter

: ~[’"’] | DoubleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacterEscape;

fragment DoubleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacterEscape : ’"’ ’"’;

fragment DoubleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacters : DoubleQuoteTextVerbatimCharacter+;

fragment CharacterEscapeSimple : ’\\’ CharacterEscapeSimpleCharacter;

fragment CharacterEscapeSimpleCharacter

: ’\’’ | ’"’ | ’\\’ | ’0’ | ’a’ | ’b’ | ’f’ | ’n’ | ’r’ | ’t’ | ’v’;

fragment CharacterEscapeUnicode

: ’\\u’ HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit

| ’\\U’ HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit;

// Guid literal

GuidLiteral : ’#[’ HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit

HexDigit ’-’ HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit ’-’

HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit ’-’

HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit ’-’

HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit

HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit HexDigit ’]’;

// Identifiers

Identifier : IdentifierNormal | IdentifierVerbatim;

fragment IdentifierVerbatim : ’@[’ IdentifierVerbatimCharacter+ ’]’;

fragment IdentifierNormal : IdentifierBegin IdentifierCharacter*;

fragment IdentifierBegin : [a-zA-Z_];

fragment IdentifierCharacter : [a-zA-Z0-9_];

fragment IdentifierVerbatimCharacter : ~[\]] | IdentifierVerbatimEscape;

fragment IdentifierVerbatimEscape : ’\\\\’ | ’\\]’;

// Whitespace and comments

WHITESPACE : [\u0020\u0009\u000B\u000C\u000A\u000D\u0085\u2028\u2029]+ -> skip;

COMMENT : ’/*’ .*? ’*/’ -> skip;

LINE_COMMENT : ’//’ ~[\r\n]* -> skip;
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SOAL example

In general, the security protocols have the most complicated configuration, especially if
security token services are also involved. It is even harder to set the appropriate properties if
different products from different vendors are used. This appendix shows an example how easy
it is to configure a scenario with a security token service and claims-based access control using
the SOAL framework.

STS

WebShopClient

1. BuyWine()

5. Token+BuyWine()

2. ERROR: Token needed

6. OK

Figure B.1: WS-Trust sample

The example is based on the sample introduced in [Ber06]. The scenario (see figure B.1) is
the following. A client would like to buy wine from a webshop. In order to be allowed to
do this, he must prove that he is of proper age. The proof is presented as a SAML security
token issued by a trusted third party, the security token service (STS). The client authenticates
itself at the STS with his X.509. certificate and receives a SAML token containing his birth date
signed by the STS. The webshop checks the birth date in the SAML token and decides whether
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to allow the transaction or not.

The SOAL code describing the system is the following (note that ISecurityTokenSer-
vice is a pseudo interface identifying an STS):

namespace WineShoppingSample {

[Uri("http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims")]

claims SampleClaims {

DateTime BirthDate;

}

interface IWebShop {

bool BuyWine();

}

authorization WebShopAuth : IWebShop {

bool BuyWine() {

requires: SampleClaims.BirthDate;

deny "Underage people cannot buy wine." {

DateTime.Now < SampleClaims.BirthDate.AddYears(18)

}

}

}

binding WebShopBinding {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP;

protocol WsAddressing;

protocol WsSecurity {

serverTokens { token WssX509Token; }

clientTokens {

token WssSamlToken {

tokenIssuer Sts;

claims SampleClaims.BirthDate;

} } } }

binding StsBinding {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP;

protocol WsAddressing;

protocol WsSecurity { tokens { token WssX509Token; } }

}

endpoint WebShop : IWebShop {

binding WebShopBinding;

authorization WebShopAuth;

location "http://www.example.com/webshop/ws";

}

endpoint Sts : ISecurityTokenService {

binding StsBinding;

location "http://www.example.com/webshop/sts";

}

}
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A claim (Claim) has a name (end of the Uri in WS-Federation, AttributeName in SAML 1.1
and the end of Name in SAML 2.0), a URI (start of the Uri in WS-Federation, AttributeNamespace
in SAML 1.1 and the start of Name in SAML 2.0) and a type (none in WS-Federation, xsi:type in
SAML 1.1 and SAML 2.0).

In the above example the claim has the following attributes:

• name=BirthDate

• uri=http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims/BirthDate

• type=DateTime

This claim is mapped to the different claims-based identity standards as:

WS-Federation:

<fed:ClaimType Uri="http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims/BirthDate">

</fed:ClaimType>

SAML 1.1:

<saml1:AttributeStatement>

<saml1:Attribute AttributeName="BirthDate"

AttributeNamespace="http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims">

<saml1:AttributeValue xsi:type="xs:dateTime">...</saml1:AttributeValue>

</saml1:Attribute>

</saml1:AttributeStatement>

SAML 2.0:

<saml2:AttributeStatement>

<saml2:Attribute Name="http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims/BirthDate"

FriendlyName="BirthDate">

<saml2:AttributeValue xsi:type="xs:dateTime">...</saml2:AttributeValue>

</saml2:Attribute>

</saml2:AttributeStatement>

XACML Attribute:

<xacml:Attribute IncludeInResult="true"

AttributeId="http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims/BirthDate">

<xacml:AttributeValue DataType="xs:dateTime">...</xacml:AttributeValue>

</xacml:Attribute>
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From the authorization WebShopAuth a C# class is generated, which is used as a decorator
on the service class. The Java version also follows this design pattern. Here is the C# code for
the above example that provides the desired access control for the service:

using System;

using System.Collections.Generic;

using System.Linq;

using System.Web;

using Microsoft.IdentityModel.Claims;

using System.Threading;

namespace WineShoppingSample

{

public class WebShopAuth : IWebShop

{

private IWebShop inner;

public WebShopAuth(IWebShop inner)

{

this.inner = inner;

}

public bool BuyWine()

{

IClaimsPrincipal principal = (IClaimsPrincipal)Thread.CurrentPrincipal;

IClaimsIdentity identity = (IClaimsIdentity)principal.Identity;

ClaimCollection claims = identity.Claims;

Claim SampleClaims_BirthDate_Claim = claims.FirstOrDefault(

c => c.ClaimType = SampleClaims.BirthDateClaimType);

if (SampleClaims_BirthDate_Claim == null)

{

throw new Exception(string.Format("Claim ’{0}’ is required.",

SampleClaims.BirthDateClaimType));

}

DateTime SampleClaims_BirthDate =

DateTime.Parse(SampleClaims_BirthDate_Claim.Value);

if (DateTime.Now < SampleClaims_BirthDate.AddYears(18))

{

throw new Exception("Underage people cannot buy wine.");

}

return this.inner.BuyWine();

}

}

}

The code above retrieves the required BirthDate claim through the Windows Identity Foun-
dation API, then it extracts the value of the claim and checks whether the condition for denial is
met. If the condition is true, it throws an exception signaling an authorization error, otherwise
it delegates the call to the actual implementation of the service.
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The corresponding XACML code is the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<Policy xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:policy:schema:os"

PolicyId="BuyWinePolicy"

RuleCombiningAlgId=

"urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:rule-combining-algorithm:deny-overrides">

<Target>

<Subjects>

<AnySubject/>

</Subjects>

<Resources>

<ResourceMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">

http://www.example.com/webshop/ws

</AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:resource:resource-id"/>

</ResourceMatch>

</Resources>

<Actions>

<ActionMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal">

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">

http://www.example.com/webshop/ws/BuyWine

</AttributeValue>

<ActionAttributeDesignator DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:action:action-id"/>

</ActionMatch>

</Actions>

</Target>

<Rule RuleId="BuyWineRule" Effect="Deny">

<Target/>

<Condition FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than">

<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:time-one-and-only">

<EnvironmentAttributeSelector

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:environment:current-dateTime"/>

</Apply>

<Apply FunctionId=

"urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-add-yearMonthDuration">

<SubjectAttributeDesignator

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"

AttributeId="http://www.example.com/webshop/SampleClaims/BirthDate"/>

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">

18Y

</AttributeValue>

</Apply>

</Condition>

</Rule>

<Rule RuleId="FinalRule" Effect="Permit"/>

</Policy>
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B. SOAL example

The SOAL code in the above example is merely 43 lines long and it is easy to read. If the
default values for the omitted parameters are not suitable for us, they can also be overridden
in the code. From this code the SOAL compiler builds a model as an instance of the SOAL
metamodel. This model is then used to generate WSDL, program code and configuration files
for the various SOA products. In addition, it couples these files together into projects, which
can be directly opened in the SOA products, while only the application logic has to be imple-
mented, that is, the body of the BuyWine() method. The projects then can be immediately
deployed to the appropriate application servers.

It took only three lines to define the condition for the access control of the webshop web ser-
vice in SOAL. The corresponding XACML policy is a complex 50 lines long XML description,
which is hard to write and maintain by hand. Although this XACML policy can be generated
from models conforming to the SOAL metamodel, a lot of SOA frameworks (e.g. Microsoft
WCF) still have no support for XACML. Therefore, it is more useful to generate code for the
specific frameworks, like the authorization class for C# in the above example, while the access
control condition can be easily defined and maintained as a SOAL code.

In addition, the WS-Policy assertions for the WebShop service and for the Sts security token
service are themselves longer than the entire SOAL code above. The corresponding WSDL is
172 lines long, and the SOAL framework even generates product specific configuration files
and source code, too. This means that it is easier to describe and configure distributed SOA
systems through SOAL than to do it manually. In addition, the code generator ensures that the
configurations of the different SOA products math with each other, therefore, the web services
implemented in different SOA products will be able to communicate with each other immedi-
ately.
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C
Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

This appendix shows the structure of the projects generated for the various development
environments and web service implementations by the SOAL framework.

C.1 The common files

The following files are common standard XSD and WSDL files:

Folder or file Description
schema folder for the XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the namespace [Namespace]
[Namespace]Migration.xsd XSD file for the namespace [Namespace] using mi-

gration compatible wrapper types
wsdl folder for the WSDL files
[Namespace].wsdl abstract part of the WSDL for the namespace [Name-

space], it also references the required XSD files in the
schema folder

[Namespace]Binding.wsdl WSDL containing the WS-Policy assertions and bind-
ings for the namespace [Namespace]

[Namespace]Endpoint.wsdl WSDL containing the web service endpoints for the
namespace [Namespace]

single folder for the single XSD and WSDL files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the namespace [Namespace]
[Namespace]Migration.xsd XSD file for the namespace [Namespace] using mi-

gration compatible wrapper types
[Namespace].wsdl a single WSDL file for the namespace [Namespace]

containing all the parts, including the WS-Policy as-
sertions; it also references the required XSD files
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

C.2 WCF: Visual Studio with IIS server

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName]_windows_script.bat script for installing X.509 certificates to the Windows

store
[ProjectName] folder for the Visual Studio solution
[ProjectName].sln the Visual Studio solution file
[ProjectName] folder for the server web project
Global.asax application event handlers
About.aspx about page
Default.aspx default page
Web.config web configuration file
About.aspx.cs backing class for the about page
Default.aspx.cs backing class for the default page
Site.master.cs backing class for the master page
Site.master master page
Account folder for the account handling pages
ChangePassword.aspx change password page
ChangePasswordSuccess.aspx successful password change page
Login.aspx login page
Register.aspx register page
Web.config web configuration file
ChangePassword.aspx.cs backing class for the change password page
ChangePasswordSuccess.aspx.cs backing class for the successful password change page
Login.aspx.cs backing class for the login page
Register.aspx.cs backing class for the register page

App_Code C# code for the application logic
[Namespace].cs types for the enums, structs and exceptions in the

namespace [Namespace]
[Interface].cs C# interface for [Interface]
[Interface]Base.cs implementation of the service’s interface (only this file

has to be edited manually)
[Contract].cs pre- and post-condition implementations
[Authorization].cs claims-based access control implementation
[Endpoint].cs web service endpoint
[Endpoint]Client.cs client for the web service endpoint

App_Data folder for the application data
Scripts folder for the JavaScript files
jquery-1.4.1.js JQuery file
jquery-1.4.1.min.js JQuery file
jquery-1.4.1-vsdoc.js JQuery file

Services folder for the web services
Default.aspx page listing the web services
Web.config WCF configuration for the web services
Default.aspx.cs backing class for the page listing the web services
[Endpoint].svc published service endpoint

Styles folder for the CSS files
Site.css CSS for the web application
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName]Client folder for the standalone client project
App.config WCF configuration file
[Namespace].cs C# classes generated for the namespace
Program.cs main program containing sample calls for web service

clients
[ProjectName]Client.csproj Visual Studio project file
Properties properties folder
AssemblyInfo.cs assembly information file

C.3 Metro: Netbeans with GlassFish server

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName]Client folder for the standalone client project
build.xml ANT build file
manifest.mf metainfo file
nbproject folder for the project settings
project.properties properties for the project
build-impl.xml ANT build file
project.xml project configuration file

src folder for the Java sources
META-INF metainfo folder
client_keystore.jks keystore for the client’s private key
client_truststore.jks truststore for the server’s public key
schema folder for the XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the [Namespace]

wsdl folder for the WSDL files
[Namespace].wsdl abstract part of the WSDL
[Namespace]Binding.wsdl bindings of the WSDL
[Namespace]Endpoint.wsdl endpoints of the WSDL

[package] package for the [Namespace]
[Enum].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Struct].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Struct]
[Exception].java Java exception for [Exception]
[Exception]Fault.java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Interface].java Java interface for [Interface]
[Operation].java JAXB wrapper for an operation
[Operation]Response.java JAXB response wrapper for an operation
[Endpoint]Service.java client for the web service endpoint
ObjectFactory.java JAXB object factory
package-info.java JAXB namespace declaration for the package

[package]client package for the main program
Program.java main program containing sample calls for web service

clients
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName] folder for the web project
build.xml ANT build file
nbproject folder for the project settings
project.properties properties for the project
ant-deploy.xml AND file for deploying the project to the GlassFish

server
build-impl.xml ANT build file
jax-ws.xml JAX-WS file listing the services and clients
jaxws-build.xml ANT file for generating WSDL files for the services
project.xml project configuration file
wsit-deploy.xml ANT file for WSIT

src folder for the source files
conf folder for application configuration files
MANIFEST.MF metainfo file

java folder for the Java sources
[package] package for the [Namespace]
[Enum].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Struct].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Exception].java Java exception for [Exception]
[Exception]Fault.java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Interface].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Operation].java JAXB wrapper for an operation
[Operation]Response.java JAXB response wrapper for an operation
[Interface]Base.java implementation of the service’s interface (only this file

has to be edited manually)
[Contract].java pre- and post-condition implementations
[Authorization].java claims-based access control implementation
[Endpoint].java web service endpoint
[Endpoint]Service.java client for the web service endpoint
ObjectFactory.java JAXB object factory
package-info.java JAXB namespace declaration for the package

META-INF metainfo folder
server_keystore.jks keystore for the server’s private key
server_truststore.jks truststore for the clients’ public keys

test folder for unit test files
web folder for web pages
services.jsp web page listing the web services
WEB-INF folder for the web configuration files
beans.xml JavaEE configuration
sun-jaxws.xml URL mappings for the web services
sun-web.xml GlassFish specific web configuration
web.xml web configuration
lib folder for the user libraries
SAMLHelper.jar library for accessing SAML tokens easier

schema folder for the XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the [Namespace]

wsdl folder for the WSDL files
[Namespace].wsdl abstract part of the WSDL
[Namespace]Binding.wsdl bindings of the WSDL
[Namespace]Endpoint.wsdl endpoints of the WSDL
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

C.4 CXF: Eclipse with Tomcat or JBoss server

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName]Client folder for the standalone client project
.classpath imported libraries
.project project descriptor file
.settings folder for the project settings
org.eclipse.jdt.core.prefs Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.jst.ws.cxf.core.prefs Eclipse specific configuration file

src folder for Java source files
SecurityCallbackHandler.java callback class for passwords of the private keys in the

keystore
META-INF metainfo folder
MANIFEST.MF metainfo file
cxf-client.xml Spring configuration for CXF clients
client_keystore.jks keystore for the client’s private key
client_truststore.jks truststore for the server’s public key
client_encryption.properties specification of the encryption certificate
client_signature.properties specification of the signing certificate
schema folder for the XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the [Namespace]

wsdl folder for the WSDL files
[Namespace].wsdl abstract part of the WSDL
[Namespace]Binding.wsdl bindings of the WSDL
[Namespace]Endpoint.wsdl endpoints of the WSDL

[package] package for the [Namespace]
[Enum].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Struct].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Struct]
[Exception].java Java exception for [Exception]
[Exception]Fault.java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Interface].java Java interface for [Interface]
[Operation].java JAXB wrapper for an operation
[Operation]Response.java JAXB response wrapper for an operation
[Endpoint]Service.java client for the web service endpoint
ObjectFactory.java JAXB object factory
package-info.java JAXB namespace declaration for the package

[package]client package for the main program
Program.java main program containing sample calls for web service

clients
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName] folder for the web project
.classpath imported libraries
.project project descriptor file
.settings folder for the project settings
.jsdtscope Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.common.component Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.jsdt.ui. Eclipse specific configuration file

superType.container

org.eclipse.wst.jsdt.ui. Eclipse specific configuration file
superType.name

org.eclipse.jdt.core.prefs Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.common.project. Eclipse specific configuration file

facet.core.xml

src folder for Java source files
SecurityCallbackHandler.java callback class for passwords of the private keys in the

keystore
server_keystore.jks keystore for the server’s private key
server_truststore.jks truststore for the clients’ public keys
server_encryption.properties specification of the encryption certificate
server_signature.properties specification of the signing certificate
[package] package for the [Namespace]
[Enum].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Struct].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Exception].java Java exception for [Exception]
[Exception]Fault.java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Interface].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Operation].java JAXB wrapper for an operation
[Operation]Response.java JAXB response wrapper for an operation
[Interface]Base.java implementation of the service’s interface (only this file

has to be edited manually)
[Contract].java pre- and post-condition implementations
[Endpoint].java web service endpoint
ObjectFactory.java JAXB object factory
package-info.java JAXB namespace declaration for the package

WebContent folder for web pages
services.jsp web page listing the web services
META-INF metainfo folder
MANIFEST.MF metainfo file

WEB-INF folder for the web configuration files
cxf-beans.xml or jbossws-cxf.xml Spring configuration for CXF services for Tomcat or

JBoss
web.xml web configuration
lib folder for the user libraries
schema folder for the XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the [Namespace]

wsdl folder for the WSDL files
[Namespace].wsdl abstract part of the WSDL
[Namespace]Binding.wsdl bindings of the WSDL
[Namespace]Endpoint.wsdl endpoints of the WSDL
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

C.5 WebLogic: JDeveloper with WebLogic server

Folder or file Description
Calculator_weblogic_script.py Jython script for configuring X.509 certificates for the

WebLogic server
[ProjectName]App JDeveloper application folder
[ProjectName]App.jws JDeveloper application file
[ProjectName] JDeveloper web project folder
[ProjectName].jpr JDeveloper web project file
src folder for the Java sources
[package] package for the [Namespace]
[Enum].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Struct].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Exception].java Java exception for [Exception]
[Exception]Fault.java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Interface].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Operation].java JAXB wrapper for an operation
[Operation]Response.java JAXB response wrapper for an operation
[Interface]Base.java implementation of the service’s interface (only this file

has to be edited manually)
[Contract].java pre- and post-condition implementations
[Endpoint].java web service endpoint
ObjectFactory.java JAXB object factory
package-info.java JAXB namespace declaration for the package
public_html folder for web pages

services.jsp web page listing the web services
WEB-INF folder for the web configuration files
web.xml web configuration
policies folder for WS-Policy assertions
[Binding]_policy.xml WS-Policy assertion for [Binding]

wsdl folder for the WSDL and XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the [Namespace]
[Namespace].wsdl single WSDL file for the [Namespace]
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

C.6 WebSphere: Rational Application Developer with WebSphere
server

Folder or file Description
[ProjectName]EAR folder for the enterprise project
.project project descriptor file
.settings folder for the project settings
org.eclipse.wst.common.component Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.ws.service. Eclipse specific configuration file

policy.prefs

org.eclipse.wst.common.project. Eclipse specific configuration file
facet.core.xml

META-INF metainfo folder
policyAttachments.xml mapping of policies and bindings to web services
wsPolicyServiceControl.xml WebSphere specific configuration file

Bindings folder for the WebSphere bindings
[ProjectName]_binding.zip binding configuration for the project
bindings required for the ZIP structure
[ProjectName]_binding required for the ZIP structure
bindingDefinition.xml descriptor file for the binding
PolicyTypes required for the ZIP structure
HTTPTransport HTTP configuration folder
bindings.xml HTTP configuration

JMSTransport JMS configuration folder
bindings.xml JMS configuration

SSLTransport SSL configuration folder
bindings.xml SSL configuration

WSAddressing WS-Addressing configuration folder
bindings.xml WS-Addressing configuration

WSReliableMessaging WS-ReliableMessaging configuration folder
bindings.xml WS-ReliableMessaging configuration

WSSecurity WS-Security configuration folder
bindings.xml WS-Security configuration including references to the

X.509 certificates
Policies folder for the WebSphere policies
[Binding]_policy.zip policy configuration for [Binding]
PolicySets required for the ZIP structure
[Binding]_policy required for the ZIP structure
policySet.xml descriptor file for the policy
PolicyTypes required for the ZIP structure
WSAddressing WS-Addressing policy folder
policy.xml WS-Addressing policy file

WSReliableMessaging WS-ReliableMessaging policy folder
policy.xml WS-ReliableMessaging policy file

WSSecurity WS-Security policy folder
policy.xml WS-Security policy file
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C. Artifacts generated by the SOAL framework

Folder or file Description
Calculator_websphere_script.py Jython script for configuring policies and bindings for

the WebSphere server
[ProjectName] folder for the web project
.classpath imported libraries
.factorypath annotation processors
.project project descriptor file
.settings folder for the project settings
.jsdtscope Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.common.component Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.jsdt.ui. Eclipse specific configuration file

superType.container

org.eclipse.wst.jsdt.ui. Eclipse specific configuration file
superType.name

com.ibm.etools.references.prefs Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.jdt.apt.core.prefs Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.jdt.core.prefs Eclipse specific configuration file
org.eclipse.wst.ws.service. Eclipse specific configuration file

policy.prefs

org.eclipse.wst.common.project. Eclipse specific configuration file
facet.core.xml

src folder for Java source files
[package] package for the [Namespace]
[Enum].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Struct].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Enum]
[Exception].java Java exception for [Exception]
[Exception]Fault.java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Interface].java JAXB annotated implementation for [Exception]
[Operation].java JAXB wrapper for an operation
[Operation]Response.java JAXB response wrapper for an operation
[Interface]Base.java implementation of the service’s interface (only this file

has to be edited manually)
[Contract].java pre- and post-condition implementations
[Endpoint].java web service endpoint
ObjectFactory.java JAXB object factory
package-info.java JAXB namespace declaration for the package

WebContent folder for web pages
services.jsp web page listing the web services
META-INF metainfo folder
MANIFEST.MF metainfo file

WEB-INF folder for the web configuration files
ibm-web-bnd.xml IBM specific configuration file
ibm-web-ext.xml IBM specific configuration file
web.xml web configuration
lib folder for the user libraries
schema folder for the XSD files
[Namespace].xsd XSD file for the [Namespace]

wsdl folder for the WSDL files
[Namespace].wsdl abstract part of the WSDL
[Namespace]Binding.wsdl bindings of the WSDL
[Namespace]Endpoint.wsdl endpoints of the WSDL
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D
Interoperability test configuration

This appendix describes the SOAL code and the corresponding WS-Policy assertions used
for interoperability tests evaluated in section 4.4. The SOAL code is the following:

[Uri("http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsInteropTest")]

namespace WsInteropTest {

struct Complex {

double Re;

double Im;

}

interface IInterop {

string SayHello(string name);

Complex Add(Complex left, Complex right);

byte[] Bytes(byte[] data);

}

binding Soap11Plain {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap11; }

}

binding Soap12Plain {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap12; }

}

binding Soap11Mtom {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap11; mtomEnabled true; }

}

binding Soap12Mtom {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap12; mtomEnabled true; }

}
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D. Interoperability test configuration

binding Soap11Wsa {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap11; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

}

binding Soap12Wsa {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap12; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

}

binding Soap11WsaWsRm {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap11; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

protocol WsReliableMessaging {

version Wsrm11;

deliveryAssurance ExactlyOnce;

inOrder true;

} }

binding Soap12WsaWsRm {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap12; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

protocol WsReliableMessaging {

version Wsrm11;

deliveryAssurance ExactlyOnce;

inOrder true;

} }

binding Soap11WsaWsS {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap11; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

protocol WsSecurity {

version Wss11;

algorithmSuite Basic128Rsa15;

includeTimestamp true;

requireSignatureConfirmation false;

headerLayout Strict;

protectionOrder EncryptBeforeSign;

tokens { token WssX509Token; }

} }

binding Soap12WsaWsS {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap12; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

protocol WsSecurity {

version Wss11;

algorithmSuite Basic128Rsa15;

includeTimestamp true;

requireSignatureConfirmation false;

headerLayout Strict;

protectionOrder EncryptBeforeSign;
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D. Interoperability test configuration

tokens { token WssX509Token; }

} }

binding Soap11WsaWsSc {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap11; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

protocol WsSecurity {

version Wss11;

algorithmSuite Basic128Rsa15;

includeTimestamp true;

requireSignatureConfirmation false;

headerLayout Strict;

protectionOrder EncryptBeforeSign;

tokens {

token WssSecureConversationToken {

requireDerivedKeys false;

bootstrapProtocol WsSecurity {

version Wss11;

algorithmSuite Basic128Rsa15;

includeTimestamp true;

requireSignatureConfirmation false;

headerLayout Strict;

protectionOrder EncryptBeforeSign;

tokens { token WssX509Token; }

} } } } }

binding Soap12WsaWsSc {

transport HTTP;

encoding SOAP { version Soap12; }

protocol WsAddressing { version Wsa10; }

protocol WsSecurity {

version Wss11;

algorithmSuite Basic128Rsa15;

includeTimestamp true;

requireSignatureConfirmation false;

headerLayout Strict;

protectionOrder EncryptBeforeSign;

tokens {

token WssSecureConversationToken {

requireDerivedKeys false;

bootstrapProtocol WsSecurity {

version Wss11;

algorithmSuite Basic128Rsa15;

includeTimestamp true;

requireSignatureConfirmation false;

headerLayout Strict;

protectionOrder EncryptBeforeSign;

tokens { token WssX509Token; }

} } } } }

endpoint InteropSoap11 : IInterop {

binding Soap11;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}
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D. Interoperability test configuration

endpoint InteropSoap12 : IInterop {

binding Soap12;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap11Mtom : IInterop {

binding Soap11Mtom;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap12Mtom : IInterop {

binding Soap12Mtom;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap11Wsa : IInterop {

binding Soap11Wsa;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap12Wsa : IInterop {

binding Soap12Wsa;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap11WsaWsRm : IInterop {

binding Soap11WsaWsRm;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap12WsaWsRm : IInterop {

binding Soap12WsaWsRm;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap11WsaWsS : IInterop {

binding Soap11WsaWsS;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap12WsaWsS : IInterop {

binding Soap12WsaWsS;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap11WsaWsSc : IInterop {

binding Soap11WsaWsSc;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

endpoint InteropSoap12WsaWsSc : IInterop {

binding Soap12WsaWsSc;

location "http://tempuri.org";

}

}

The WSDL containing the generated WS-Policy assertions is the following (for brevity, only
the policies for SOAP 1.1 are shown, the SOAP 1.2 policies are the same):

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
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D. Interoperability test configuration

<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsInteropTest"

xmlns:tns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsInteropTest"

xmlns:ns0="http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsInteropTest"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

xmlns:soap11="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

xmlns:soap12="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap12/"

xmlns:wsp="http://www.w3.org/ns/ws-policy"

xmlns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-util

ity-1.0.xsd"

xmlns:wsoma="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/policy/optimizedmimeserializati

on"

xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"

xmlns:wsam="http://www.w3.org/2007/05/addressing/metadata"

xmlns:wsaw="http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl"

xmlns:wsrmp="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/policy"

xmlns:wsat="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/10/wsat"

xmlns:sp="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/\wsspolicy/200702"

xmlns:wst="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512"

xmlns:wsx="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex">

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11Mtom_Policy">

<wsoma:OptimizedMimeSerialization/>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11Wsa_Policy">

<wsam:Addressing/>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsRm_Policy">

<wsp:ExactlyOne>

<wsp:All>

<wsam:Addressing/>

<wsrmp:RMAssertion>

<wsp:Policy>

<wsrmp:DeliveryAssurance>

<wsp:Policy>

<wsrmp:ExactlyOnce/>

<wsrmp:InOrder/>

</wsp:Policy>

</wsrmp:DeliveryAssurance>

</wsp:Policy>

</wsrmp:RMAssertion>

</wsp:All>

</wsp:ExactlyOne>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsS_Policy">

<wsp:ExactlyOne>

<wsp:All>

<wsam:Addressing wsp:Optional="false"/>

<sp:AsymmetricBinding>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:InitiatorToken>

<wsp:Policy>
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D. Interoperability test configuration

<sp:X509Token sp:IncludeToken="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-s

ecuritypolicy/200702/IncludeToken/AlwaysToRecipient">

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:WssX509V3Token10/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:X509Token>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:InitiatorToken>

<sp:RecipientToken>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:X509Token sp:IncludeToken="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-s

ecuritypolicy/200702/IncludeToken/Never">

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:WssX509V3Token10/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:X509Token>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:RecipientToken>

<sp:Layout>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:Strict/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Layout>

<sp:IncludeTimestamp/>

<sp:OnlySignEntireHeadersAndBody/>

<sp:AlgorithmSuite>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:Basic128Rsa15/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:AlgorithmSuite>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:AsymmetricBinding>

<sp:Wss11>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:MustSupportRefIssuerSerial/>

<sp:MustSupportRefThumbprint/>

<sp:MustSupportRefEncryptedKey/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Wss11>

</wsp:All>

</wsp:ExactlyOne>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsS_Input_Policy">

<sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:Body/>

</sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:SignedParts>

<sp:Body/>

<sp:Header Name="To" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="From" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="FaultTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="ReplyTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>
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<sp:Header Name="MessageID" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="RelatesTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="Action" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="AckRequested" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsr

m/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="SequenceAcknowledgement" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.or

g/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="Sequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/20

0702"/>

<sp:Header Name="CreateSequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/w

srm/200702"/>

</sp:SignedParts>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsS_Output_Policy">

<sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:Body/>

</sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:SignedParts>

<sp:Body/>

<sp:Header Name="To" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="From" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="FaultTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="ReplyTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="MessageID" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="RelatesTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="Action" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="AckRequested" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsr

m/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="SequenceAcknowledgement" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.or

g/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="Sequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/20

0702"/>

<sp:Header Name="CreateSequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/w

srm/200702"/>

</sp:SignedParts>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsSc_Policy">

<wsp:ExactlyOne>

<wsp:All>

<wsam:Addressing wsp:Optional="false"/>

<sp:SymmetricBinding>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:ProtectionToken>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:SecureConversationToken sp:IncludeToken="http://docs.oasis-open.

org/ws-sx/\wsspolicy/200702/IncludeToken/AlwaysToRecipient">

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:BootstrapPolicy>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:AsymmetricBinding>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:InitiatorToken>
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<wsp:Policy>

<sp:X509Token sp:IncludeToken="http://docs.oasis-ope

n.org/ws-sx/\wsspolicy/200702/IncludeToken/AlwaysToRecipient">

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:WssX509V3Token10/>

<sp:RequireThumbprintReference/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:X509Token>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:InitiatorToken>

<sp:RecipientToken>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:X509Token sp:IncludeToken="http://docs.oasis-ope

n.org/ws-sx/\wsspolicy/200702/IncludeToken/Never">

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:WssX509V3Token10/>

<sp:RequireThumbprintReference/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:X509Token>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:RecipientToken>

<sp:AlgorithmSuite>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:Basic128Rsa15/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:AlgorithmSuite>

<sp:Layout>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:Strict/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Layout>

<sp:IncludeTimestamp/>

<sp:OnlySignEntireHeadersAndBody/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:AsymmetricBinding>

<sp:Wss11>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:MustSupportRefIssuerSerial/>

<sp:MustSupportRefThumbprint/>

<sp:MustSupportRefEncryptedKey/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Wss11>

<sp:Trust13>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:MustSupportIssuedTokens/>

<sp:RequireClientEntropy/>

<sp:RequireServerEntropy/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Trust13>

<sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:Body/>

</sp:EncryptedParts>
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<sp:SignedParts>

<sp:Body/>

<sp:Header Name="To" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/

addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="From" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/0

8/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="FaultTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/200

5/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="ReplyTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/200

5/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="MessageID" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2

005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="RelatesTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2

005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="Action" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005

/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="AckRequested" Namespace="http://docs.oasi

s-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="SequenceAcknowledgement" Namespace="http:

//docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="Sequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-op

en.org/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="CreateSequence" Namespace="http://docs.oa

sis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

</sp:SignedParts>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:BootstrapPolicy>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:SecureConversationToken>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:ProtectionToken>

<sp:AlgorithmSuite>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:Basic128Rsa15/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:AlgorithmSuite>

<sp:Layout>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:Strict/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Layout>

<sp:IncludeTimestamp/>

<sp:OnlySignEntireHeadersAndBody/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:SymmetricBinding>

<sp:Wss11>

<wsp:Policy>

<sp:MustSupportRefIssuerSerial/>

<sp:MustSupportRefThumbprint/>

<sp:MustSupportRefEncryptedKey/>

</wsp:Policy>

</sp:Wss11>
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</wsp:All>

</wsp:ExactlyOne>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsSc_Input_Policy">

<sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:Body/>

</sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:SignedParts>

<sp:Body/>

<sp:Header Name="To" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="From" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="FaultTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="ReplyTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="MessageID" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="RelatesTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="Action" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="AckRequested" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsr

m/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="SequenceAcknowledgement" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.or

g/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="Sequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/20

0702"/>

<sp:Header Name="CreateSequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/w

srm/200702"/>

</sp:SignedParts>

</wsp:Policy>

<wsp:Policy wsu:Id="Soap11WsaWsSc_Output_Policy">

<sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:Body/>

</sp:EncryptedParts>

<sp:SignedParts>

<sp:Body/>

<sp:Header Name="To" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="From" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="FaultTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="ReplyTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="MessageID" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="RelatesTo" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="Action" Namespace="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"/>

<sp:Header Name="AckRequested" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsr

m/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="SequenceAcknowledgement" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.or

g/ws-rx/wsrm/200702"/>

<sp:Header Name="Sequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/20

0702"/>

<sp:Header Name="CreateSequence" Namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/w

srm/200702"/>

</sp:SignedParts>

</wsp:Policy>

</wsdl:definitions>
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The router in the BPEL process instance migration framework is capable of transforming
SOAP messages by moving the SOAP headers into the body of the SOAP message to give
access to these headers for BPEL process engines which provide no support to access SOAP
headers directly. Through an example, this appendix describes how the interface descriptions
have to be changed when a BPEL process using these interfaces should be made compatible
with the proposed instance migration framework.

The following BpelMigration.xsd describes the elements to be included in the SOAP
body:

<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

targetNamespace="http://www.iit.bme.hu/BpelMigration/1.0"

xmlns:mig="http://www.iit.bme.hu/BpelMigration/1.0"

elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:complexType name="WsAddressing">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="Action" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="To" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="From" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="ReplyTo" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="FaultTo" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="MessageID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="RelatesTo" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
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<xs:complexType name="WsTracing">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="SourceInstanceID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="SourceState" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="TargetInstanceID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="Headers">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:any/>

<xs:element name="WsAddressing" type="mig:WsAddressing" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="WsTracing" type="mig:WsTracing" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>

Let’s suppose we have the following calculator web service interface:

interface ICalculator

{

double Add(double left, double right);

}

Then the following XSD corresponds to this interface when the most common document/
wrapped SOAP encoding style is used:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.iit.bme.hu/ICalculator"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:tns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/ICalculator"

elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:element name="Add" nillable="true" type="tns:Add"/>

<xs:complexType name="Add">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="left" type="xs:double" />

<xs:element name="right" type="xs:double" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="AddResponse" nillable="true" type="tns:AddResponse"/>

<xs:complexType name="AddResponse">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="AddResult" type="xs:double" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>
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When a BPEL process that implements this interface should be made compatible with the
migration framework, then the following changes have to be made to this XSD:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.iit.bme.hu/ICalculator"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:tns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/ICalculator"

xmlns:mig="http://www.iit.bme.hu/BpelMigration/1.0"

elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:import namespace="http://www.iit.bme.hu/BpelMigration/1.0"

schemaLocation="BpelMigration.xsd"/>

<xs:element name="Add" nillable="true" type="tns:Add"/>

<xs:complexType name="Add">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="headers" type="mig:Headers"/>

<xs:element name="left" type="xs:double" />

<xs:element name="right" type="xs:double" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="AddResponse" nillable="true" type="tns:AddResponse"/>

<xs:complexType name="AddResponse">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="headers" type="mig:Headers"/>

<xs:element name="AddResult" type="xs:double" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>

Note, that there is no change in the WSDL description required. This makes it easy to transform
interface descriptions to migration compatible, since only the XSDs have to be changed and the
changes are easy to perform. In fact, besides the normal XSDs the SOAL framework creates
these kinds of XSDs, too. So if a BPEL process should be designed to be migration compatible,
then these kinds of XSDs have to be selected when the process is being constructed, instead of
the normal ones.
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The following example shows the use of WS-Addressing and WS-Tracing headers when the
process is called:

<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:a="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

<s:Header xmlns:tr="http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsTracing/1.0">

<a:Action s:mustUnderstand="1">http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator/Add</a:Action>

<a:MessageID>urn:uuid:c3f2e843-30d7-4ad8-96fa-3fa134fc9a5d</a:MessageID>

<a:ReplyTo>

<a:Address>http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/anonymous</a:Address>

</a:ReplyTo>

<tr:SourceInstanceID>181960f7-681b-452f-b259-2b08331c8fc1</tr:SourceInstanceID>

<tr:SourceState></tr:SourceState>

<tr:TargetInstanceID>d1eec6d9-795f-44b9-9921-f6543f3a6676</tr:TargetInstanceID>

</s:Header>

<s:Body>

<Add xmlns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator">

<left>5</left>

<right>8</right>

</Add>

</s:Body>

</s:Envelope>

When the headers are moved to the body by the router the message looks like:

<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:a="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

<s:Body>

<Add xmlns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator"

xmlns:mig="http://www.iit.bme.hu/Migration/1.0">

<headers>

<mig:WsAddressing>

<mig:Action>http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator/Add</mig:Action>

<mig:ReplyTo>http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/anonymous</mig:ReplyTo>

<mig:MessagID>urn:uuid:c3f2e843-30d7-4ad8-96fa-3fa134fc9a5d</mig:MessagID>

</mig:WsAddressing>

<mig:WsTracing>

<mig:SourceInstanceID>181960f7-681b-452f-b259-

2b08331c8fc1</mig:SourceInstanceID>

<mig:SourceState></mig:SourceState>

<mig:TargetInstanceID>d1eec6d9-795f-44b9-9921-

f6543f3a6676</mig:TargetInstanceID>

</mig:WsTracing>

</headers>

<left>5</left>

<right>8</right>

</Add>

</s:Body>

</s:Envelope>
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The reply arriving from the process can be the following:

<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

<s:Body>

<AddResponse xmlns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator"

xmlns:mig="http://www.iit.bme.hu/Migration/1.0">

<headers>

<mig:WsAddressing>

<mig:Action>http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator/AddResponse</mig:Action>

<mig:To>http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/anonymous</mig:To>

<mig:MessagID>urn:uuid:dff4dccc-458d-4b70-9e18-bff2a84fd31c</mig:MessagID>

<mig:RelatesTo>urn:uuid:c3f2e843-30d7-4ad8-96fa-3fa134fc9a5d</mig:Relates

To>

</mig:WsAddressing>

<mig:WsTracing>

<mig:SourceInstanceID>d1eec6d9-795f-44b9-9921-f6543f3a6676</mig:SourceInst

anceID>

<mig:SourceState></mig:SourceState>

<mig:TargetInstanceID>181960f7-681b-452f-b259-2b08331c8fc1</mig:TargetInst

anceID>

</mig:WsTracing>

</headers>

<AddResult>13</AddResult>

</AddResponse>

</s:Body>

</s:Envelope>

Which is then transformed to the following form by the router when it is sent back to the
caller:

<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:a="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

<s:Header xmlns:tr="http://www.iit.bme.hu/WsTracing/1.0">

<a:Action

s:mustUnderstand="1">http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator/AddResponse</a:Action>

<a:MessageID>urn:uuid:dff4dccc-458d-4b70-9e18-bff2a84fd31c</a:MessageID>

<a:RelatesTo>urn:uuid:c3f2e843-30d7-4ad8-96fa-3fa134fc9a5d</a:RelatesTo>

<tr:SourceInstanceID>d1eec6d9-795f-44b9-9921-f6543f3a6676</tr:SourceInstanceID>

<tr:SourceState></tr:SourceState>

<tr:TargetInstanceID>181960f7-681b-452f-b259-2b08331c8fc1</tr:TargetInstanceID>

</s:Header>

<s:Body>

<AddResponse xmlns="http://www.iit.bme.hu/Calculator">

<AddResult>13</AddResult>

</AddResponse>

</s:Body>

</s:Envelope>
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